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Abstract
Concrete has exceptional strength when under compression; however when exposed
to tensile loading, the brittle behaviour governs its failure. Tensile strength of the
concrete can be improved by the addition of randomly dispersed short fibres within
the matrix. The allowable tensile loads carried by such composites however are not as
high as conventionally reinforced concrete. Various forms of fibres can be used within
cementitious composites, but Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) fibre is of particular interest
in recent research due to this high tensile strength when compared to other synthetic
fibres and its extremely high bond with the cementitious matrix.
An Engineered Cementitious Composite (ECC) is a ultra-high performance fibre re-
inforced concrete that can be produced by the inclusion of PVA fibre, in addition to
other fibre types. The design of ECCs has eventuated through the process of mi-
cromechanics and although ECCs do not achieve as high a tensile strength to that
of conventionally reinforced concrete, they do however behave in a similar manner as
isotropic materials, such as steel, by achieving strain-hardening. This is the character-
istic that distinguishes ECCs from other fibre reinforced concretes. However, in order
to achieve strain-hardening, there is a requirement for surface coating the PVA fibre
with a oil substance in order to slightly reduce the bond of the fibre / matrix interface.
This research investigates the development of a new lightweight ECC that includes
hollow glass microspheres as a lightweight additive with the inclusion of uncoated PVA
fibre. The addition of microspheres is expected to reduce the bond of fibre / matrix
interface in a similar fashion as typical PVA fibre surface coating. Two types of mi-
crospheres (Potters Industries Pty. Ltd. Sphericel 110P8 & Potters Industries Pty.
Ltd. Q-Cel 5070S) at 10%, 15% & 20% fraction volume were included within the PVA-
ECC. Lightweight ECC mix designs with randomly dispersed uncoated PVA fibre and
ii
varying hollow glass microspheres were created and test specimens were prepared. The
specimens were exposed to compression, flexure and impact testing whereby the re-
sults were analysed and compared to the properties of a standard PVA-ECC in order
to assess if there was a reduction in density, an increase or maintained compressive
strength, changes in flexural properties, impact strength and whether strain-hardening
was achieved.
The outcomes suggest that the density is reduced with the inclusion of microspheres,
more so with the Q-Cel than the Sphericel. The compressive strength has minor reduc-
tions with the Sphericel micorpshere addition and may be considered negligible. The
Q-Cel however resulted in higher reductions of compressive strength. Flexural strength
and strain of the composites with uncoated PVA fibre and microsphere additions per-
formed similar to that of plain concrete, with only minor increases in flexural strength
and strain. The addition of microspheres is therefore considered not have the same
affect on the fibre bond strength as typical surface coating would. The impact testing
suggested that PVA fibre improves the impact strength at low strain rates, however at
medium to high strain rates there seems to be no greater increase in strength compared
to the plain concrete. The inclusion of microspheres to the PVA-ECC adversely affects
the impact strength of the low strain rates to match that of plain concrete. Again, no
noticeable change is witnessed to the PVA-ECC at medium to high strain rates with
the inclusion of microspheres.
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Glossary of Terms xix
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The following chapter introduces Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECCs) and
touches on some of the composite properties that will be discussed in detail throughout
this paper. It further outlines the background of this project, the research aims and
objectives.
1.1 Project Background
Concrete is a versatile construction material that is capable of being moulded into
virtually any shape. This property is valuable as it allows engineering design to suit
the aesthetics of modern and ever evolving architecture in addition to optimisation of
material and geometries. However, the downfall of concrete is its brittle characteristic.
Concrete has exceptional strength when under compression; however when exposed
to tensile loading, the brittle behaviour governs its failure and results in a very weak
material. The addition of steel reinforcing within concrete provides tensile strength to
the material, by means of the steel reinforcement taking up the tensile stresses within
the load carrying member.
Tensile strength of concrete can also be improved by the addition of randomly dispersed
short fibres within the concrete matrix. Fibre material may include steel fibre, glass
fibre, carbon fibre, polyethylene (PE) fibre, polypropylene fibre (PP), and polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) fibre. The tensile strength inherited by the concrete with the addition
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these fibres is not as high as the conventionally reinforced concrete. However due to the
randomly dispersed fibres throughout the entire concrete matrix, the composite begins
to behave in a similar manner as an isotropic material. Although, this is not the case
for all fibre additions.
Through the process of micromechanics, a connection has been made between the
microstructure of the materials used for concrete composites and the composites me-
chanical performance. This has allowed for tailoring of the fibres, matrix and their
interface that has lead to the development of Engineered Cementitious Composites
(ECCs). When ECCs are placed under tensile stress, they experience the phenomena
called strain-hardening which in turns allows for the composite to behave similar to that
of an isotropic material. This is achieved when the tensile stresses in the composite
begin to the crack the matrix, however as soon as the first microcrack is initiated, the
tensile forces are transferred through the fibres that bridge the crack and back into the
matrix. This process is repeated whereby crack propagation and widening is restricted
and results in multiple sub-parallel microcracks within the matrix. Due this multiple
cracking, the composite experiences strain-hardening. Strain-hardening is however only
experienced by ECCs with the addition polyethylene (PE) fibre, polypropylene fibre
(PP), and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fibre. This due to their high tensile strengths and
low Young’s modulus; with the latter being similar to that of concrete. Due to certain
criteria, steel fibre, glass fibre and carbon fibre do not allow the composite to achieve
strain-hardening but instead strain-softening, as discussed in Section 2.2.
PVA fibre is of particular interest due to its small diameters, organic origin and low
production cost, relative to other fibres. Mircomechanics has developed PVA-ECCs
whereby optimal fibre fraction volume in relation to the total composite volume is
1.5% - 2.0%. Furthermore, with the addition of PVA fibres in the cement matrix, the
overall density of the composite is slightly reduced due to the lower specific gravity of
1.3 adhered by the PVA fibre. However, research has shown that the further increase of
PVA fibre fraction volume does typically have a minor reduction of concrete compres-
sive strength. The compressive strain capacity on the other hand is slightly increased
with the addition of PVA fibre. In addition, tensile strength, strain capacity, flexural
strength and energy absorption of the concrete is improved when including PVA fibre.
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1.2 Research Aims
Since the density of the composites is only slightly reduced with the addition of PVA
fibre, this research aims at further developing a Lightweight ECC (LWECC) by re-
placing a fraction volume of cement with a lightweight hollow microsphere additive.
However the addition of microspheres into the composite may negatively impact the fi-
bre / matrix interface whereby there is potential for the strain-hardening characteristic
of the ECC to be reduced or converted to strain-softening. This may be related to the
smooth surface of the hollow glass microspheres and the reduction of chemical bond
between the PVA fibre and the matrix due to the removal of cement. However, when
creating standard PVA-ECCs, it is a requirement that the surface of the PVA fibre be
coated with an oily substance in order to reduce the bond between the fibre and matrix,
otherwise the bond will be to strong whereby fibre rupture will occur prior to strain-
hardening being achieved. Hence, there is potential to eliminate the need of surface
coating the PVA fibre when adding microspheres to the mix, since these microspheres
may reduce the PVA fibre chemical bond similar to that of surface coating.
The research will therefore aim at creating a Lightweight PVA-ECC without the need
of prior surface coating of the fibres, in the hope that the composite is still capable of
achieving stain-hardening whilst the ultimate tensile strength, tensile strain capacity
and flexural strength of standard PVA-ECC are maintained. Furthermore the research
aims at maintaining, if not improving, the compressive strength and impact energy
absorption characteristics of the composite due to the microsphere additions. The
challenge remains with the addition of light-weight additives that represent flaws in
the cementitous matrix. Tensile strength is controlled by the largest flaw within the
matrix and the bond that will exist between the cement and the light-weight additive
in addition to the PVA fibre / matrix interface. Compressive strength of the composite
may also be governed by the number of groups of moderately large flaws within the
matrix.
1.3 Research Objectives
Attempting to maintain the PVA-ECC mechanical properties whilst reducing the com-
posite density can be achieved by incorporating a lightweight additive that exhibits a
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low density whilst introducing minor flaws into the matrix. This study shall include
hollow glass microspheres into the cementitious mixture, similar to the of Wang & Li
(2003) research, however with a variation in fibre fraction volume, the density of the
lightweight additive and the mean diameter of the microspheres, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2.5. Plain concrete specimens are prepared as well as standard ECC specimens
containing randomly dispersed PVA microfibres. A number of lightweight PVA-ECC
specimens that replace a volume fraction of cement content, ranging between 10% –
20%, with hollow glass microspheres are also prepared. The specimens are exposed to
compressive, flexural and impact loading whereby the mechanical behaviour and char-
acteristics of the lightweight PVA-ECC are compared between each other and compared
to the standard PVA-ECC and plain concrete specimens.
The major objectives for this research are summarised below:
• Gain knowledge behind the technical aspects of ECCs
• Learn how to design and prepare an ECC
• Carry out compression tests on specimens in order to determine the compression
characteristics
• Carry out flexural tests on specimens in order to determine flexural and tensile
characteristics
• Have impact tests carried out on specimens in order to determine energy absorp-
tion characteristics
• Analysis test data and compare the effects of the including glass hollow micro-
spheres
• Assess other properties of the composites such as densities and fresh concrete /
plastic state behaviour
Refer to the project specification in Appendix A for a more detailed description of the
research objectives.
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1.4 Conclusion
This research undertakes an in-depth literature review of ECCs in order to attain a
substantial knowledge of the composites characteristics, performance and failure mech-
anisms. The design of ECCs is explained and carried out by preparing a number of
ECC mix designs and physical test specimens that include randomly dispersed PVA
fibre and two types of lightweight hollow glass microspheres. The specimens are tested
under mechanical loading and the results analysed in order to characterise each mix
design.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Chapter Overview
The following chapter is a review of existing research undertaken for Engineered Ce-
mentitious Composites. The information is obtained from published technical papers,
unpublished technical papers and the authors knowledge of concrete materials. It dis-
cusses polyvinyl alcohol as a material and its properties as a fibre for use in cementitious
composites. The development of ECCs through the process of micromechanics is ex-
plained and how it has allowed the composite to attain strain-hardening. PVA-ECCs
are characterised in terms of its compressive, tensile, flexural and impact energy absorp-
tion properties. Furthermore, lightweight ECCs that have been studied with varying
weight reduction methods are discussed.
The literature review is used to gain an understanding of the ECC properties in order to
adequately assess the results from this research project. In addition, the methods uses
by other researches in order to prepare ECC samples and conduct successful testing is
achieved through the literature review.
2.2 Fibre Reinforced Concrete
Fibre Reinforced Concrete (FRC) can be defined as a cementitious matrix which in-
cludes randomly dispersed and orientated short fibres throughout. In addition to the
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tensile and flexural properties of plain concrete being enhanced, a reduction in crack
propagation and improved ductility and toughness is a result of the fibre inclusion.
The fibre range available for incorporating into the cement matrix, includes steel fi-
bres, glass fibres, carbon fibres, polyethylene (PE) fibres, polypropylene (PP) fibres,
and polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fibres. Steel fibres, polyethylene fibres and polypropylene
fibres are commonly used in the construction industry, however it is PVA fibre that
has in the recent years attracted much interest in the research and development sector
of fibre reinforced concrete. This is due to its high tensile strength, similar Young’s
modulus with concrete, small diameters and relatively cost effective price (Hu, Yang,
Zhou, Xing & Xiang 2013). PVA fibre and its development shall be discussed in further
detail in Section 2.3.
Engineered Cementitious Composites (ECCs) are a special class of ultra-high perfor-
mance fibre reinforced concrete that exhibits properties of high ductility (Li 2003),
good fracture energy and high tensile capacity due to the allowance of strain-hardening.
When tensile stresses are imposed on the matrix with a low fraction volume of fibres,
generally less than 2% of the concrete volume, the ultimate tensile strength and strain
capacity could be as high as 5 MPa and 4%, respectively. This is in the order of two
times greater than that of standard fibre reinforced concrete (Maalej, Quek, Ahmed,
Zhang, Lin & Leong 2012).
Steel fibres, glass fibres and carbon fibres are referred to high modulus fibres due to
their high Young’s modulus property. Soe, Zhang & Zhang (2013) recommend that
these fibres improve bulk strength and toughness of the composite however due to
their brittle behaviour they do not allow for ductility or strain-hardening to occur,
but instead strain-softening. PVA fibres, PP fibres and PE fibres however exhibit a
lower Young’s modulus and are thus referred to as low modulus fibres. These fibres
on the other hand allow for strain-hardening to occur which in turn enhances the
composites ductility, in addition to reducing cracks widths. Fibre Reinforcement -
Steel and Synthetic (c. 2007) suggests otherwise, whereby strain-hardening is achieved
by a composite that is reinforced with randomly dispersed steel fibre. The problem is
that high dosages of steel fibre is required in order to achieve strain-hardening, resulting
in an uneconomical composite. Hence the wide use of lower steel fibre dosages in the
industry, resulting in a composite that experiences strain-softening. Synthetic fibres on
the other hand are able to achieve strain-hardening at low dosage rates.
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Figure 2.1: Typical Stress-Strain curves for materials that experience strain-hardening or
strain-softening and that of plain concrete (Fibre Reinforcement - Steel and Synthetic c.
2007)
The phenomena of strain-hardening occurs when a material is placed under stress and
deformed into its plastic state. At the point where the material deformation changes
from elastic to plastic, an increase in material strength occurs. When ECCs are placed
under tensile stress they produce a stress-strain curve similar to that of steel, which has
a yield point followed by strain-hardening for several percent of strain. The composite
thus mimics the ductile behaviour of an isotropic material. Figure 2.1 displays the
typical curves for materials that undergo strain-hardening or strain softening and the
general behaviour of plain concrete. Materials that undergo strain-softening demon-
strate an increase in strength and strain to the point of transformation from elastic to
plastic state at which stage the strength of the material suddenly and the gradually
decreases when exposed to a continual increase in strain. ECCs on the other hand fol-
low the strain-hardening path. It can be noted that the strength continues to increase
from the point of elasto-plastic as the material undergoes increased strain.
Briefly explained, when the an ECC is placed under tensile stress, microcracking of
the cementitious matrix begins to occur at which point the randomly dispersed short
fibre within the matrix begin to bridge the cracking and transfer the load back into
the matrix. The transferred load then produces an adjacent sub-parallel microcrack in
the matrix which again is bridged by the fibres. It is through this process of continual
load transfer and microcracking that strain-hardening occurs within the composite.
Strain-hardening shall be further discussed in Section 2.2.2.
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For certain applications, such as structures that provide protection from impact or are
exposed to high corrosive environments, a hybrid fibre composite is a suitable extension
from ECCs. A hybrid fibre composite consists of more than one type of fibre and is ca-
pable of meeting superior material performance requirements specific for its structural
application when compared to monofibre composites. This could be achieved by com-
bining PVA fibre and steel fibre of proper volume ratios within the matrix. Since ECCs
with high modulus fibres (i.e. steel and carbon) generally have high ultimate strength,
low crack width control and low strain capacity and ECCs with low modulus fibres
(i.e. PVA and polyethylene fibres) have opposed characteristics, it is evident therefore
that a combination of high and low modulus fibres provide an optimal balance between
ultimate strength, crack width control and strain capacity (Maalej et al. 2012). Maalej
et al. (2012) research proposed a lower fraction volume of high modulus to low modulus
fibre, in the order of 0.5% to 1.5% respectively, generally demonstrated a cementitious
composite of optimal performance.
The material engineering of ECCs is based on modelling the relationships between the
materials microstructures, processing, material properties and performance (Wang &
Li c. 2005). The modelling for ECCs is referred to as micromechanics whereby it tailors
the components of fibre, cement matrix and their interface for optimal performance.
Micromechanics shall be discussed in detail in Section 2.2.2 below.
2.2.1 Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) as a Fibre
The development of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fibre took place in 1939 and is accredited
to Dr. Sakuradas and assisting research group of Kyoto Imperial University of Japan.
In 1950, Kuraray Corp began to commercially manufacture and sell PVA fibre as the
first Japanese organic fibre (Horikoshi, Ogawa, Saito & Hoshiro 2006). The production
of PVA is via polymerization of vinly acetate to polyvinyl acetate (PVAc), pursued by
hydrolysis of PVAc to PVA. The chemical structure of PVA is reasonably simple with
a pendant hydroxyl group as indicated in Figure 2.2.
To date PVA fibre has multiple uses which include fishing nets, seaweed farming nets,
ropes, hoses, belts, tire codes, paper making felts and more. In regards to a cementitious
matrix, PVA fibres imposes good flexural strength to the composite. This is due to its
excellent interfacial bond with the matrix. Refer to Figure 2.3 for PVA in the form of
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Figure 2.2: The general chemical structure of Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) (Horikoshi et al.
2006)
Figure 2.3: PVA in the from of fibre for use in cementitious composites (Noushini et al.
2014)
fibres for use in fibre reinforced concrete.
The superb interface characteristic is related to the molecular bond (i.e. hydrogen
bond) that is created between the PVA fibre and cementitious matrix during hydra-
tion (Scheffler, Zhandarov, Jenschke & Mader 2013). The result is a superior adhesion
to the matix when compared with steel or glass fibres. Noushini, Samali & Vessalas
(2013) supports this theory with the addition that the non-circular cross section of the
PVA fibres further enhance the bond characteristics. Furthermore, PVA fibres consist
of highly sloped marcomolecules that provide adequate durability within high alkaline
and wet environments. During the hydration process of PVA fibre reinforced concrete,
Ca+ and OH− ions within the cement slurry are attracted to the PVA fibre and form
a layer of Ca(OH)2, referred to as the Interfacial Transition Zone (ITZ) as can be seen
in Figure 2.4 by the white area surrounding each PVA fibre (Horikoshi et al. 2006).
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Figure 2.4: A microscopic image showing the white surround of the PVA fibres known as
the Interfacial Transition Zone that provides bond strength between the PVA fibre and
cementitous matrix (Horikoshi et al. 2006)
The ITZ layer formed around the PVA fibre within the cementitious matrix provides
the bond strength between the fibre and matrix.
Noushini et al. (2013) describes the advantages of PVA fibre usage in cementitious
composites to include:
• High aspect ratio (i.e. fibre length to fibre diameter ratio)
• High ultimate tensile strength
• Good chemical compatibility with Portland cement
• Good affinity with water
• Quicker drainage rate
• No risk to health when used
When compared to other organic fibres used in ECCs, PVA fibre exhibits high strength
and modulus of elasticity (Scheffler et al. 2013). Table 2.1 outlines the mechanical
properties of common reinforcing fibres as noted in Section 2.2. As can be noted in
Table 2.1, PVA fibre exhibits approximately twice the tensile strength and a Young’s
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Table 2.1: Properties of fibres that are often used in fibre reinforced cementitious compos-
ites (Horikoshi et al. 2006)
Fibre Properties
Tensile
Strength
(MPa)
Youngs
modulus
(GPa)
Fibre
elongation
(%)
Specific
Gravity
PVA fibre 880–1600 25–40 6–10 1.30
PP fibre 600 5 25 0.91
PE fibre 750–900 3.4–4.9 13–25 1.10
Steel fibre 1200 200 3–4 7.85
Glass fibre 2200 80 0–4 2.78
modulus in the order of 5 times greater than that of PP and PE fibres. For this reason,
PVA fibres inherit better long term crack control performance.
Horikoshi et al. (2006) carried out age acceleration tests on PVA, PE and glass fibre
in an alkaline environment to assess their behaviour during alkaline attack. The fibres
were soaked in hot 80◦C and high alkaline water for 14 days, whereby the PVA fibre
demonstrated a sustained tensile strength compared to PE and glass fibres that showed
a loss in tensile strength. PVA fibre is therefore well suited for the alkaline environment
of the cenemtitious matrix.
2.2.2 Micromechanics
Micromechanics is emphasised as the connecting link between the material microstruc-
ture properties and the composites mechanical performance. As noted in Section 2.2,
micromechanics provides the means of tailoring the fibre, matrix and interface compo-
nents of the composite in order to obtain the optimal performance of an ECC. If the
fibre fraction volume within the composite is too low, strain-softening will be experi-
enced by the composite as per normal FRC. If the fibre fraction volume is too high,
strain-hardening will be experienced by the composite however a waste of fibre mate-
rial and cost will be incurred, in addition to difficulties in material processing. It is
therefore important to determine the critical fibre fraction volume at which point the
composite changes from strain-softening to strain-hardening when loaded.
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The combination of fibre engineering, fibre and matrix interface and matrix properties
is of utmost importance in order to achieve ductility in ECCs (Wang & Li c. 2005).
The high ductility of ECCs is a result of the interactions between the fibre, matrix
and their interface (Soe et al. 2013). This allows for multi-crack development when
the composite is under tensile load, which in turn allows for strain-hardening to occur.
A simplified explanation is that when the composite is placed under tensile stress,
the first microscopic crack occurs the instant the applied load exceeds the first crack-
load capacity (i.e. cracking strength) of the matrix. The fibres bridging the crack
then share and transfer the load across the crack faces back into the matrix via the
fibre and matrix interface. If the load is capable of being sustained by the fibres and
the interface, then a subsequent parallel crack will occur within the matrix. This
process is repeated and results in a series of sub-parallel microscopic cracks within
the matrix causing the composite to deform and exhibit ductility and strain-hardening
properties (Noushini et al. 2013). In addition, once the composite yield point is reached,
the crack width opening does not increase but instead the number of micro-cracks
increase. Furthermore, when the microscopic cracks begin to form and the fibres begin
to bridge the cracks under load, the bridging stresses within the fibres increase which
in turn increase the shear stresses on the matrix / fibre interface. Failure can then
occur when interface de-bonding is experience (i.e. the fibres pull out of the matrix) or
interface bonding sustains the load however the fibres stretch until rupture (Noushini
et al. 2013). A more detailed and technical explanation of obtaining strain-hardening
shall follow in the subsequent paragraphs.
The fibre bridging property that occurs across the matrix crack is referred to as the
tensile stress-separation displacement (σ–δ) curve as shown in Figure 2.5. This prop-
erty is an extremely important component of micromechanics (Li 2003). The bridging
property or the bridging law, describes the relationship between the average tensile
stress (σ) transferred across the matrix crack plane and the separation displacement
(δ) of the crack faces (i.e. Crack Opening Displacement: COD) when subjected to a
uniaxial tensile load. The complementary energy is shown in the hatch area above and
to the left of the curve which shall be discussed in more detail below.
Two governing criterion can be emphasized in order to ensure strain-hardening of ECCs.
These can be referred to as the strength criterion and energy criterion. The strength
criterion ensures that the matrix cracking strength does not exceed the ultimate bridg-
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Figure 2.5: The σ–δ curve showing the relationship between the average tensile stress (σ)
transferred across the matrix crack plane and the separation displacement (δ) of the crack
faces (Yu & Yang 2011)
ing stress (σ0) of the fibres and thus allows for multiple micro-cracking to occur. If this
criterion is exceeded then a crack will occur from which the load cannot be supported
by the bridging fibres. The energy criterion relates to the style of crack propagation
which in turn is directed by the activity of crack extension. In order to explain crack
propagation we first look at a situation where fibre/matrix interface is weak. In such
situation, fibre pullout will occur when the composite is tensile loaded, resulting in a
σ–δ curve with low peak strength (σ0). If the fibre/matrix interface is too strong then
a spring like interaction (i.e. a slight give and take) does not exist within the composite
which results in stretching of the fibre and then rupture with a small critical opening
δ0. For both such situations, the complementary energy to the left of the σ–δ curve
will be small which in turn results in a crack propagation behaviour whereby failure
of the fibres or fibre/matrix interface begins within the centre of the crack where the
crack opening is maximum (i.e. δm exceeds δ0) and a tension-softening region that
follows the crack tip as the crack propagates. Failure due to a reduced in load carrying
capacity is evident after tension-softening. This type of failure is exhibited for normal
fibre reinforced concrete. However, when the complementary energy is maximised the
crack faces will remain flat during crack propagation in order to maintain a steady state
crack opening (i.e. δss < δ0) whereby the tensile load carrying capacity is sustained,
resulting in the load being transferred back into the matrix and allowing sub-parallel
cracking to occur (Li 2003).
The first microcrack initiates from a width of zero to approximately 60 µm between first
cracking strain (roughly 0.01%) and 1% strain. Increased loading past 1% strain creates
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the multiple cracking as discussed above but with no increase in crack width (Wang &
Li c. 2005). Micromechanics therefore enhances durability of fibre reinforced concrete
since the maximum allowable crack width should not exceed 80 µm in order to ensure
the prevention of water penetration.
The fibre, matrix and interface and composite ductility are thus linked by the σ–δ curve.
The assurance of multiple cracking is that steady state crack propagation occurs under
tension. This situation prevails when the complementary energy J ′b is greater than
the crack tip toughness Jtip, as determined from the bridging stress versus the crack
opening curve (i.e. σ–δ curve) (Yu & Yang 2011).
J ′b ≡ σ0δ0 −
∫ δ0
0
σ(δ)dδ (2.1)
Where σ0 is the peak bridging stress and δ0 is the corresponding crack opening.
Jtip = σssδss −
∫ δss
0
σ(δ)dδ (2.2)
Where σss is the bridging stress under which steady state crack opening δss is evident.
For EEC mixes that exhibit a low fibre fraction volume, the crack tip toughness Jtip
approaches the matrix toughness K2m/Em where Km and Em are the fracture tough-
ness and Young’s modulus for the matrix, respectively. It should be noted that these
two variables are sensitive to the mix design criteria, such as water/cement ratio, fine
aggregate size and content. In general a maximum matrix toughness value of 12 N/m
is preferred for ECCs (Wang & Li c. 2005).
The complementary energy J ′b and the crack tip toughness Jtip provide a strain-hardening
index J ′b/Jtip for assessing tensile ductility of the composite. A strain-hardening index
J ′b/Jtip = 1 illustrates that the composite is at the point of is converting from strain-
softening to strain-hardening. An index J ′b/Jtip > 1 ensures strain-hardening and leads
to a higher density of multiple cracking.
The importance of the σ–δ curve can therefore be highlighted as its shape governs
the provision of strain-hardening in ECCs or strain-softening as for normal FRC. The
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shape of the σ–δ curve is dependent on both the fibre properties and the fibre/matrix
interaction parameters. The fibre properties include the fibre volume fraction, diameter,
length, strength and modulus. However it is the fibre/matrix interaction parameters
of interfacial chemical and frictional bond that control the shape of the σ–δ curve (Li
2003). This control is achieved by surface coating the PVA fibre with an oil based
product in order to ensure an excessively high interface bond is not achieved and thus
ensuring rupture failure of the fibre does not occur. However, to high a content of
surface coating results in pullout failure of the fibre from the matrix as discussed above.
The oil content should allow for fibre/matrix interfacial properties in the order of 1.5–
2.5 MPa frictional stress and less than 1.5 N/m interfacial fracture energy (Wang &
Li c. 2005). Li (2003) recommends a surface coating content between 0.8% and 1.2%
by weight of fibres in order to achieve a critical fibre fraction volume of 2% minimum.
Alternatively, fly ash introduced into the matrix is inclined to reduce the interfacial
bond and matrix toughness (Wang & Li c. 2005). Fly ash can serve as an advantage
by improving workability of the mixture and material sustainability however, high fly
ash content reduces early strength grain of the composite. Wang & Li (c. 2005) suggests
a fly ash to cement ratio of 1.2 in order to achieve overall best performance.
Micromechanics therefore provides a σ–δ curve can be further viewed as a link between
material design and structural design due to its influence on the stress-strain curve of
the composite. The cost of fibres however outweighs the cost of sand, cement or water
when producing ECCs. The use of micromechanics as a tool to optimise composite
performance with a minimum fibre fraction volume is also useful and important so as
to be able to create an economical composite that is capable of being competitive in
the construction market whilst producing a sustainable product that maintains strain-
hardening properties.
Finally, the water/cement (w/c) ratio of the mixture is a leading variable for controlling
the strength of the composite. A low w/c ratio enhances strength whilst at the same
time helps fibre distribution and maintains mixture consistency. However, a w/c ratio
that is too low can have a negative effect on ECC ductility. For this reason, a w/c of
approximately 0.25 is recommended.
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Table 2.2: Typical mix proportions for PVA engineered cementitious composites
(ECCs) (Wang & Li c. 2005)
Engineered Cementituous Composite Mix Proportions
Fraction
Volume %
Cement Fine Silica
Sand
Water Superplasticizer
(HRWR)
PVA Fibre
1 0.363 0.25 0.02 1.5
Mix Design Proportions
Through the tailoring of micromechanics, mix designs have been created that allow
for an ECC to achieve strain-hardening. Typically, these mix designs will have a low
water/cement ratio and a low cement/aggregate ratio. As noted above in Section 2.2.2,
fly ash may be incorporated into the mix so as to assist with workability however
it does have an effect on fibre/matrix interfacial bond. In addition, superplasticizers
improve workability and may be included with or without fly ash. Furthermore the best
performing fibre fraction volume for a PVA-ECC is between 1.5% - 2.0%. Table 2.2
includes a typical mix proportions for a PVA engineered cementituous composite.
2.3 PVA Engineered Cementitious Composite Character-
istics
An extensive range of research has been undertaken in order to analyse the mechanical
behaviours of ECCs. These studies have been carried out by placing the composite
under quasi-static, cyclic and high rate or impact loading. The characteristics adhered
by ECCs is outlined in Table 2.3 with a discussion below on the mechanical properties
and behaviours when subjected to external loading.
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Table 2.3: Typical properties of engineered cementitious composites (ECCs) (Li 2007)
Engineered Cementitious Composite (ECC) Properties
Compressive
Strength
(MPa)
First
Crack
Strength
(MPa)
Ultimate
Tensile
Strength
(MPa)
Ultimate
Tensile
Strain
(%)
Young’s
modulus
(GPa)
Flexural
Strength
(MPa)
Density
(kg/m3)
20–95 3–7 4–12 1–8 18–34 10–30 950–2300
2.3.1 Compressive Characteristic
Compressive strength is an important characteristic of plain concrete whereby its im-
portance is also transferred to ECC composites. As concrete ages (i.e. cures), it grains
compressive strength. The rate at which concrete gains compressive strength is indi-
cated on Figure 2.6. With reference to Figure 2.6 it can be noted that for concrete
manufactured from general purpose Portland cement, approximately 70% of its com-
pressive strength is gained within the first 7 days and the rate of strength gain is steep.
At the age of 28 days, the concrete has reached its ultimate strength, otherwise known
as its 28-day strength, and the rate of strength gain has begun to plateau. Hence post
28 days, the concrete strength gain is very small and may be considered negligible.
Therefore, concrete strength is determined from its 28 day compressive strength.
Figure 2.6: Typical 28 day strength gain curve of cured concrete (Guide to concrete
construction 2002)
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PVA-ECC exhibits similar compressive characteristics to that of normal and high
strength concrete. ECCs demonstrate compressive strengths in the range of 20 – 95
MPa and Young’s modulus of approximately 18 – 34 GPa, which it typically lower
than normal concrete and can be associated due to the elimination of coarse aggregate
in ECCs. Regardless of ECCs achieving increased compressive strengths compared to
that of plain concrete, the rate of strength gain still mimics the ageing process of plain
concrete. The successive addition of PVA fibre past the recommended fraction volume
results in a continual reduction in compressive strength for the ECC (Hu et al. 2013).
However, when assessing varying fibre aspect ratios, it can be noted that shorter length
fibre perform better under compressive loads compared to longer length fibres (Noushini
et al. 2013). The compressive strain capacity of ECCs is however in the order of 0.45%
– 0.65% which is marginally higher that plain concrete (Li 2007).
As highlighted previously, the w/c ratio of a mix design affects the compressive strength
of the composite. The higher the w/c ratio for the mixture, the lower the compressive
strength of the concrete. Atahan, Pekmezci & Tuncel (2013) investigated the affects of
two w/c ratios, 0.35 and 0.25, with varying PVA fibre fraction volumes of 0.5%, 1.0%,
1.5% and 2.0% for each. It was noted that an increase of PVA fibre volume with a 0.35
w/c ratio resulted in an increase in compressive strength and a 0.25 w/c ratio resulted
in a higher compressive strength compared to 0.35 w/c ratio. However, in accordance
with Hu et al. (2013) studies, as the fibre fraction volume increased for a mixture with
a w/c ratio of 0.25, the compressive strength decreased. Regardless of such, this paper
will focus on a w/cm ratio of 0.25 since micromechanics recommends this content in
order to satisfy overall performance of ECCs.
It is worth noting that when an ECC is placed under compression, the post-peak
behaviour tends to descend more gradually compared to high strength concrete and
the composite begins to fail via bulging instead of explosive crushing (Li 2007). This
is due to the flexural toughness of an ECC as explained in Section 2.3.4.
2.3.2 Tensile Characteristic
Once a fibre reinforced concrete (FRC) composite has cracked, most of the tensile
forces are transmitted through fibre bridging of the matrix. The tensile behaviour of
the cracked FRC is therefore mainly determined by the embedded fibres (Lee, Shin &
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Oh 2011). It is therefore expected that the length of fibre used within a composite will
have an effect on the ultimate tensile strength due to fibre/matrix bond. In addition,
the tensile strength increases with curing but only in the initial stages. A rapid tensile
strength gain is witnessed at early age (i.e before 28 days) and then plateaus and does
not increase further (Hu et al. 2013).
High tensile ductility is the most important characteristic of ECCs. This characteristic
is invaluable for improving the structural ultimate limit state (ULS) in the sense of
structural load and deformation capacity in addition to energy absorption (Li 2007).
As noted in Section 2.2.2, the development of multiple microcracking is required in
order to attain strain-hardening and hence high tensile ductility and durability of the
composite. Research has shown that the tensile properties of an ECC material has
been observed to be rate dependent, meaning the rate at which a uniaxial tensile load
is applied to an ECC, has an effect and alters the tensile behaviour and strain capacity
of the composite. It has been shown that the tensile strain capacity decreases with the
increase in strain rate.
Furthermore, composites with higher fibre fraction volume show less reactivity to strain
rate compared with lower fibre fraction volume. Li (2007) states that the ultimate tensile
strength and ultimate tensile strain capacity of an ECC falls between 4–12 MPa and
1–8% respectively.
2.3.3 Flexural Characteristic
The tensile ductility of ECC governs the flexural behaviour of the composite. When
exposed to bending, multiple sub-parallel microcracks form within the tension zone of
the composite thus enabling the existence of larger deflections and curvature by means
of deflection hardening, or otherwise known as strain-hardening. Strain hardening is
a property that is difficult to achieve with standard FRC. As the depth of the FRC
element increases, deflection hardening becomes more difficult to achieve under bending
due to stain-softening. However, the elements geometry does not affect ECCs ability
to attain strain hardening (Li 2007).
A variation in fibre fraction volume does not have a significant effect on flexural strength
and first cracking strength of the composite, however, altering the w/c ratio of a mixture
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does. A higher w/c ratio creates a composite with lower flexural and first cracking
strength (Atahan et al. 2013). This is due to the fact that lower w/cm ratios allow
for improved fibre/matrix interface which in turn resists fibre pullout and enhances
flexural strength. Typically the flexural strength and first crack strength for ECCs
ranges between 10–30 MPa and 3–7 MPa, respectively (Li 2007).
2.3.4 Impact Energy Absorption Characteristic
The high energy absorption characteristic of an ECC is referred to as the materials
flexural toughness whereby it is the composites ability to resist breaking apart. This
property is determined from the calculated area under the load-deflection curve when
exposed to a 4-point bending test (Noushini et al. 2013). An increase in fibre fraction
volume, up to 2%, has shown to have a major impact on the composites flexural tough-
ness (Atahan et al. 2013). The flexural toughness increases as the fibre fraction volume
increases. Atahan et al. (2013) demonstrated that energy absorption was also affected
by w/c ratio. For a constant PVA fibre fraction volume, a higher w/c results in higher
energy absorbed by the composite. The lower the w/c ratio exhibited by a mixture, the
higher the interfacial bond created between the matrix and the fibres. This results in
fibre rupture which in turn dampens the energy absorption capacity of the composite.
2.3.5 Other Characteristics
Previous studies by Hu et al. (2013) on the mechanical properties of PVA fibre rein-
forced concrete has shown that an increase of water consumption exists within the mix
when there is an increase in fibre volume fraction. This results in a decrease in work-
ability when the concrete is in its plastic state. Hu et al. (2013) also determined that
a decrease in concrete slump corresponded to an increase in fibre content. However, it
is important to note that high workability and high slump do not necessarily always
to go hand in hand. It is possible to have a high slump with low workability or a low
slump with high workability. Workability can be improved by the addition of water
reducing agents, fly ash, an increase in cement content or additional water. However
the addition of water content is not advised as it increases w/c ratio which in turn re-
duces strength and durability and increase the potential for crack propagation (Guide
to concrete construction 2002).
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The addition of PVA fibre to a concrete mix proves to have a small reduction in mass
per unit volume. This reduction is due to the fibre replacing a fraction volume of the
composite mixture whilst having a lighter specific gravity when compared to cement
and sand aggregate. In addition, the fatigue response of ECCs is proven to be greater
than that of normal concrete and FRC. Therefore, ECCs exhibit an extended fatigue
life which is attributed to its high ductility property.
One of the disadvantages of ECCs is that since the engineered mix contains high binder
content (i.e. cement, fine aggregate and fly ash), a very high drying shrinkage is expe-
rienced. When compared to normal structural concrete, the drying shrinkage of ECCs
is about 80% greater (Wang & Li c. 2005). However, regardless of the high drying
shrinkage experienced by ECCs, the composite doesn’t exhibit large shrinkage crack
widths. This is due to the shrinkage being below the tensile strain capacity of the
composite and hence the material is still within stain-hardening stage.
Finally, Young’s modulus of elasticity for an ECC tends to be lower than that of plain
concrete. Reason being is that the modulus of elasticity for PVA fibres is similar to
concrete, but the specific gravity for the fibre is lower, resulting in a maintain volume
where fibres have replaced concrete and therefore reduced the elastic modulus (Hu
et al. 2013).
2.4 Lightweight Engineered Cementitious Composite
In general ECCs have a relatively high density with the maximum being in the order
of 2300 kg/m3. This is similar to that of normal concrete which is about 2400 kg/m3.
The minor reduction in density can be attributed to the replacement of 1.5% – 2.0%
cement volume with a fibre that has a light density. Traditionally, a method of reducing
the density of normal concrete is by including a light-weight aggregate, such as pyro-
processed shales, clays, slate, expanded slags, expanded fly ash or that which has been
extracted from natural porous volcanic sources. In addition, the inclusion of foams into
the mixture results in entrapped air within the concrete that has a further reduction in
density. The densities achieved in normal concrete by these methods ranges between
1400 kg/m3 – 1900 kg/m3.
Previous studies by Wang & Li (2003) looked at creating a Lightweight ECC (LWECC)
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by altering various aspects of the PVA-ECC mix design with 2% fibre fraction volume.
These methods included air entrapment into the concrete mix and the addition of glass
micro-bubbles, polymeric microform (polymeric micro-hollow bubbles) and expanded
perlite sand as lightweight additives. The research indicated that multiple cracking and
strain-hardening was achieved by all 4 methods; however a PVA-ECC with glass bubble
additive exhibited the better mechanical performances compared to polymeric micro-
hollow bubbles, air entrainment and expanded perlite sand. Ultimately a LWECC
with 2% fibre fraction volume and 20% glass bubble volume fraction replacement was
developed with a density of 1670 kg/m3 and a tensile first crack strength, an ultimate
tensile strength, tensile strain capacity and compressive strength of 3.90 MPa, 4.56
MPa, 3.42% and 43.2 MPa, respectively. A lighter weight PVA-ECC with glass bubbles
with a density of 1450 kg/m3 was developed however this was due to the total removal
of all sand in the mixture whilst maintaining the same glass bubble fraction by weight,
thus resulting in a 38% glass bubble fraction by volume. It can be noted though that
a reduction in tensile first crack strength, ultimate tensile strength and compressive
strength occurred to the value of 29.7%, 5.5%, and 3.0%, respectively, and an increase
in tensile strain capacity of 24.0%. Any glass bubble fraction volume greater than this
results in a composite that is likely unable to achieve strain-hardening. This is due a
reduced interface with the PVA fibre and the cement matrix, as bonding between the
glass bubbles and PVA fibre is limited and a percentage of cement is required in order
for the Interfacial Transition Zone to occur around the PVA fibre.
It can be noted that a general increase in glass bubble fraction volume results in a
gradual reduction in tensile first crack strength and compressive strength however ul-
timate tensile strength and strain capacity are virtually unaffected. Furthermore, the
larger the mean diameter of the glass bubble additive, the greater the reduction in
mechanical properties of the composite. This can be related to the fact that failure of
the composite is first experienced due to the largest flaw in the matrix whereby glass
bubbles may act as such flaws. Air entrainment produces similar behaviour whereby
the increase in entrapped air begins to congregate and produces even larger flaws within
the matrix. Polymeric micro-hollow bubbles don’t perform as well as glass bubbles due
to the even weaker bond to cement and PVA fibre during hydration. When compared
to air entrainment, polymeric micro-hollow bubbles marginally out outperformed this
method. Finally, expanded perlite sand experienced poor strain-hardening due to the
relatively large aggregate size (0.5 mm–2 mm) hindering fibre dispersion and causing
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changes in rheology, in addition to the higher porous microstructure of the sand, thus
requiring a greater water content in order to neutralise the water absorption.
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2.5 Chapter Summary
The fundamental property of an ECC is its ability for the composite to achieve strain-
hardening through the process of multi-crack development. Sub-parallel microscopic
cracks occur when the tensile stresses are transferred through the matrix via fibres
bridging the crack faces. Through the development of micromechanics, the cementitious
matrix and the fibre materials have been tailored in order to achieve this property.
Standard FRC designed with low dosage rates of steel fibres, glass fibres and carbon
fibres are not capable of achieving strain-hardening due to the high Young’s modulus
of the fibres when compared to the concrete. Hence ECCs require the use of PVA
fibres, PP fibres or PE fibres that exhibit a low Young’s modulus similar to that of the
cementitious matrix.
In addition to the the high tensile strength of PVA fibres, the phenomena of hydro-
gen bonding occurs within the cementitious matrix surrounding the PVA fibre. The
surrounding area is known as the Interfacial Transition Zone (ITZ) and results in an
extremely strong bond between the PVA fibre and the composite. Hence, a further
requirement in order for PVA-ECC to achieve strain-hardening, is to have the fibre
coated with an oil substance so as to reduce the fibre / matrix interface. Typically, the
mix proportions of an ECC will contain 1.5% – 2.0% fibre fraction volume coated with
an oil substance of 0.8% – 2.0% by fibre weight.
The inclusion of PVA fibres in a cementitious matrix does not significantly change
the compressive strength of the concrete, however it does improve the ultimate tensile
strength and award it the property of ductility. This in turn enhances the energy
absorption capacity of the material.
Lightweight ECCs have been created by incorporating expanded perlite sand, polymeric
microform, glass micro-bubbles and air entrainment as lightweight additives. These
methods have achieved strain-hardening whilst reducing the composite density by up
to 40%. However, a reduction in compressive strength and ultimate tensile strength
was witnessed.
Chapter 3
Materials and Mix designs
3.1 Chapter Overview
The following chapter discusses the materials used for the design of the research project
ECC. It highlights the properties and characteristics of the cement, sand, water, PVA
fibre, lightweight hollow glass microspheres and superplasticiser used for the design
of the ECC and how they affect the design. The chapter further defines the mix
design proportions and mix design quantities adopted for the ECC design and how
each material quantity for each mix design was determined.
3.2 Materials
Typical concrete is a mixture of cement, aggregate and water. Concrete can also include
admixtures such as fly-ash, slag, water reducing agents (i.e. superplasticisers), retarders
and accelerators. A composite incorporates other materials whose main function is to
act as reinforcement. The materials used to create concrete in this research are cement,
fine sand aggregate, water and superplasticiser. The additional cementitous composite
materials include PVA fibre and hollow glass mircospheres. Each of these materials are
discussed below
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(a) Front of bag (b) Back of bag
Figure 3.1: Cemix GP cement bags that were used for preparing the mix design samples
3.2.1 Cement
Cement is the binding agent of a concrete mixture and may be produced as an inorganic
or a organic material. General cement is further divided into Portland cement and
Blended Cement. General Purpose Portland (GP) cement has been adopted for this
research. It is an inorganic cement that consists of a mixture of finely ground calcium
carbonate, alumina, silica, and iron oxide. These materials are kiln dried at high
temperatures of 1300 to 1500◦C whereby they are partially fused to form clinker (i.e.
a ceramic-like material that takes the form of small hard balls) (Guide to concrete
construction 2002). In addition, the chemical compound of the clinker is altered during
the kiln process whereby the material becomes reactive to water. Once removed from
the kiln, the clinker is cooled and mixed with gypsum (calcium sulfate) and again
ground to a fine powder that is commonly know as cement. Gypsum is required in
order to govern the rate at which the cement hydrates when mixed with water (Guide
to concrete construction 2002).
The cement used in this research was Cemix GP cement purchased from a common
builders hardware store in bags of 20kg’s which can be seem in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: A mix design portion of Cemix GP cement in its fine ground powder form as
viewed from above
Figure 3.2 displays the Cemix GP cement in its ground powder form. It can be noted
that the grey colour of this cement is primarily due to the presence of iron infused into
the clinker.
3.2.2 Fine Sand Aggregate
Natural sand aggregates are typically sourced from stream beds, dunes and alluvial
deposits. Australian Standard AS2758.1 requires that the grading of sand ranges be-
tween 75 µm and 9.50 mm when used for concrete. This research adopted natural sand
aggregates sourced from alluvial river beds that was then further separated by means of
sieving to fine sand aggregates with a grading between 75 to 250 µm and 250 to 425 µm
as discussed in Section 4.3. Figure 3.3 shows the sand aggregate that was purchased
for the research project.
Figure 3.3: The course sand purchased for used in this research project
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It can be noted that a concrete mix design with a high content of fines will have a higher
water demand and reduced workability. Hence one of the reasons for the inclusion of
superplasticisers in ECC mix designs, in order to improve the workability as discussed
in Section 3.2.6.
3.2.3 Water
In general, the water used to produce concrete is to be either potable water (i.e. suitable
as drinking water) or water that is free from impurities. Impurities in the water may
be suspended solids, organic matter or salts, however there is a minimal allowance of
such contaminents whereby water would still be considered as suitable. Typically, a
maximum of 2% of fine silt and/or clay suspended solids smaller than 2 mm is allowed
in the water. High organic matter in the water will impact the concrete strength
and could prevent setting. Generally though, organic matter only retards the rate of
strength gain whereby additional curing time will compensate such effects. The most
commonly found salts in water are Chloride and sulphate. The former accelerates the
curing process of the concrete and has long term effects on strength. It also impacts the
durability of steel reinforced concrete. The latter may affect setting time and long term
strength, however this is typically not common (Guide to concrete construction 2002).
The PH level of the water needs to also be considered for the production of concrete.
A suitable limit for PH is to ensure that it is above 5.0. Since cement is a high alkaline
material, high acidity in the water will be neutralised fairly quickly.
For the purpose on this research, potable water is used to prepare the ECC specimens
and is considered to be suitable for concrete production.
3.2.4 PVA Fibre
The PVA fibres utilised in this research are Nycon monofilament PVA RECS15 fibres
manufactured as in accordance with American Standard ASTM C-1116, Section 4.1.3
and AC-32 (Nycon-PVA RECS15 c. 2013). Figure 3.4 displays the Nycon monofilemant
fibre used in the preparation of the ECC specimens throughout this research.
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(a) Nycon fibre (b) Close up
Figure 3.4: The Nycon monofilament PVA RECS15 fibre used to prepare the research
specimens. Figure 3.4a is a photo of the Nycon fibre viewed from above. Figure 3.4b
is a close up photo of the Nycon fibre. Note the small and large clusters of the fibre in
Figure 3.4b
.
Each individual fibre is 8 mm long with a diameter of 38 µm and does not consist of an
oil substance surface coating. A summary of the fibre properties are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Properties of the PVA fibre used for this research
Nycon RECS15 PVA Fibre Properties
Filament
Diameter
(µm)
Fibre
Length
(mm)
Specific
Gravity
Tensile
Strength
(MPa)
Flexural
Strength
(GPa)
38 8 1.3 1600 40
Refer to Appendix B.1 for the detailed Nycon RECS15 PVA Fibre data sheet.
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(a) Sphericel 110P8 (b) Q-Cel 5070S
Figure 3.5: The hollow glass microspheres used to prepare the research specimens. Note
the difference in resemblance of powder exhibited the microspheres. Figure 3.5a is a photo
of the Sphericel 110P8 Microsphere which almost resembles a fine clumpy baking flour.
Figure 3.5b is a photo of the Q-Cel 5070S Microsphere that resembles a very fine powder.
3.2.5 Lightweight Microsphere Additive
The hollow glass microspheres utilised in this study is Sphericel 110P8 and Q-Cel
5070S products supplied by Potters Industries Pty. Ltd. (Australia). These engineered
microspheres represent single cells manufactured to controlled dimensions. Each cell
has thin glass walls relative to its nominal diameter whereby the cell is filled with air
and thus provides a hollow space. For this reason the microsphere product have reduced
densities when replacing solid cementitious products of same volumes. In other words,
microspheres simultaneously add or maintain volume whilst reducing density (Potters
Hollow Spheres: The lightweight additive for peak performance n.d.). When viewing a
collection of microspheres (cells) to the naked eye, the microspheres take on the form
of fine powder as can be noted with Figure 3.5.
However when viewed through a microscope, the microspheres take on the form of tiny
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Table 3.2: Typical characteristics of the hollow glass microspheres used as a light-weight
additive in this research
Hollow Glass Microsphere Properties
Density
(kg/m3)
Size
Distribution
(µm)
Particle
Mean Size
(µm)
Max. Working
Pressure
(MPa)
Sphericel 110P8 490 5 – 25 15 68.95
Q–Cel 5070S 430 5 – 90 35 27.58
ping-pong balls. Typically, this ping-pong ball resemblance of microspheres, when used
as an addition to binders, improves the flow property of the binders whilst in its liquid
or plastic state. It provides the behaviour similar to that of ball bearings thus allowing
ease of flow between lubricated particles. The binder inherits the illusion of reduced
viscosity and therefore improves workability to a concrete mix. Table 3.2 tabulates the
properties for both the Spherical and Q-Cel microsphere products.
The glass bubbles and polymeric micro-hollow bubbles used by Wang & Li (2003) all
had average sizes below 100 µm diameter. Two variations of glass bubbles were used;
a S38 and S60 Glass Bubble with a mean size of 30µm and 60µm and a density of 380
kg/m3 and 600 kg/m3, respectively.
The density for Spherical 110P8 and Q-Cel 5070S are both below the density of S60,
however slightly higher than S38. Furthermore, S38 glass bubbles have a mean diameter
greater than Q-Cel 5070S only. It is therefore expected that Sphericel 110P8 may
outperform S38 due to the smaller mean diameter of the product, however it will more
than likely exhibit a greater composite density. In addition Q-Cel 5070S has a slightly
higher density and mean size when compared with S38. It is therefore expected that the
LW-ECC that includes Q-Cel 5070S as a light-weight additive will exhibit similar results
to a composite that includes S38. It must be noted however that these assumptions
are based on particle mean size and bulk density only as the working pressures of S38
and S60 from previous studies are unknown.
Refer to Appendix B.2 and B.3 for the detailed Sphericel and Q-Cel microsphere data
sheets, respectively.
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3.2.6 Water-Reducing Admixture
Water-reducing admixtures may be categorised into 3 classifications; normal water-
reducing admixture (WR), medium-range water-reducing admixture (MRWR) and
high-range water-reducing admixture (HRWR). Both MRWR and HRWR are consid-
ered as superplasticisers. When cement comes into contact with water, the cement
particles flocculate or group together due to opposite electrical charges on the sur-
face of the cement. Water-reducing admixtures typically disperse the cement particles
by neutralising the surface charge of the cement and making all particles exhibit like
charges. Since like charges repel each other, flocculation of the cement particles is
prevented resulting in an increased fluidity of the cement paste (Miller 2010).
Guide to concrete construction (2002) highlights the inclusion of water-reducing ad-
mixtures to concrete mixes in order to achieve one or more of the following three
properties:
1. To maintain the nominal concrete strength and workability whilst reducing both
the water content and cement content.
2. To maintain the typical cement content and workability whilst increasing concrete
strength by reducing the water content.
3. To maintain the nominal concrete strength whilst increasing the workability with-
out alterations to cement and water content.
For the purpose of this research a HRWR admixture is used, when required, in order to
preparing the test samples. The primary reason for including a superplasticiser in this
design is as per item 3 described above. The superplasticiser comes in a liquid form as
can be seen in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: The HRWR admixture (i.e. superplasticiser) used for test sample preparation
3.3 PVA-ECC Design
3.3.1 Mix Proportions
The mix proportions as mentioned in Section 2.2.2 shall be inherited as the mix design
for this study and is reproduced here in Table 3.3. In addition, a second mix design
proportion is included in this study, whereby the water / cement ratio is increased to
0.437. The sand / cement ratio is also increased to 1. Therefore, an equal part sand
and cement is created with this mix proportion. The PVA fibre fraction volume is also
increased to 2.0%, which remains within the suggested range 1.5% to 2.0% for optimal
ECC design.
Table 3.3: Engineered cementitious composites (ECCs) mix design proportions used for
this research project
Engineered Cementituous Composite Mix Design Proportions
Fraction
Volume %
Cement Fine Sand
(75µm–250µm)
Water HRWR PVA Fibre
MP1 1 0.363 0.25 0.02 1.5
MP2 1 1 0.437 0.02 2.0
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3.3.2 Mix Design
For each mix design, a total of two (2) cylindrical specimens of φ100 mm x 200 mm
high, three (3) rectangular cross sectioned beams of 100 mm wide x 50 mm deep x 350
mm long and fifteen (15) discs specimens of φ30 mm x 15 mm high have been created.
A total concrete volume of 0.01 m3, which includes 10% surplus as in accordance with
Australian Standard AS1012.2, was required in order to create these samples. Refer to
Appendix C.1 for the detailed volume calculations.
The method adopted for determining the mix quantities was calculated in relation to
the mass of a single bag of cement and the relevant mix proportions of cement, sand
& water. The mix proportions were multiplied by the mass of a single bag of cement
which results in the mix proportion quantities that is able to produce a concrete mixture
relating to one complete bag of cement. The sum of these quantities relates to the total
mass of the mixture. Since a volume of 0.01 m3 was required, it was necessary to
calculate the yield (i.e the volume) of the single bag mixture. A Specific Gravity (SG)
of 3.15, 2.65 and 1 for cement, sand and water, respectively, was adopted for this
design. The mix proportion quantities were therefore divided by their relevant SG
value in order to determine the volume required in order to mix with a single bag of
cement. The needed mix design volume was then divided by the single bag volume in
order to obtain a relevant proportion factor. This factor was then multiplied by each
material proportion mass quantity in order to determine the mass quantity required
for a concrete volume of 0.01 m3.
The above mix design quantities was adopted for the control sample (i.e. the sample of
plain concrete) whereby the addition of PVA fibres and hollow glass microspheres was
calculated in relation to the sample volume. A fibre fraction volume of 1.5% & 2.0%
was adopted for the ECC specimens. Thus the SG of 1.3 for the Nycon-PVA RECS15
fibre was multiplied by the relevant percentage of sample volume in order to determine
the fibre quantity by mass. For the addition of the hollow glass microspheres, the
bulk density of each product was utilised since a volume replacement of cement content
was required. Hence, the bulk density of 490 & 430 kg/m3 for Sphericel 110P8 &
Q-Cel 5070S, respectively was multiplied by the varying microsphere fraction volume
replacements. Refer to Appendix C.2 and C.3 for the detailed mix design quantity
calculations for both mix design proportions MP1 & MP2, respectively.
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Table 3.4: Engineered cementitious composites (ECCs) mix designs as per mix proportions
MP1
Mix Proportions 1 - PVA-ECC Mix Designs
Hollow Microsphere
Mix
No.
Cement
(kg)
Sand
(kg)
Water
(kg)
HRWR
(kg)
PVA
Fibre
(kg)
Fraction
Volume
(%)
Sphericel
110P8
(kg)
Q-Cel
5070S
(kg)
MD1 14.19 5.15 3.55 0.460
MD2 14.19 5.15 3.55 0.460 0.195
MD3 11.04 5.15 3.55 0.460 0.195 10 0.490
MD4 11.04 5.15 3.55 0.460 0.195 10 0.430
MD5 9.45 5.15 3.55 0.090 0.195 15 0.735
MD6 9.45 5.15 3.55 0.090 0.195 15 0.645
MD7 7.875 5.15 3.55 0.0 0.195 20 0.980
MD8 7.875 5.15 3.55 0.0 0.195 20 0.860
A total of 11 mix designs and corresponding specimens were prepared. The mix design
quantities relating to the mix proportions labelled as MP1, are tabulated in Table 3.4.
Table 3.5 lists the mix design quantities in preparation of the specimens relating to mix
proportions itemised as MP2.
As noted in Section 3.3.1 the PVA fibre fraction volume included in this project design
is 1.5% & 2.0%, expect for mix design MD1 & MD9 which is plain concrete and serves
as the plain concrete control sample.
Mix design MD2, includes 1.5% PVA fibre fraction volume without any hollow glass
microspheres, which serves as the PVA-ECC control sample for mix design proportions
MP1. Similarly, mix design MD10 includes 2.0% PVA fibre fraction volume without
any hollow glass microspheres which also serves as the PVA-ECC control sample for
mix design proportions MP2.
Mix design MD3 & MD4, MD5 & MD6 and MD7 & MD8 incorporate 10%, 15%
and 20% fraction volume of Sphericel 110P8 hollow glass microspheres & Q-Cel 5070S
hollow glass microspheres, respectively. The inclusion of these microspheres results
in a reduction of cement content by 22, 33 and 45% respectively. Mix design MD11
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Table 3.5: Engineered cementitious composites (ECCs) mix designs as per mix proportions
MP2
Mix Proportions 2 - PVA-ECC Mix Designs
Hollow Microsphere
Mix
No.
Cement
(kg)
Sand
(kg)
Water
(kg)
HRWR
(kg)
PVA
Fibre
(kg)
Fraction
Volume
(%)
Sphericel
110P8
(kg)
Q-Cel
5070S
(kg)
MD9 8.83 8.83 3.86 0.430
MD10 8.83 8.83 3.86 0.430 0.260
MD11 7.57 7.57 3.86 0.430 0.260 10 0.490 0
incorporates 10% fraction volume of Sphericel 110P8 microspheres only.
Due to the lack of fly ash in the current mix designs which results in poor workability,
a superplasticizer proportion of 2% by weight was used for the mixes with little or
no microsphere additive. Since the addition of microspheres improves workability, the
proportion of superplasticizer was reduced to 0.4% by weight with the increase in
microsphere addition from 15% fraction volume as can be noted in mix design MD5
& MD6. With the inclusion of 20% microsphere fraction volume, the superplasticser
content was removed completely as can be noted in MD7 & MD8.
Uniaxial compression tests, beam flexural tests and impact energy absorption tests were
carried out on each mix design once moulded and allowed to cure for a minimum of 28
days. Each testing procedure is outlined in Section 4.4.
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3.4 Chapter Summary
The cement adopted for the design of the ECC specimens was GP cement. The aggre-
gate used included only fine sand aggregate with the grading of 75 µm to 250 µm with
the exception of MD7 & MD8 which utilised 250 µm to 425 µm. The water utilised
was potable water that was considered suitable for concrete production. Nycon PVA
RECS15 fibre, at fraction volumes of 1.5% and 2.0%, was used for different ECC mix de-
signs. The fibre did not include any surface coating that is typically required to ensure
a reduced fibre / matrix interface and allow for an ECC to achieve strain-hardening.
The lightweight hollow glass microspheres adopted in the design were Potters Indus-
tries Sphericel 1108P & Q-Cel 5070S that have a bulk density of 490 kg/m3 & 430
kg/m3, respectively. The microspheres is in a form of a fine white powder to the
naked eye, however under a microscope they resemble tiny ping pong balls. The micro-
sphere fraction volumes incorporated in the mix design included 10%, 15% & 20%, for
both Sphericel and Q-Cel products. Typical water-reducing admixtures include normal
water-reducing (WR), medium-range water-reducing (MRWR) and high-range water-
reducing (HRWR) admixtures. A HRWR admixture was adopted for the preparation
of the deign ECC specimens. A progressive reduction in HRWR admixture content was
carried out with the progressive increase in microsphere content due to the presence of
micropheres improving the workability of the ECC mix.
Two (2) mix design proportions, labelled as MP1 & MP2, were adopted for the prepa-
ration of the research ECC samples. Eight (8) mix designs were created for mix design
proportion MP1 and a further three (3) mix designs were developed for mix design
proportion MP2. Thus a total of eleven (11) mix designs, labelled MD1 through to
MD11, were included in this Lightweight PVA-ECC study.
Chapter 4
Experimental Investigation on
LWECC
4.1 Chapter Overview
The following chapter reviews the methods adopted from carrying out the research
project. For the purpose of this study, resources refers to the major equipment that
was available for preparing and testing the ECC samples. Each of these pieces of
equipment are listed and discussed in detail. The method and techniques adopted
for preparing the specimens are also described, including any difficulties associated
with these. Similarly, the methods adopted for carrying out the composite density,
compression, flexural and impact tests are explained.
4.2 Resources
4.2.1 Specimen Preparation Equipment
The preparation of the sand aggregate shall be discussed in detail in Section 4.3,
whereby the use of ovens is required to dry the sand. A small industrial oven, as
shown in Figure 4.1, was used to dry the sand material for the research specimens.
A Dynapac vibrating plate and a series of sieve trays, as also detailed in Section 4.3
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Figure 4.1: The small industrial oven used to dry the sand material
Figure 4.2: The Dynapac vibrating plate and sieve trays used for fine sand aggregate
separation
were used for the separation of the raw sand material to fine sand aggregate. Figure 4.2,
displays the vibrating plate and sieves ready for operation.
An electrically powered 4.4 m3 tilting-drum cement mixer was used to mix the relevant
test specimen materials. The drum was of steel construction and consisted three (3)
internal fins that assisted with the mixing of cement paste as the drum rotates. The
above mentioned drum mixer is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: 4.4 m3 tilting-drum cement mixer used for mixing ECC materials when prepar-
ing the test samples. Note the internal fins that assist with folding and mixing of the
cement paste
4.2.2 Specimen Testing Equipment
The details of each testing procedure shall be discussed in Section 4.4. Below is a
description of the testing equipment used in order to carry out these tests.
Compression Testing Equipment
The compression tests were undertaken with an Impact 3000 kN automatic cube and
cylinder compression machine. The machine specification is in accordance with BS EN
12390-4 Testing hardened concrete - Part 4: Compressive strength - Specification for
testing machines, and is capable testing 100 mm, 150 mm and 200 mm diameter and
square cross sectioned specimens to a maximum length of 320 mm. The machine is
fitting with a hydraulic ram that is capable of applying a load of up to 3000 kN. The up-
per platen is ball-seated that allows for flush alignment with the test specimen face and
therefore providing an evenly distributed load. The lower platen allows for centring of
the specimen by mean of alignment indicators. In addition, the hydraulic ram includes
a limit switch that ensures the maximum travel of 320 mm is not exceeded (Impact
Test Equipment Ltd. 2014b). Refer to Figure 4.4 for a photo of the Impact 3000 kN
compression machine.
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Figure 4.4: The Impact 3000 kN compression machine with a cylinder specimen in place
for testing. Note the mesh door / guard that gets closed during operation
Flexural Testing Equipment
The beam flexural testing were undertaken with an Impact 100 kN Flexural Frame
machine. The machine specification is in accordance with The British Standard BS
1881-118 Testing concrete: method for determination of flexural strength & the Amer-
ican Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) International ASTM C78: Standard
Test Method for Flexural Strength of Concrete. The machine is capable of testing
beam up to 150 mm deep & 150 mm wide. The machine is fitted with a hydraulic
ram that is capable of applying a load of up to 100 kN. The upper platen adopts a
ball-seated assembly that allows for even sharing of point loads on the test specimen.
The lower platen has adjustable support bars whereby 2 different beam spans can be
adopted (Impact Test Equipment Ltd. 2014a). Refer to Figure 4.5 for a photo of the
Impact 100 kN Flexure Frame machine.
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Figure 4.5: The Impact 100 kN Flexure Frame. Note the ball-seat assembly to the top
platen and the adjustable support bars to the bottom platen
Further flexural tests were carried out on a MTS Insight R© Electromechanical testing
system. Figure 4.6 shows the MTS Insight-100 Electromechanical machine used for this
research. The machine is a universal machine that is capable of undertaking a variety
of tests, such as compression, tensile, flexure, shear, peel, tear creep and cyclic tests.
The MTS Insight-100 has a load capacity of 100 kN that is applied through a single
head frame that spans between, and is driven by, a twin electromechanical drive system
within the frame work of the machine. The electromechanical drive system works in
correlation with TestWorks R© application software in order to record the relevant data
during testing (MTS Insight R© Electromechanical Testing Systems 2009). Both the top
head frame and the lower frame is able to interchange between multiple adaptors, such
a vice grips and platens in order to carry out different testing. For the flexure tests,
the machine was fitted with a bottom platen with adjustable support bars and a load
bar to the head frame.
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Figure 4.6: The MTS Insight-100 Electromechanical universal testing machine. Note the
computer in the background that is installed with the TestWorks R© software and works in
harmony with the machines twin electromechanical drive system located in the side frames.
The reason for carrying out flexural tests on two (2) different machines is discussed in
Section 4.4.3.
Impact Testing Equipment
The impacting testing is carried out by means of Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB)
technology. The SHPB apparatus consists of a two long cylindrical bars called the
incident bar and the transmitted bar. The test specimen is placed between these
two bars. A striker bar is then propelled at high pressure, by means of a gas gun,
towards the incident bar. It strikes the incident bar and creates a compression wave
that travels long the bar towards the specimen. A portion of the wave is reflected at
the bar / specimen interface and a portion is conveyed through the specimen and into
the transmitted bar. The stress pulse within the incident bar and transmitted bar are
measured via strain gauges attached thereto (High Rate Deformation Group c. 2003).
The SHPB machine used in this study is housed at Swinburne University of Technol-
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Figure 4.7: A typical Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) test machine. Note the over-all
size of the machine, especially the length. Note also the pressure supply at the rear of the
machine and the 2 small diameter incident bar and the transmitted bar over the length of
the machine (REL Inc. 2013)
ogy, Hawthorn, Victory, Australia. The incident bar and the transmitted bar for this
machine were both 2 m long x 37 mm in diameter. Refer to Figure 4.7 for a typical
image of a SHPB machine.
4.3 Specimen Preparation
Creating test specimens involves a number of steps, from proportioning of material
quantities to mixing to moulding and curing. Below is a description on how the speci-
men preparation was undertaken.
The initial task was to dry the sand material. All aggregate is considered porous due
to the fact that they all contain minute pores within each particle. These pores are
capable of retaining water and therefore impart a moister content to the aggregate. If
the moister content within the aggregate is high, it can result in an increased water
content for the concrete mix and thus affecting the mix design. If the moister content
in the aggregate is low or non-existent, then a small portion of the water content within
the mix design will be absorbed by the aggregate. However, this has only a minor affect
on the workability property of the concrete, unlike a reduction in strength due to an
increase in water content. Therefore, this study ensured a dry sand aggregate material
by means of placing the sand in an oven at 105 ◦C until all moister was evaporated
from the sand. Refer to Figure 4.8 that shows the raw sand material being oven dried.
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Figure 4.8: The raw sand material being oven dried at 105 ◦C
Once the sand was sufficiently dried, and with the use of a vibrating plate, the sand was
sieved through a series of sieves whereby the 75 µm to 250 µm particles were collected.
3 sieve ranges governed by their aperture size were used for the separation process;
425 µm, 250 µm & 75 µm. Grain sizes smaller than 425 µm passed through this sieve
and any larger than 425 µm were captured. Similarly for 250 µm & 75 µm. The sand
retained by the 75 µm sieve resulted in a aggregate that ranged between 75 µm to 250
µm. This is the aggregate used for most mix designs. Refer to Figure 4.9a and 4.9b
that shows the series of sieves used and the final sieved sand material.
It is noted that during the specimen preparation of mix design MD7 & MD8, the raw
sand provided by the supplier consisted of minimal fines. These 2 mix designs were
therefore prepared with sand grading of 250 µm to 425 µm as it was assumed that this
grading would not have a large affect on the structural performance of the specimens
other than the composite density.
Prior to proportioning and mixing each material, the sample moulds were lined with a
de-bonding agent, such as oil, to all internal surfaces. This ensures that the specimens
are able to be easily removed from the moulds. The moulds consisted of steel cylinders,
that clamp open and closed, for preparing the compression test specimens. The beam
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(a) Sieves (b) Sieved Sand
Figure 4.9: Figure 4.9a displays the series of sieves used for preparing the fine sand. Note
the sieve aperture sizes from largest at the top to smallest at the bottom. Figure 4.9b
shows the fine sand material post sieving
moulds were fabricated from ply timber to form 3 adjacent moulds. The mould for
the disc samples were prepared by means of a φ30 mm × 100 mm long uPVC tubes.
Figure 4.10 shows the cylinder and beam moulds.
Post mould preparation, the samples are created by proportioning the cement, sand, wa-
ter, superplasticiser, PVA fibres and microspheres by weight as stated in Section 3.3.2
for each mix design and to the accuracy of 0.2%. There is no Australian Standard
for preparing fibre reinforced composite samples, however the Australian Standard
AS1012.2 for the preparation of mixes in the laboratory was used with minor modifi-
cations to suit this study.
For the mixing process, all dry materials were combined and mixed in a motorised drum
mixer for a minimum of three (3) minutes. The dry materials include cement, sand,
PVA fibres and hollow glass microspheres. The duration of dry mixing is to ensure a
good dispersion of PVA fibre and microsphere is achieved. During such event, a cover
was placed over the drum mixer in order to assist and minimise any loss of materials
that are capable of being airborne. Once the dry materials are completely mixed, the
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(a) Cylinder Mould (b) Beam Mould
Figure 4.10: Specimen Moulds. Figure 4.10a shows the steel cylinder mould used for the
compression test specimens. Figure 4.10b shows the timber mould used for the beam
specimens. Note the glistening internal surface due to the application of de-bonding agent
water and superplasticiser is combined and added to the dry materials in the drum
mixer. This was then further mixed for a period of three (3) minutes and then allowed
to rest for two (2) minutes.
The concrete mixture was then removed from the drum mixer and placed into the cylin-
der, beam and uPVC tube moulds. The moulds were then placed on a plate vibrator
and vibrated for a duration of approximately twenty (20) seconds each. Vibration of
the moulded specimens assists in expelling any entrapped air bubbles out the top of
the sample. Rodding of the fresh concrete ECC samples was not carried out due to
the concern of damaging the hollow glass microspheres during the process. Refer to
Figure 4.11 for the concrete or ECC mixture placed in the cylinder, beam and uPVC
tube moulds prior to curing.
The samples are then covered with black plastic and allowed to rest for a minimum of
twenty-four (24) hours. After which the specimens are removed from the moulds and
placed into a curing room in order to allow the specimens to cure for a minimum of
twenty-eight (28) days. The curing room is a sealed room that constantly sprays a fine
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(a) Beam & Cylinder (b) Discs
Figure 4.11: Fresh Samples. Figure 4.11a shows the concrete mix placed in the beam &
cylinder moulds. Note the moulds behind that are covered with black plastic for initial
curing. Figure 4.11b shows concrete mix placed in the uPVC tubes for curing and prior to
cutting into disc specimens
mist and ensures continual moist conditions, and hence a moist surface, for the speci-
mens. A moist surface prevents any loss of moister from the concrete during hydration.
Hydration is the cement reaction with water whereby new chemical compounds are
formed that causes the cement paste to harden (Guide to concrete construction 2002).
Post curing, the uPVC tube specimens were cut in 15 mm thick disc specimens for
impact testing. Figure 4.12 shows the samples created for testing.
4.4 Specimen Testing
4.4.1 Density Test
The rapid measuring method, as in accordance with Australian Standard AS1012.12.1,
was used to determine the density of each mix design. The dimensions of each cylinder
and beam specimen were measured by means of a vernier calliper measuring instrument
to the accuracy of 0.2 mm. The mass of each specimen, in grams, was also be determined
to the accuracy of ±0.2% by means of electronic scales.
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(a) Cylinder Specimens (b) Beam Specimens
(c) Disc Specimens
Figure 4.12: Cured Samples. Figure 4.12a is the typical cylinder specimens produced for
compression testing. Figure 4.12b shows some typical beam specimens created for flexural
testing. Figure 4.12c is a photo of typical disc specimens created for impact testing.
4.4.2 Uni-axial Compression Test
A minimum of two (2) cylindrical samples as dimensioned in Section 3.3.2 were created
from each mix design. Once cured for a minimum of twenty-eight (28) days, the samples
were tested via a static uni-axial compression load by placing the specimens in the
Impact 3000 kN compression machine.
The machine platens are initial cleaned to ensure a flush bearing surface. A steel cap
with an internal rubber lining was placed on the cylinder specimens to assist with even
distribution of the applied load. The cylinder was then centred on the bottom platen
and the machine guards were securely positioned in place. A static load application rate
of 20 ± 2 MPa per minute, which it equivalent to 2.6 kN per second, was programmed
into the machine.
The testing was initiated whereby the hydraulic ram began to automatically move
down. As soon as the ram touched the test cylinder and a slight resistance was felt by
the machine, the ram slowed to the load application rate of 2.6 kN per second. The
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ram then continued to push on cylinder whereby the cylinder produced an opposite and
equal reaction until failure. At this point, the machined was capable of acknowledging
this sudden change in reaction whereby the failure load was automatically recorded.
With reference back to Figure 4.4, the cylinder test specimen can be seen ready for
testing, complete with the steel cap installed, as noted above.
4.4.3 Flexural Tensile Test
A minimum of two (2) beam specimens from each mix designs, as described in Sec-
tion 3.3.2, were prepared for carrying out the flexural tests. After curing, the samples
were initially tested in the Impact 100 kN flexure frame machine via four (4) point
bending. The test in labelled as four (4) point bending due to the beam span being
simply supported by two (2) support points and the static load applied on the top face
of the beam at two (2) evenly spaced points. The beam span adopted for this study
was 255 mm with the loads applied at 105 mm centres.
The initial set-up required locating the support bars on the bottom platen to the correct
centres of 255 mm. Similarly, the two (2) load applying bars on the top ball-seating
assembly were fixed at the correct centres of 105 mm. The beam specimen was laid
centrally over the support bars, with the width of 100 mm positioned normal to the
load direction or hydraulic ram and ensuring the full width was in contact with the
support bars and the load bars.
A load rate of 1 ± 0.1 MPa per minute of extreme fibre stress (i.e. tensile stress
experienced by the bottom face of the beam), which is equivalent to a load of 0.011 kN
per second applied by the ram. The load was applied at a constant rate until failure
whilst recoding the continual applied load and the specimen strain. However, upon
completion of the initial tests (mix design MD1-MD3 & MD9-MD11) and reviewing
the recorded data, the quality of the output data produced from this testing equipment
was considered substandard. Hence the decision to not use this machine to carry
out any further flexural testing, but instead to change and use the MTS Insight-100
Electromechanical machine.
The MTS Insight-100 Electromechanical machine set-up consisted of a three (3) point
bending test configuration. A three (3) point bending test is still considered suitable for
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carrying out flexure testing on ECCs, however the disadvantage on this testing method
is that the behaviour of sub-parallel multi-cracking is more pronounced under four (4)
point bending. Regardless of such, strain-hardening is can still be experienced by an
ECC during three (3) point bending.
The three (3) point bending set-up maintained the same beam span as the four (4) point
bending of 255 mm. The support bars located on the bottom platen were adjusted and
secured at this span dimension. The head frame of the machine was fitted with the
single load applying bar. The beam specimen was laid centrally over the support bars,
with the width of 100 mm positioned normal to the load direction whilst ensuring the
full width was in contact with the support bars and the load bar. The machine was
not capable of applying the load at a certain rate (i.e. at 1 ± 0.1 MPa per minute to
the extreme fibres or 0.011 kN per second), but instead the rate of head frame travel
is specified. A head frame travel rate of 1 mm per minute was adopted for the flexure
testing. The machine recorded the load imparted by the head frame onto the test
specimen in relation the travel distance of the head frame (i.e. the deflection of the test
specimen). Figure 4.13 shows a beam specimen being tested in the MTS Insight-100
Electromechanical machine.
Figure 4.13: A beam specimen under three (3) point bending flexural test by means of the
MTS Insight-100 Electromechanical machine.
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4.4.4 Impact Test
The fifteen (15) disc samples, as dimensioned in Section 3.3.2 were created from mix
designs MD1 through to MD6 & mix design MD9 through to MD11, only. Mix de-
signs MD1 – MD3 & MD9 – MD11 were sent to Swinburne University of Technology,
Hawthorn, Victory, Australia for impact testing. The testing was undertaken by Prof.
Guoxing Lu, Dr. Changjian Shen and Dr. Dong Ruan and the results sent to the
author of this paper for review and reporting.
In order to carry out the testing, the disc specimen was placed centrally between the
incident bar and the transmitted bar. A strain-gauge was placed at mid-point on
both the incident bar and the transmitted bar. These strain-gauges allowed for the
measuring of the strain signals generated by elastic stress waves within each bar during
the impact testing. The pressure required for propelling the striker bar at the desired
velocity, from the gas gun and onto the incident bar, was adjusted and set via pressure
gauges at the gas gun. This allowed a number of the mix design samples to be testing at
varying velocities. With the pressure set, the striker bar was forced to the incident bar
which when impacted, created a compression wave that travelled long the bar towards
the specimen. A portion of the wave is reflected at the bar / specimen interface and
a portion is conveyed through the specimen and into the transmitted bar. The stress
pulses within the incident bar and transmitted bar are measured via strain gauges (High
Rate Deformation Group c. 2003). Figure 4.14 demonstrates the set-up of the SHPB
testing.
Figure 4.14: A sketch illustrating the set-up arrangement of the Split-Hopkinson Pressure
Bar (SHPB) test (Lu et al. unpub.)
4.4.5 Microstructure Analysis
One specimen from both mix designs MD5 & MD6, that included 15% fraction volume
of Sphericel 110P8 & Q-Cel 5070S microspheres, respectively, were selected and sent
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to Dr. Li Li from the Australian Institute for Bioengineering and Nanotechnology at
the University of Queensland. On behalf of the author of this paper, Dr. Li undertook
a microstructure analysis by means of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) imaging.
This is a non-destructive testing that produces an image of the composite at very high
magnifications. These images are used to assess the condition of the microspheres
within the matrix and determine if they were able to withstand the mixing procedure
without fracture. Furthermore, the dispersion of both the microspheres and the PVA
fibres within the matrix can be reviewed with these images.
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4.5 Chapter Summary
The resources available for preparing the samples included an industrial oven for drying
the sand, a Dynapac vibrating plate and a series of 75 µm to 425 µm sieves for sand
separation and 4.4 m3 tilting-drum cement mixer for mixing all the materials to form
the ECC cement paste. The testing equipment included an Impact 3000 kN compression
machine for carrying out the compression tests, an Impact 100 kN Flexure Frame and a
universal MTS Insight-100 Electromechanical machine for performing the beam flexure
tests. A Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) set-up was used for undertaking the
impact testing.
Sample preparation involved creating a minimum of two (2) cylindrical specimens of
φ100 mm x 200 mm high, two (2) rectangular cross sectioned beams of 100 mm wide x
50 mm deep x 350 mm long and fifteen (15) discs specimens of φ30 mm x 15 mm high.
The ECC materials were organised in accordance with their mix design proportions in
addition to the sand being oven dried to ensure no additional internal pore water was
added to the mix design water content. All the dry materials were combined and mixed
for a duration of three (3) minutes in the drum mixer. The liquid materials were then
added and the contents mixed for a further three (3) minutes. Once thoroughly mixed,
the paste was moved to the sample moulds and vibrated in order to expel any trapped
air. They were then covered with black plastic for a minimum of twenty-four (24)
hours, then de-moulded and placed in a curing room for a minimum of twenty-eight
(28) days.
Once fully cured, the samples were measured and weighed in order to allow for the
density of each ECC mix design to be determined. The cylinders were placed in the
Impact 3000 kN compression machine under a continual uni-axial static load until
failure whereby the maximum load was recorded. The beams for mix design MD1 -
MD3 & MD9 - MD11 were tested via the Impact 100 kN Flexure Frame whilst recording
the applied load and beam strain during four (4) point bending. The beams for mix
designs MD4 - MD8 were tested by three (3) point bending in the universal MTS
Insight-100 Electromechanical machine that recorded the applied load in relation to
the beam deflection. In addition, all beam testing recorded the first crack load of the
specimens. The disc samples from mix designs MD1 – MD3 & MD9 – MD11 were
placed in the SHPB set-up and exposed to an impact load whereby the elastic stress
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waves, for varying impact velocities, were recorded via stain gauges along the incident
bar and transmitted bar.
Finally, SEM analysis was carried out on both mix designs that included 15% fraction
volume of microspheres.
Chapter 5
Data Analysis and Results
5.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter presents the density, compression, flexural and impact equations for
analysing the recorded test data and determining the relevant characteristics of the
test specimens. It describes the methods adopted for the analysis and directs the
reader to the relating MATLAB coded created for carrying out this data analysis. Fur-
thermore, it discusses the results obtained from the analysis and summarises the mix
design properties from the specimens that were considered to provide recorded test
data of acceptable quality.
5.2 Data Analysis
5.2.1 Density Analysis
The density of the each specimen was determined via the rapid method, as in accordance
with Australian Standard AS 1012.12.1, by means of dividing the mass by the specimen
volume. Hence the density for the cylinder specimens were determined from the below
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equation:
ρc =
4mc
piDc
2h
(5.1)
where: ρc is the cylinder density (kg/m
3)
mc is the mass of the cylinder specimen (kg)
Dc is the diameter of the cylinder (mm)
h is the height of the cylinder (mm)
and the density for the beam specimens were calculated from the follow equation:
ρb =
mb
Lb ×Bb ×Db (5.2)
where: ρb is the beam density (kg/m
3)
mb is the mass of the beam specimen (kg)
Db is the depth of the beam (mm)
Bb is the width of the beam (mm)
Lb is the length of the beam (mm)
from this information, the density of each individual mix design was determined by
computing the mean density for all the densities relating to the individual mix design:
ρ˙ =
(∑n
i=1 ρci
n
)
+
(∑n
i=1 ρbi
k
)
2
(5.3)
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where: ρ˙ is the density for the mix design (kg/m3)
ρci is the density for the ith cylinder within the relevant mix design
(kg/m3)
n is the total number of cylinders for the relevant mix design
ρbi is the density for the ith beam within the relevant mix design
(kg/m3)
k is the total number of beams for the relevant mix design
The mass and dimensions of each test specimen was recorded as outlined in Sec-
tion 4.4.1. The data was compiled electronically and used in a MATLAB code created
specifically to determined the density of each specimen and relevant mix design. Refer
to Apprendix F.1 for a copy of the code which includes also the uni-axial compression
analysis as discussed in Section 5.2.2.
5.2.2 Uni-axial Compression Analysis
The compression testing provided the load at failure for each cylinder specimen.
The following equation was used in order to determine the compressive strength (σc)
of each cylinder specimen:
σc =
P (1000)
Ac
(5.4)
where: σc is the compressive stress of the cylinder specimen (MPa)
P is the maximum applied load (kN)
Ac is the cross sectional area of the cylinder (mm
2)
and
Ac =
piDc
2
4
(5.5)
where: Dc is the diameter of the cylinder (mm)
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The compressive strength of each mix design was determined by calculating the mean
compressive strength for the cylinders relating to each mix design. Thus, the mix design
compressive strength (σ˙c) was determined as follows:
σ˙c =
n∑
i=1
σci
n
(5.6)
where: σ˙c is the mean compressive stress for the mix design (MPa)
σci is the compressive stress for the ith cylinder within the relevant
mix design (MPa)
n is the total number of cylinders for the relevant mix design
With both the composite density and the compression strengths, Young’s modulus of
Elasticity (Ec) for the composite was determined as in accordance with Australian
Standard AS 3600-2009: Concrete Structures. Hence, the modulus of elasticity was
calculated by the following equations:
Ec = ρc
1.50.043
√
σc for σc ≤ 40 MPa (5.7)
and
Ec = ρc
1.5(0.024
√
σc + 0.12) for σc > 40 MPa (5.8)
where: Ec is Young’s modulus of elasticity for the composite (MPa)
ρc is the cylinder density (kg/m
3)
σc is the cylinder compressive stress (MPa)
Similarly, the mean Young’s modulus of elasticity (E˙c) for each mix design was deter-
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mined from the mean density and the mean compressive strength for each mix design:
E˙c = ρ˙
1.5
c 0.043
√
σ˙c for σ˙c ≤ 40 MPa (5.9)
and
E˙c = ρ˙
1.5(0.024
√
σ˙c + 0.12) for σ˙c > 40 MPa (5.10)
where: E˙c is the mean Young’s modulus of elasticity for each mix design
(MPa)
ρ˙ is the density for the mix design (kg/m3)
σ˙c is the mean compressive stress for the mix design (MPa)
The combination of the recorded failure load data and the individual specimen dimen-
sions were used to determine the ultimate compressive strength of each cylinder and
the mean ultimate compressive strength for each mix design. A code for analysing the
compression strength and modulus of elasticities was created in MATLAB. It imported
the test data, calculated compressive strengths for each specimen and the compressive
strength for each mix design. It further incorporated the composite densities in order
to determine the modulus of elasticity of each cylinder specimen and each mix design.
The output results include both numerical and graphical forms. Refer to Appendix F.1
for a copy the MATLAB script for the compression analysis.
5.2.3 Flexural Tensile Analysis
The four (4) point bending test produced an output of the applied load in relation to
the strain. As noted in Section 4.4.3, the quality of the data was considered substan-
dard, however an analysis of the data was carried out in order to allow some form of
comparison, if not only between samples tested by this method. The three (3) point
bending test provided data in the form of the applied load in relation to the beam
deflection.
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The general equation for calculating the flexural strength (σf ) or also known as the
modulus of rupture is:
σf =
M
Ze
(5.11)
where: σf is the flexural stress or modulus of rupture (MPa)
M is the bending moment for the beam (Nmm)
Ze is the section modulus of the member (mm
3)
The section modulus (Ze) is a property of the members cross section and is determined
from the beams geometric conditions. Hence, for beams of rectangular cross section,
the section modulus is:
Ze =
BbDb
2
6
(5.12)
where: Bb is the width or breadth of the beam (mm)
Db is the depth of the beam (mm)
The method adopted for determining the bending moment (M) was dependent on
whether the testing was either four (4) point bending or three (3) point bending. Fig-
ure 5.1 shows the set-up configuration of the four (4) point bending test.
Figure 5.1: The set-up configuration used for the four (4) point bending test. The set-up
resembles two (2) equal concentrated loads symmetrically placed on the beam
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The maximum bending moment (M4) for this configuration was determined from the
following equation:
M4 =
P (1000)(L− l)
4
(5.13)
where: M4 is the maximum bending moment for the beam under four (4)
point bending (Nmm)
P is the maximum applied load (kN)
L is the beam span or the support centres (mm)
l is the centre distance between the load points (mm)
Substituting Equation 5.13 and 5.12 into the Flexural Stress Equation 5.11 provides
the formula for determining the flexural strength (σf4) for the specimen exposed to
four (4) point bending:
σf4 =
3P (1000)(L− l)
2BbDb
2 (5.14)
The three (3) point bending test set-up configuration can be seen in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: The set-up configuration used for the three (3) point bending test. The set-up
resembles a single concentrated load applied midspan on the beam
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The maximum bending moment (M3) for this configuration was determined as follows:
M3 =
P (1000)(L)
4
(5.15)
where: M3 is the maximum bending moment for the beam under three (3)
point bending (Nmm)
P is the maximum applied load (kN)
L is the beam span or the support centres (mm)
Substituting Equation 5.15 and 5.12 into the Flexural Stress Equation 5.11 results in
the formula for determining the flexural strength (σf3) for the specimen exposed to
three (3) point bending:
σf3 =
3P (1000)(L)
2BbDb
2 (5.16)
Furthermore, the first crack strength of the composite was determined by using the
relevant flexural strength equations and the recorded first crack load.
The formula used to calculate the strain undergone by the flexure specimen can be
adopted for both the three (3) and for (4) point bending. Although the output data
from the four (4) point bending test already determined the strain, the equation was
easily manipulated to determine the corresponding beam deflection. Therefore the
strain (εf ) was determined as follows:
εf =
6Dbδ
L2
(5.17)
where: εf is the flexural strain undergone by the beam
Db is the beam depth (mm)
δ is the beam deflection (mm)
L is the beam span or the support centres (mm)
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With this information at hand relating to each beam specimen, the flexural strength,
first crack strength, typical strain and Young’s modulus of each mix design was deter-
mined by calculating the mean values from each beam characteristic relating to each
mix design respectively. Thus, the mix design flexural strength (σ˙f ), first crack strength
(f
′
c.f ) and typical strain (ε˙) was determined as follows:
σ˙f =
n∑
i=1
σfi
n
(5.18)
f
′
c.f =
n∑
i=1
fc.fi
n
(5.19)
ε˙f =
n∑
i=1
εfi
n
(5.20)
where: σ˙f is the mean flexural stress for the mix design (MPa)
σfi is the flexural stress for the ith specimen within the relevant mix
design (MPa)
f
′
c.f is the mean first crack strength for the mix design (MPa)
fc.fi is the first crack strength for the ith specimen within the relevant
mix design (MPa)
ε˙f is the average flexural strain for the mix design
εfi is the flexural strain for the ith specimen within the relevant mix
design
n is the total number of beam specimen for the relevant mix design
Using the recorded test data and the geometric specifications of the beam specimens,
an analysis was carried out by creating a MATLAB code, which imported the data,
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calculated the flexural stress and strain in relation to each load and deflection incre-
ment. It determined the ultimate flexural strength of each beam specimen and the
ultimate flexural strength for each mix design including the maximum corresponding
strain experienced for each. Furthermore it determined the first crack strength for each
specimen and the typical first crack strength for each mix design. It further produced
both numerical and graphical outputs for the results. Refer to Appendix F.2 for a copy
the flexural analysis MATLAB script.
5.2.4 Impact Analysis
As noted in Section 4.4.4, the impact testing was undertaken and analysed by Prof.
Guoxing Lu, Dr. Changjian Shen and Dr. Dong Ruan of Swinburne University of
Technology, Victory. The method of analysis shall briefly be discussed herein for com-
pleteness.
Typically, each mix design was tested with the striker impacting the incident bar at a
velocity of six (6), thirteen (13) and eighteen (18) metres per second. The initial and
reflected displacement of the incident bar and the displacement of the transmitted bar
were recorded and used to determine the incident strain wave (Ei), reflected stain wave
(Er) and transmitted strain wave (Et) within each. With the strain wave information in
hand; stress and strain for the specimen is determined by the following equations (Lu
et al. unpub.):
Es = c0
Ls
∫ t
0
(Ei − Er − Et)dt (5.21)
E˙s = c0
Ls
(Ei − Er − Et) (5.22)
σs =
EA
2As
(Ei + Er + Et) (5.23)
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where: Es is the average impact strain of the disc specimen
E˙s is the average impact strain rate of the disc specimen
σs is the average impact stress of the disc specimen
c0 is the elastic wave speed within the steel
Ls is the length of the specimen
Ei is the incident bar strain due to the impact of the striker
Er is the reflected strain within the incident bar
Et is the transmitted bar strain
E is Young’s modulus of elasticity for the steel bars
A is the interface surface area of the steel bars (i.e. the cross
sectional area)
As is the surface area of the disc specimen (i.e. the cross sectional
area)
Assumptions made during the testing and analysis of these samples include that the
stress wave will not be depleted when transmitted through the specimen, the applied
force at the interface of specimen to the incident and transmitted bar are equal, includ-
ing also the particle velocities. Therefore, since the force at the interfaces are assumed
equal, the equations are simplified as such (Lu et al. unpub.):
Es = −2c0
Ls
∫ t
0
Erdt (5.24)
E˙s = −2c0
Ls
Er (5.25)
σs =
EA
As
Et (5.26)
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Figure 5.3: The density of each composite mix design, including the control samples
5.3 Analysis Results
5.3.1 Density Results
Figure 5.3 shows the density for each mix design. It highlights the plain concrete
control samples, the PVA-ECC control samples and the samples that include Sphericel
and Q-Cel microspheres. It can be noted that mix design MD1 (i.e. plain concrete
with sand/cement ratio of 0.363), has a density of 2156 kg/m3. The addition of 1.5%
fraction volume of PVA fibre to this mix design, thus MD2, reduces the density to 2077
kg/m3 which is a 3.7% reduction in density. The replacement of cement content by 10,
15 and 20% fraction volume of Sphericel 110P8 microspheres (i.e. MD3, MD5 & MD7)
results in a further reduction of composite density to 1926 kg/m3, 1848 kg/m3 & 1841
kg/m3, respectively. This is a 7%, 11% & 12% reduction in density when compared to
the PVA-ECC mix design, and a 11%, 14% & 15% compared to the plain concrete mix
design.
Similarly the replacement of cement content by 10, 15 and 20% fraction volume of
Q-Cel 5070S microspheres (i.e. MD4, MD6 & MD8) results in a reduction of composite
density to 1855 kg/m3, 1778 kg/m3 & 1683 kg/m3, respectively. This is an 11%, 14%
& 19% reduction in density when compared to the PVA-ECC mix design, and a 14%,
18% & 22% compared to the plain concrete mix design.
When comparing the microsphere composites, it can be noted that the Q-Cel micro-
spheres produces a product that is approximately 4% lighter than the Sphericel com-
posites. This is expected since the Q-Cel has a density of 430 kg/m3 and the Sphericel
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490 kg/m3, which is a 12% lesser density.
It can also be noted that MD9, which is plain concrete with a sand/cement ratio
of 1, has a density of 1921 kg/m3. Mix design MD10, which has an addition of 2.0%
fraction volume of PVA fibre, has a slightly increased composite density of 1951 kg/m3.
Typically, there should be a reduction of density with the addition of PVA fibre, however
this minor increase in density of 1.5% can be related to the adopted test method (i.e.
the rapid method). The replacement of cement content by 10% fraction volume of
Sphericel 110P8 microspheres (i.e. MD11) results in a lesser composite density of 1888
kg/m3, which is a reduction of 3% & 2% compared to the PVA-ECC & plain concrete
mix design, respectively.
5.3.2 Uni-axial Compression Results
Majority of the compression tests for the cylinders that included microspheres was
undertaken on the Impact 3000 kN compression machine which recorded failure load
only. Mix designs MD1, MD2, MD3, MD9, MD10 and MD11 however were testing on
the MTS Insight-100 Electromechanical Universal Machine whereby a continual load-
displacement data recording was done from which compressive stress-strain curves was
generated as shown in Figure 5.4 and discussed below. The compressive stress-strain
curves presented herein is an overlay of each specimen tested in order to allow ease of
comparison. For completeness, refer to Appendix G.1 for each individual mix design
and relating specimen curves.
Figure 5.4a displays the compressive stress-strain curves for plain concrete with 0.363
sand/cement ratio, the addition on 1.5% PVA fibre to the same mix and the mix design
with 10% fraction volume replacement of cement with Sphericel microspheres (i.e. mix
designs MD1, MD2 & MD3, respectively). It can be noted that the PVA-ECC mix
design well exceeds the stress capacity of the plain concrete control sample and the
addition of Sphericel microspheres to the mix design has negligible effect on the PVA-
ECC composites stress-strain characteristic. However, it can be noted that the plain
concrete control samples (MD1) experiences a typical strain of 1.1% strain to the point
of failure. This strain capacity is similar to that of the PVA-ECC and PVA-ECC with
10% microspheres (i.e. MD2 & MD3) which demonstrate failure and loss of strength
at an average strain of 1.7 & 1.5%, respectively. This is further verified in Figure 5.4d
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Figure 5.4: Compressive Stress-Strain curves. Figure 5.4a shows the compression stress-
strain curves relating to plain concrete of 0.363 sand/cement ratio, 1.5% PVA fibre and
10% Sphericel microspheres (i.e. MD1, MD2 & MD3, respectively). Figure 5.4b is the
compression stress-strain curves relating to plain concrete of 1 sand/cement ratio, 2.0%
PVA fibre and 10% Sphericel microspheres (i.e. MD9, MD10 & MD11, respectively).
Figure 5.4c and Figure 5.4d are included for completeness and show the peak stress and
relating strain for the compression stress-strain curves
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Figure 5.5: Compressive Strength Charts. Figure 5.5a shows the results for the compressive
strength of each specimen tested. Figure 5.5b is the mean compressive strength for each
mix design
that shows the achieved compressive strains of these specimens.
Figure 5.4b shows the compressive stress-strain curves for plain concrete with a sand/ce-
ment ratio of 1, the addition on 2.0% PVA fibre to that mix design and the mix design
with 10% fraction volume replacement of cement with Sphericel microspheres (i.e. mix
designs MD9, MD10 & MD11, respectively). Similar behaviour can be noted with this
mix design, whereby PVA-ECC mix design well exceeds the stress capacity of the plain
concrete control sample and the addition of Sphereicel microspheres to the mix design
has negligible effect on the PVA-ECC composites stress-strain characteristic. How-
ever, the plain concrete control sample achieves a mean strain capacity of 0.8% whilst
the PVA-ECC and PVA-ECC with 10% microspheres maintains strength to approxi-
mately 1.2 & 1.6% strain, respectively. Figure 5.4d complements this observation by
demonstrating the peak strains achieved at failure.
The compressive strengths from these mix designs is discussed in detail below in con-
junction with all other mix designs.
Figure 5.5 shows the compressive strengths for both the individual specimens & for each
mix design. Figure 5.5a displays the compressive strength for each specimen tested.
It can be noted that MD3, MD9 & MD11 includes only 1 specimen. This is due the
eliminated samples being tested on an alternative compression testing machine, which
produced unrealistic results and was therefore considered none usable data.
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Figure 5.5b shows the mean compressive strength for each mix design. Mix design MD1,
which is plain concrete with sand/cement ratio of 0.363, has a compressive strength of
23.5 MPa. With the addition of 1.5% PVA fibre to this mix design, it can be noted
that the large increase in compressive strength occurs with a composite inheriting
an additional 41.4 MPa, resulting in a compressive strength of 64.9 MPa. This is a
compressive strength that is almost 3 times greater than that of MD1. The substantial
increase in compressive strength can be accredited to the PVA fibre that is randomly
dispersed and prevents any shearing of the matrix during loading.
The replacement of cement content by 10, 15 and 20% fraction volume of Sphericel
110P8 microspheres results in a reduction of compressive strength to 63.8 MPa , 61.4
MPa & 29.2 MPa, respectively, when compared to the PVA-ECC control mix design.
This is a minor 1.7% & 5.4% for the 10 & 15% microsphere replacement and a larger
55% for the 20% microsphere addition. Similarly, the replacement of cement content by
10, 15 and 20% fraction volume of Q-Cel 5070S microspheres results in a reduction of
compressive strength to 51.6 MPa , 54.7 MPa & 28.7 MPa, respectively. This is a 20%
& 16% reduction in compressive strength of PVA-ECC control mix when compared to
the 10% & 15% microsphere additions, respectively. Again, a larger reduction of 55%
is witnessed by the 20% microsphere addition.
These large reductions in compressive strength of mix design MD7 & MD8 is accredited
to the condition of the testing equipment when these samples were tested. After testing
the second sample from the total 4, its was noted that the first two both failed at the
top perimeter of the sample, however, since they were both of the same mix design, it
was assumed that this was the behaviour of the particular composite. When the third
and fourth samples were tested, it was noted that the same top perimeter failure of
the cylinders occurred. The top steel capping plate that is placed on to the cylinder
specimen when testing, which includes a rubber insert, was then inspected whereby is
was noted that the perimeter of the rubber insert was badly worn. Due to this wear,
high stress zones around the perimeter would have been experienced by the specimens
due to a more direct steel / concrete interface resulting in crushing of the concrete at
the perimeter. Refer to Figure 5.6 for an illustration of this worn rubber lining within
the steel capping plate.
Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the Sphericel microsphere composites produced
a product with approximately 15% greater compressive strength compared the Q-Cel
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Figure 5.6: An image of the worn rubber lining within the steel capping plate used for the
compression testing for mix designs MD7 & MD8
microsphere composites. This is to be expected since the Sphericel microspheres carry
a maximum working pressure of 10 000 psi compared to the 4000 psi working pressure
of the Q-Cel product. In addition, the Q-Cel product has a microsphere grading with a
larger mean diameter and a range of 5-90 µm, whereby the Sphericel adheres a grading
of 5-25 µm. Failure by a concrete sample would be experienced from the largest flaw
within the matrix, hence the larger diameter microspheres of the Q-Cel product acting
as larger flaws.
With reference to Figure 5.5b, it can also be seen that the plain concrete sample with
the sand/cement ratio of 1, has a compressive strength of 16.6 MPa. This is a 29%
reduction compared to the concrete sample of sand/cement ratio of 0.363 and is due
to the fact that the former has a overall reduced cement content that is replaced with
an increase in sand content and an increase in water/cement ratio. A 2% addition of
PVA fibre to this mix design results in an increase in compressive strength to 41 MPa.
Furthermore, the addition of 10% Sphericel microspheres with a relating reduction in
cement content, results in a minor reduction in compressive strength to 35.4 MPa.
Figure 5.7 highlights the modulus of elasticity property for each specimen and mix
design. There isn’t any large variations in the modulus of elasticity, however it can be
noted that this property increases with the addition of PVA fibre and then gradually
reduces with the increasing microsphere content. This is expected as Young’s modulus
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Figure 5.7: Modulus of Elasticity. Figure 5.7a represents the modulus of elasticity for each
specimen. Figure 5.7b displays the typical modulus of elasticity value for each mix design.
is a function of the compressive strength.
5.3.3 Flexural Tensile Results
The flexural load-deflection and stress-strain curves presented herein is an overlay of
each specimen tested in order to allow ease of comparison. For completeness, refer to
Appendix G.2 for each individual mix design and relating specimen curves. As noted
previously, the data recorded by the four (4) point bending machine is considered
unrealistic and shall be used for comparison where appropriate. Alternatively, the
these four (4) point bending specimens shall be compared to the typical properties of
ECCs as highlighted in Section 2.3 and in conjunction with the results from Wang &
Li (c. 2005) research that has a similar PVA-ECC mix design to this research.
Figure 5.8 displays the load-deflection curves for the beams tested via four (4) point
& three (3) point bending. These figures demonstrate why the four (4) point bending
test data was considered substandard by producing inappropriate results and therefore
the decision to change testing machines. As an example, Figure 5.8a displays the four
(4) point bending test data recorded for the plain concrete control specimen (i.e. mix
design MD1). It can be noted that these specimens are achieving ultimate loads in the
order of 12.5 kN and maximum deflections of approximately 50 mm, which is unrealistic
for plain concrete. Figure 5.8b shows the load-deflection test data recorded from the
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Figure 5.8: Combined load-deflection curves for all specimens. Figure 5.8a shows the
load-deflection curves for samples exposed to the four (4) point bending test. Figure 5.8b
displays the load-deflection curves for samples tested under three (3) point bending.
three (3) point bending tests. The ultimate loads of around 4 - 6 kN and deflections
in the order of 1.5 - 2 mm better fits the typical properties of concrete samples of this
nature. In addition, these recorded mechanical performances of three (3) point bending
test specimens should outweigh or at least match the mechanical performances of the
plain concrete samples tested via the four (4) point bending, however this demonstrates
to be untrue.
The stress-strain relationships for each specimen displayed in Figure 5.9. As can been
seen in Figure 5.9a, whilst reading in conjunction with Figure 5.9c & 5.9d, the maximum
stress achieved by the plain concrete with 0.363 sand/cement ratio (i.e. MD1) was 11.5
MPa with a mean ultimate stress for the mix design composition of 10.3 MPa. In
accordance with Australian Standard AS 3600 - Concrete Structures, plain concrete
of this nature that attains a compressive strength of 23.5 MPa, would have a flexural
stress property of 2.9 MPa. This is determined from the equation σf = 0.6
√
σc, where
flexural stress in a function of the compressive strength.
It can also noted that the addition of 1.5% fraction volume of PVA fibre to the mix
design (i.e MD2) results in an increased mean flexural stress to 12.9 MPa. This is
within limits of PVA-ECC designs, however this result is based from the four (4) point
bending test with unrealistic test data. Wang & Li (c. 2005) showed that a PVA-ECC
of similar composition attained between 11 & 16 MPa flexural stress. However, from
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Figure 5.9: Flexural stress-strain analysis curves and charts. Figure 5.9a shows the stress-
strain curves for samples undergone four (4) point bending. Figure 5.9b displays the stress-
strain curves for samples tested by three (3) point bending. Figure 5.9c displays the
ultimate flexural stress experienced for each specimen. Figure 5.9d shows the mean ultimate
flexural stress for each mix design. Figure 5.9e displays the ultimate strain experienced
by each specimen prior to failure. Figure 5.9f illustrates the mean ultimate strain value
experienced for each mix design.
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the above tested data it can be reported that the addition of uncoated PVA fibre to
the plain concrete mix results in a 25% increase in flexural stress. The inclusion of 10%
fraction volume of Sphericel microspheres, whilst reducing the appropriate portion of
cement content, results in a mean flexural stress of 11 MPa. This is a 15% reduction
in flexural stress compared to the MD2 PVA-ECC, however compared to the plain
concrete sample MD1, it is a 7% increase.
Figure 5.9a, 5.9c & 5.9d also show the plain concrete control sample MD9, with a
sand/cement ratio of 1, achieving a mean flexural stress of 3.4 MPa. In accordance
with Australian Standard AS 3600, plain concrete that attains a compressive strength of
16.6 MPa, would have a flexural stress property of 2.4 MPa. With the addition of 2.0%
fraction volume of PVA fibre to this mix (i.e. MD10), the composite experienced almost
3 times the amount of flexural strength by demonstrating a mean stress of 9.8 MPa.
The inclusion of 10% fraction volume of Sphericel microspheres and corresponding
reduction in cement content, MD11 showed a mean ultimate flexural stress of 7.7 MPa.
This is a 21% reduction in strength compared to the MD10 PVA-ECC, but still twice
the flexural strength of the plain concrete mix design MD9.
Figure 5.9b is also to be read in conjunction with Figure 5.9c & 5.9d whilst assessing
the three (3) point bending specimens. As can be noted, the addition of 15 & 20%
fraction volume of Sphericel microspheres (i.e. MD5 & MD7) results in a composite
mean ultimate flexural stress of 3.8 & 3.6 MPa, respectively. When compared to each
other, it can be concluded that the latter addition of Sphericel microspheres reduces
the flexural strength by 5%, which is negligible. When compared to a PVA-ECC design
from the research of Wang & Li (c. 2005), it demonstrates a 76 & 78% reduction in
flexural stress. It also relates then to a minor increase of 31 & 24% flexural stress when
compared to the predicted strength of plain concrete with 0.363 sand/cement ratio,
as discussed previously. Note the very small stress-strain curve (i.e. low strength &
strain) for one of the MD7 samples. This was due to a pre-existing crack identified
within the specimen prior to testing.
In addition, it can be seen that there in no distinct pattern with the inclusion of 10,
15 & 20% fraction volume of Q-Cel microspheres (i.e. MD4, MD6 & MD8), resulting
in a mean ultimate flexural strength of 7.3, 8.9 & 6.5 MPa, respectively. This is a 22%
increase and then a 27% reduction in flexural strength with each successive addition
of Q-Cel microspheres. These flexural stress values begin to approach the minimum
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flexural strength of 10 MPa for typical ECCs. However, compared to the similar PVA-
ECC mix design of Wang & Li (c. 2005), these values demonstrate a 54, 44 & 59%
reduction in flexural stress. Furthermore, when compared to the predicted flexural
strength of the plain concrete with a sand/cement ratio of 1, as in accordance with
Australian Standard AS 3600, these PVA-ECC mix designs with Q-Cel microsphere
additions present a 3, 3.7 & 2.7 times greater flexural strength.
If one compares the performance of the mix designs with Sphericel and Q-Cel micro-
spheres, it can be concluded that the composites with Q-Cel microspheres outperform
the composites with Sphericel microspheres by twice the strength. This could be related
to the grading of the Q-Cel with a size distribution of 5-90 µm compared to a much
smaller grading of 5-25 µm for the Sphericel, whereby the larger grading allows for a
more coherent mix with the cement paste and perhaps a slightly reduced fibre/matrix
interfacial bond strength.
When referring to Figure 5.9a along with Figure 5.9e & 5.9f, the four (4) point bending
tests suggests that MD1, the plain concrete mix design of 0.363 sand/cement ratio,
achieves 15% strain. This is the primary reason why the four (4) point bending test
machine output data is considered unrealistic, as plain concrete would typically only
achieve 0.3% strain as in accordance with Australian Standard AS 3600. Further strain
assessments from the four (4) point bending will not be included herein. The PVA-
ECC mix designs that incorporate microspheres and have undergone the three (3) point
bending tests will be assessed for flexural strain in comparison to typical PVA-ECC
properties and plain concrete as in accordance with Australian Standard AS 3600.
With reference to Figure 5.9b, 5.9e & 5.9f it can be seen that 15 & 20% fraction volume
of Sphericel microspheres (i.e. MD5 & MD7) experiences a mean ultimate strain of
0.63 & 0.43%, respectively. This is a 37 & 57% reduction in strain when compared
to the minimum strain capacity of 1% for typical PVA-ECCs. The similar ECC mix
design done by Wang & Li (c. 2005) demonstrated a flexural strain of around 3%.
Therefore the Sphericel microsphere additions with uncoated PVA fibre results in a
reduced flexural strain of 79% & 86% for 15 & 20% fraction volume, respectively. Mix
designs MD4, MD6 & MD8, which contains 10, 15 & 20% Q-Cel microspheres, resulted
in a mean ultimate strain of 0.85%, 0.84% & 0.92%, respectively. Again, these strains
begin to approach the minimum strain capacity of 1% for that of typical PVA-ECCs,
however they still present a reduction in strain of 15%, 16% & 8% when compared
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Figure 5.10: First Crack Strength Charts. Figure 5.10a shows the first crack for each
specimen. Figure 5.10b displays the mean first crack strength experienced for each typical
mix design.
to typical ECCs and a reduction of 71%, 72% & 69% when compared to Wang &
Li (c. 2005) mix design. In addition, it can be noted that the mix designs with Q-
Cel microspheres out perform Sphericel microspheres mix designs by allowing a the
composite to achieve a strain capacity of approximately 1.6 times greater.
Figure 5.10 shows the first crack strength for each specimen and the relating mean first
crack strength for each mix design. With reference to Figure 5.10b it can be seen that
the plain concrete control sample with a 0.363 sand/cement ratio (i.e. MD1) attains
a mean first crack strength of 3.7 MPa. Similarly, the addition of 1.5% PVA fibre
(i.e. MD2) results in a minor increase in first crack strength to 3.9 MPa or otherwise
0.5% increase. The addition of 10, 15, & 20% Sphericel microspheres (i.e. MD3, MD5,
& MD7) results in a mean first crack strength of 5.1, 2.8 & 3.6 MPa respectively.
Again, there is no distinct pattern of first crack strength with the successive additions
of Sphericel microspheres. When compared to the plain concrete control mix design
and the PVA-ECC control mix design, is represents a 34% increase, and a 26% & 5%
reduction, respectively.
The addition of 10, 15, & 20% Q-Cel microspheres (i.e. MD4, MD6, & MD8) attains a
mean first crack strength of 4.5, 5.5 & 6.5 MPa respectively. Here it can be noted that
the successive addition of Q-Cel microspheres results in the continual increase in first
crack strength. Hence an increase of 18, 45 & 71% of first crack is presented with the
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successive addition of Q-Cel microspheres when compared to the plain concrete and
PVA-ECC control samples.
Furthermore it can be concluded that an increase in fraction volume of Q-Cel mi-
croshperes, up to 20%, increases the first crack strength, while the increase in fraction
volume of Sphericel microspheres typically reduces first crack strength. Again, Q-Cel
out performs Sphericel in regards to this composite characteristic.
Finally, the plain concrete control sample with a sand/cement ratio of 1 (i.e MD9), has
a first crack strength of 3.4 MPa. While the addition of 2.0% fraction volume of PVA
fibre (i.e. MD10) resulted in a reduced first crack strength to 3.1 MPa, which again is
negligible and unrealistic (i.e. due to the 4 point bending test data). The replacement
of cement with 10% fraction volume of Sphericel microspheres in MD11 results in an
increase of 32 & 45% of the first crack strength to 4.5 MPa, when compared to the
plain concrete & PVA-ECC control samples, respectively.
5.3.4 Impact Results
Figure 5.11 shows the stress-strain curves for the impact testing for mix design MD1 –
MD3 & MD9 – MD11. Figure 5.11a shows the stress-strain curve for mix design MD1,
plain concrete with a 0.363 sand/cement ratio. It can be seen that the plain concrete
achieves approximately 150 MPa stress & 3.5% strain when exposed to an impact force
of low strain rate (i.e. 250 s−1). Upon failure, no further strain is experienced. At a
medium strain rate (i.e. 760 s−1), the material attains around 180 MPa with a relating
3.5% strain at failure. The material undergoes a minor continuation of strain after
failure, however there is a decline in material strength. At higher strain rates (i.e.
1200 s−1, the material demonstrates the highest impact stress of approximately 230
MPa & a slightly reduced impact strain of about 2.5%. Hence it can be seen that the
plain concrete material progressively withstands higher impact stresses by 20% & 28%
with the change of strain rate from low to medium & medium to high, respectively.
The impact strain does not change considerably between low and medium strain rates,
however there is a reduction is strain when exposed to a high strain rate.
Figure 5.11b presents the impact stress-strain curve for when 1.5% of PVA fibre fraction
volume is added to the plain concrete mix (i.e mix design MD2). It can be noted that
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(a) Plain Concrete (MD1) (b) 1.5% PVA-ECC (MD2)
(c) 10% Sphericel (MD3) (d) Plain Concrete (MD9)
(e) 2.0% PVA-ECC (MD10) (f) 10% Sphericel (MD11)
Figure 5.11: Stress-strain curves produced from the impact testing (Lu et al. unpub.). Each
graph displays a specimen being tested at a low, medium and high strain rate. Note the
different specimen numbers displayed within each graph. For clarity, each graph is titled
with the relating mix design numbers relating to this dissertation.
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at a low strain rate the composite attains an impact strength of around 180 MPa and
corresponding strain of approximately 3.0%. Not a large difference in stress and strain
is achieved at a medium strain rate, where the composite demonstrates around 190 MPa
& 4.0%, respectively. At a high strain rate the composite withstands an estimated 220
MPa stress and 2.5% strain. Hence, for the PVA-ECC there is a minor increases of 6%
& 16% in impact stress resistance with the progressive increase from low to medium
to high strain rate. Again, the composite experiences a reduction in strain at a high
impact.
Figure 5.11c displays the impact stress-strain curve for the 1.5% PVA-ECC with the
addition of 10% Sphericel microspheres (i.e. mix design MD3). As can been seen, at
a low strain rate the composite achieves approximately 150 MPa stress & 3.5% strain.
With the increase in strain rate to medium, there is an increase in impact strength to
190 MPa and a reduction in strain to around 3.0%. A further increase in strain rate
to high, results in a further increase in strength to 220 MPa and a strain that remains
unchanged. The microsphere composite therefore also demonstrates an increase in
impact resistance by 27% & 16% with the increase in strain rate. There is a minor
reduction in impact strain when the composite is exposed to a medium strain rate
compared to a low strain rate, however the strain then remains unchanged for a further
increase in strain rate.
When comparing Figures 5.11a, 5.11b & 5.11c to each other, it can been recognised
that when 1.5% PVA fibre is added to the plain concrete mix design, there is an increase
of 20% in impact strength at a low strain rate. A further inclusion of 10% Sphericel
microspheres results in a reduction of impact resistance similar to that of the plain
concrete. At medium & high impacts it can be noted that there is no large variations
in the impact stress capacities for either the plain concrete, PVA-ECC or the PVA-
ECC that includes microspheres. Similarly, no distinct pattern can be seen with the
impact strains when comparing these 3 difference mix designs, other than less strain
being achieved for the high impacts.
With reference to Figure 5.11d, the impact stress-strain relation for the plain concrete
sample with a sand/cement ratio of 1 (i.e. mix design MD9), it can be noted that 50
MPa stress & about 2.0% strain is achieved at a low impact force. At a medium strain
rate, the stress & strain achieved is approximately 150 MPa & 3.0%, respectively. At
a high strain rate, the material attains around 170 MPa & 3.5% strain. Hence there is
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again a progressive increase in impact resistance of 3 fold & then a further 13% with
the successive increase in impact force. Strain also experiences minor increases.
Figure 5.11e presents the impact stress-strain curve for mix design MD10 which has
a sand/cement ratio of 1 with 2.0% PVA fibre addition. As can be noted, there isn’t
any big variations between impact stress experienced from the different strain rates,
however the low strain rate achieves the largest stress out of the 3, of about 150 MPa,
followed by 140 MPa from the medium strain rate and finally 125 MPa from the high
strain rate. In regards to impact strain, what can be noted is that with the 2.0%
PVA fibre addition, the composite attempts to maintain strength whilst undergoing
continual strain for the medium & high impacts. The strain achieved for all 3 impacts
is about 3.5 - 4.0% at ultimate stress. However for a medium strain rate, the composite
only experiences a reduction of 20 MPa stress to the point of 10% strain. Similarly, at
a high strain rate the composite displays a reduction in stress of about 25 MPa to the
point of 17% strain.
With reference to Figure 5.11f, the stress-strain relation of the 2.0% PVA-ECC with the
inclusion of 10% Sphericel microspheres can be observed. The low impact was resisted
by a composite with around 80 MPa strength whilst attaining 4.0% strain. A minor
increase in impact strength capacity, to 100 MPa, is experienced by the composite when
exposed to a medium strain rate. However, there is a slightly larger stress reduction
of about 30 MPa when the composite undergoes continual strain from 4.0% to 10%.
At the high impact force, the composite attains approximately 130 MPa stress, which
then declines by a much larger 80 MPa from the point of 2.5% strain to 14% strain.
When comparing all 3 of these mix designs (i.e. Figure 5.11d, 5.11e & 5.11f), it can
be identified that the addition of PVA fibre to the plain concrete causes an increase in
impact strength by 3 folds at a low strain rate. A further inclusion of 10% Sphericel
microspheres reduces the impact strength for the 2.0% PVA-ECC by 47%, however it
still maintains a strength 60% greater than the plain concrete. Impact strains are not
significantly affected at low strain rates. At medium strain rates the impact strengths
are also not significantly affected, other than for the addition of 10% microspheres which
demonstrates a minor reduction of about 30%. The impact strain on the other hand
attempts to maintain strength when the PVA fibre is added, with similar behaviour
even with the inclusion of the microspheres. A similar trend of stress and strain is
observed at that high impact force.
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5.3.5 Other Properties
Although slump and workability of concrete mixes in their plastic state are two different
properties, they do go hand in hand and shall thus be discussed in conjunction herein.
The plain concrete control mixes proved to have a very high slump, in the order of 240
mm, however the workability of these mixes were relatively low, hence the inclusion
of the superplasticizer. This low workability may be related to the low water/cement
ratio for these mixes and the high fines content. The addition of PVA fibre resulted
in a reduced slump of around 160 mm. This reduced slump may be accredited to
the randomly dispersed fibres that acted as stabilisers within the fresh concrete mix.
However workability of the mix did not change significantly, but instead ductility of
the fresh mix was observed.
Further slump tests were not carried out on the fresh mixes that included microspheres,
in the fear that these tests would damage the lightweight additive. By observation
however, it was noted that workability was significantly improved with the addition
of microspheres, hence the reduction of superplasticizer content for these mixes. This
improved workability is attributed to the ball bearing affect of the microspheres. A fur-
ther observation was noted whereby the inclusion of the Q-Cel microspheres produced
a mix that was more workable than a mix that incorporated Sphericel microspheres. It
is believed that due to the larger mean diameter of 35 µm and the extended grading of
5 - 90 µm in diameter, the Q-Cel microspheres therefore outperformed the Sphericel in
this aspect.
5.3.6 Composite Properties Summary
For ease of comparison or reference, Table 5.1 summaries the properties from each
mix design. Note that the flexure properties for the plain concrete & the PVA-ECC
control mixes are based on Australian Standard AS 3600 & designs done by Wang
& Li (c. 2005), respectively or where required, the typical properties of PVA-ECCs.
Furthermore, the first crack strength for the plain concrete mix designs are omitted
due to the unrealistic results obtained from the four (4) point bending, as well flexural
properties for mix designs MD3, MD9, MD10 & MD11. A summary of the impact
testing results are highlighted in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.1: Typical properties of the composites from this research project
Analysis Results Properties Summary
Mix
Design
Density
(kg/m3)
Compressive
Strength
(MPa)
Young’s
modulus
(GPa)
First
Crack
Strength
(MPa)
Ultimate
Flexural
Strength
(MPa)
Ultimate
Flexural
Strain
(%)
1 2156 24 24 - 2.9 a 0.3 a
2 2077 65 30 ± 5 b 16 c 3 c
3 1926 64 26 - - -
4 1855 52 23 4.5 7.3 0.86
5 1848 61 24 2.8 3.8 0.63
6 1778 55 22 5.5 8.9 0.84
7 1842 29 20 3.6 3.6 0.43
8 1683 29 17 6.5 6.5 0.92
9 1920 17 18 - - -
10 1951 41 24 - - -
11 1888 35 22 - - -
a AS 3600: Concrete Structures
b Typical ECC Properties (Li 2007)
c Wang & Li (c. 2005)
Table 5.2: Typical impact properties of the composites from this research project
Impact Analysis Results Properties Summary
Strain Rate
Low Medium High
Mix
Design
Stress
(MPa)
Strain
(%)
Stress
(MPa)
Strain
(%)
Stress
(MPa)
Strain
(%)
1 150 3.5 180 3.5 230 2.5
2 180 3.0 190 4.0 220 2.5
3 150 3.5 190 3.0 220 2.5
9 50 2.0 150 3.0 170 3.5
10 150 4.0 140 4.0 125 3.5
11 80 4.0 100 4.0 130 2.5
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(a) Sphericel 110P8 (b) Q-Cel 5070S
Figure 5.12: The Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images for samples that contained
15% fraction volume of micrsphere additive. Figure 5.12a is a microscopic image of the MD5
that contains 15% fraction volume of Sphericel microspheres. Figure 5.12b is a microscopic
image of the MD6 that contains 15% fraction volume of Q-Cel microspheres.
5.3.7 Microstructure Analysis Results
Figure 5.12 displays the images from the Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) testing
undertaken on the mix designs that included 15% microsphere additive. As can be
noted in both figures, the microspheres seem to be well dispersed within the matrix. A
broken Q-Cel microsphere can be noted in Figure 5.12b. When judging by the quantity
of microspheres within that image, it can be estimated that about 10% or less of Q-Cel
microspheres could have fractured during the mixing procedure. Figure 5.12a shows
the Sphericel composite whereby the microspheres seems to have performed fairly well
during the mixing. Furthermore if judging by the surface area of the images, whereby
15% of the area should be represented by microspheres, it can be concluded that the
microspheres range between an estimated 10% - 15% of the surface area.
In addition, the overall the PVA fibre dispersion seems to be within acceptable limits.
When comparing the PVA fibre in Figure 5.12a to the PVA fibre in Figure 5.12b
however, it can be noted that bonding of the cementitious matrix to the fibre is evident
within the Sphericel mix design. The Q-Cel mix design fibres appear to have less
evidence of bonding to the cementitious matrix. This could be the reasoning why the
Q-Cel mix designs preformed slightly better than the Sphericel mix designs in flexure,
as the ITZ may be adversely affected, resulting in a lesser bond strength of the matrix
to the PVA fibre.
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5.4 Chapter Summary
The addition of PVA fibre to the concrete matrix typically reduces the density by 4%,
increases compressive strength by almost 3 fold and typically increases the flexural
strength by 10 to that of plain concrete. This flexural improvement is based on similar
material design done by Wang & Li (c. 2005), since the PVA-ECC control samples for
this research were tested on a machine that produced substandard and unrealistic test
result data. The inclusion of Sphericel microspheres, by replacing the cement content
with 10%, 15% and 20% microsphere fraction volume, results in a reduction of PVA-
ECC composite density by 7%, 11% & 12%, respectively. It also reduces the PVA-ECC
compressive strength by 2%, 5%, & 55%, however the large latter reduction is due to
inappropriate testing equipment causing failure. Furthermore, the flexural strength of
a typical PVA-ECC is reduced by approximately 77% with the inclusion of Sphericel
microspheres and uncoated PVA fibre. The flexural strain also results in a reduction
of around 80% when compared to a typical PVA-ECC of this nature.
Similarly, the inclusion of 10%, 15% & 20% fraction volume of Q-Cel microspheres with
the relating cement content reductions, results in a decrease of PVA-ECC composite
density by 11%, 14% & 19%, respectively. The effect on compressive strength is a
reduction by 20%, 16% & 56%, respectively, when compared to the PVA-ECC control
mix. Again, the large latter reduction is accredited to inappropriate testing equipment
causing failure. When compared to the typical performance a PVA-ECC of similar mix
design, it can be noted that the inclusion of the Q-Cel microspheres with uncoated PVA
fibre results in an estimated 50% reduction in flexural strength and 70% reduction in
flexural strain capacity.
When the composites are exposed to impact testing, it can be noted that there is
not a large amount of variations in results between the mix designs of plain concrete,
the selected PVA-ECC mix designs and the PVA-ECC mix designs that include 10%
fraction volume of Sphericel microspheres. What can be noted however is that at low
strain rates, the addition of PVA fibre improves the impact strength, however when
microspheres are added to this PVA-ECC the impact strength reduces back down to
the same as plain concrete.
Finally, from the SEM analysis there is not much evidence of microsphere fracture dur-
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ing the mixing procedure, except for the Q-Cel microsphere whereby is it estimate that
around 10% of the overall quantity could be broken. Both the fibres and microspheres
appear to be well dispersed within the matrix. The mix design with Sphericel micro-
spheres however shows greater bond of the matrix to the fibre when compared to the
mix design that includes Q-Cel microspheres.
Other properties such as sump and workability are affected with the addition of both
PVA fibre and/or microspheres. The addition of PVA fibre to a concrete mix results
in reduced slump, however little affect on workability of fine sand aggregate concrete
mixes, due to workability already being hindered with the fine aggregate mix. The
inclusion of microspheres improves workability to these fine sand aggregate mixes in
addition to PVA-ECCs, particularly the Q-Cel microspheres when compared to the
Sphericel microspheres.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and
Recommendations
6.1 Research Conclusion
ECCs are an exceptionally high ductile and ultra-high performance fibre reinforced
concrete that is capable of achieving strain hardening as a cementitious composite. This
is a primary characteristics that separates ECCs for other cementitious composites. The
objective of this research was to further develop a lightweight ECC by incorporating
hollow glass microspheres within the ECC composite, whilst improving, or at least
maintaining, compressive strength. In addition, the LWECC should still achieve strain-
hardening as per other typical ECCs.
The fibres used in this research were uncoated PVA fibre and the microsphere addi-
tives were Sphericel 110P8 & Q-Cel 5070S, supplied by Potters Industries Pty. Ltd.
(Australia). Both the Sphericel and the Q-Cel microspheres reduced the composite
density, thus resulting in a lightweight composite. The Q-Cel achieved lesser densities
than the Sphericel and is therefore a better performer in regards to weight reductions.
The reason for Q-Cel being the top performer in this regard is two folds; 1) The size
distribution of the Q-Cel has a larger range than the Sphericel, including also therefore
the mean particle size of the microspheres, resulting in larger air voids introduced into
the composite; and 2) The Q-Cel has an overall lighter density than the Sphericel.
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In regards to compression strengths, both types of microspheres introduced minor re-
ductions in strength for PVA-ECCs, however these decreases in strength are considered
negligible and therefore the compression strength of the composite is deemed to still
be acceptable. The addition of Sphericel microspheres resulted in higher compression
strengths compared to the Q-Cel inclusions, hence the Sphericel is the better perform-
ing microsphere in compression. Two (2) reasons are again concluded for this out
performing characteristic; 1) The larger particle size of the Q-Cel microspheres act as
larger flaws within the composite and hence reduced compressive strength, and 2) The
Sphericel product has a higher working pressure compared to the Q-Cel mircospheres.
When exposed to flexure, the composite did not achieve strain hardening and multiple
sub-parallel microcracks were not observed. Instead, a single crack within the middle
third of the beam propagated with continual growth of crack width displacement as the
crack tip extended towards the top of the beam, thus demonstrating strain softening.
It is concluded that strain hardening was not achieved because the fibre inclusion was
an uncoated PVA fibre. Hence, the addition of microspheres did not adversely affect
the ITZ in a similar fashion to that of surface coating the PVA fibre and therefore to
high a bond of the fibre to the matrix was achieved, resulting in fibre rupture prior to
attaining strain-hardening. The composites with uncoated PVA fibre, including those
with microsphere additives, can no longer be considered as an ECC due to this primary
characteristic not being achieved. Hence surface coating of the PVA fibre still has to be
carried out even with the addition microspheres that potentially reduced the chemical
bond of the fibre / matrix interface.
Regardless of such, when comparing the microsphere additives whilst the composite is
in flexure, it can be concluded that the addition of Q-Cel microspheres attains higher
flexural strengths than the composites than include Sphericel microspheres. Hence, the
Q-Cel is a better performing product within the composite during flexure. This same
conclusion can be made for the flexural strain of the microsphere composites. There is
a high probability that the reason for this better performing Q-Cel composite is due to
the larger particle size compared to the Sphericel product, resulting in a bigger surface
area of the glass microsphere adversely affecting the fibre / matrix interface.
The impact strength of plain concrete is improved with the addition of PVA fibre within
the matrix, however with the addition of microspheres, the composite resorts back to
similar impact strengths to that of plain concrete. The reason may be comparable
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to that of the compressive strength conclusion, i.e. the microspheres introduce flaws
within the composite and therefore reduce the strength. Unfortunately, a comparison
of the Sphericel & Q-Cel microsphere composites could not be done due the associated
members at Swinburne University of Technology being unavailable for further testing
on the Q-Cel composites, hence further research is to be done for this comparison as
highlighted in Section 6.2.
Furthermore, it is considered that the microspheres withstood the impacts from mixing
and handling of the fresh cementitious composites fairly well, except for that of the Q-
Cel microspheres that demonstrated some minor fractures. This can be relating to
the lower working pressures of the Q-Cel product. In addition, the dispersion of the
microspheres within the matrix along with the fibres is considered to the satisfactory.
Hence the overall mixing procedure adopted for this research is considered suitable for
these type of materials. In addition, the microsphere additives improved workability of
the fresh concrete mixes due to the ball bearing affect they introduce to the mixture,
particularly with the inclusion of Q-Cel microspheres that have a larger range of particle
size distribution and a bigger mean particle size. It eventuated that supersplasticizer,
in order to typically improved workability, was no longer required in the mix designs
when they included microspheres.
6.2 Recommendations for Further Work
To learn and build on from this research is important for further development of
LWECCs that include hollow glass microsphere additives, especially Sphericel 110P8
& Q-Cel 5070S microspheres. The following recommendations are provided for further
work in regards to these additives and their LWECC development.
• Carry out the same mix designs with PVA fibre that has a suitable oily surface
coating
• Investigate the potential of including microspheres within a PVA-ECC which in-
corporates surface coated PVA fibre, however slightly reducing the surface coating
content in order to optimise the quantity required when the addition of micro-
spheres is included.
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• Research ECC mix designs that include larger sand aggregate that better suits
industry practice.
• Carry out impact testing on composites that include the Q-Cel microsphere prod-
uct in order to draw a conclusion for the comparison to Sphericel composites under
impact.
• Undertake static compression testing of the small 30 mm diameter disc samples
in order to determine if there is any change in compression strength due to the
reduced size when compared to the compression cylinders . This is required in
order to determine if there would be any size effect on the results obtained from
the impact testing.
• Undertake a cost analysis of the composites in order to determine how economical
the product would be for entering into the concrete construction market.
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Cementitious Composite (ECC) with Lightweight Microsphere
Additive
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Project Aim: To develop a ultra-high performance polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) fibre reinforced concrete with a lightweight additive
in order to reduce the concrete density whilst at the same
time improving the concrete compressive strength and not
negatively affecting the tensile strength.
Program: (Issue B, 23 October 2014)
1. Research how PVA fibre reinforced concrete is created and the interactions that
exist between the fibre and the concrete matrix.
2. Research the characteristics and mechanical properties that PVA fibre reinforced
concrete holds.
3. Research various PVA fibre reinforced concrete mix designs and the characteristics
of each in order to create the optimal mix design for this project.
4. Research the lightweight additive, its characteristics and how best to incorporate
it into the concrete mix.
5. Create suitable test samples of different mix designs of varying proportions that
include and exclude the light weight additive.
6. Carry out compression tests of the various samples.
7. Carry out fexural / bending tests of the various samples
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8. Evaluate the test results and determine characteristics for the various mix designs.
9. Compare the outcomes for PVA fibre reinforced concrete samples that include
and exclude the lightweight additive and report on the findings.
10. Submit final dissertation on research, testing, results and conclusion.
As time and resources permit:
1. If the lightweight ultra-high performance fibre reinforced ductile concrete proves
successful, then research it’s practical uses for within the civil engineering indus-
try.
2. Create a computer model, by means of suitable software, of the optimal mix
design and analyse it’s performance in a practical application.
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B.1 Nycon PVA RECS15 Fibre
Description NYCON-PVA RECS15 fiber products are 8 denier, monofilament PVA fibers for use 
in fiber reinforced concrete, stucco and precast. NYCON-PVA RECS15 is specifically 
designed for use in concrete products for the purpose of controlling plastic 
shrinkage, thermal cracking and improving abrasion resistance. When NYCON-PVA 
RECS15 is used at high doses it can dramatically improve flexural characteristics of 
concrete products.
NYCON-PVA RECS15 meets the requirements of ASTM C-1116, Section 4.1.3 and AC-32 at 
1.0 lb (0.45 kg) per CY. 
Applications NYCON-PVA utilizes the mixing activity to disperse the fibers into the mix. NYCON-
PVA acts with a molecular bond in the concrete with a multi-dimensional fiber 
network. NYCON-PVA does not affect curing process chemically.
NYCON-PVA can be used in all types of concrete. Synthetic fibers help the concrete 
at early ages, which is especially beneficial where stripping time and handling is 
important.
NYCON-PVA RECS15
PVA (Polyvinyl Alcohol), Small Denier, Superior Bond
ULTRA-HIGH PERFORMANCE FIBERS
PVA fibers are unique in their ability to create a 
fully-engaged molecular bond with mortar and 
concrete that is 300% greater than other fibers.
Filament Diameter 8 Denier (38 Microns)
Fiber Length 0.375” (8mm)
Specific Gravity 1.3
Tensile Strength 240 ksi (1600 MPa)
Flexural Strength 5700 ksi (40 GPa)
Melting Point 435o F (225o C)
Color White
Water Absorption <1% by Weight
Alkali Resistance Excellent
Concrete Surface Not Fuzzy
Corrosion Resistance Excellent
NYCON-PVA RECS15 Physical Properties
800-456-9266 www.nycon.com sales@nycon.com
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B.2 Sphericel 110P8 Microsphere
 
ENGINEERED GLASS MATERIALS DIVISION 
 
HOLLOW MICROSPHERES 
 
 
 
SPHERICEL® TYPICAL PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS1 
Composition: Fused Borosilicate Glass (ASTM C169) 
Shape: Hollow non-porous microspheres 
Color: White (min. 90.0 L value on dry powder) 
Hardness: 6 Moh’s scale 
Alkalinity: Max 0.5 meq/g (ASTM D3100) 
Loss on Drying: Max. 0.5 weight % (10 min. @ 250°F) 
 
 
 
 
 
Properties 
SPHERICEL® Product Grades 
110P8 60P18 45P25 34P30 25P45 
Density2, g/cc 1.10 ± 0.05 0.60 ± 0.05 0.45 ± 0.05 0.34 ± 0.05 0.25 ± 0.02 
Bulk Density3, g/cc 
 
0.49 
 
0.32 
 
0.26 
 
0.22 
 
0.14 
Maximum Working 
Pressure, psi 
 
10,000 
 
8,000 
 
4,000 
 
3,000 
 
750 
Size Distribution4 (µm)      
10% 5 9 12 20 24 
50% 10 19 21 38 46 
90% 21 33 34 60 72 
97% 25 36 38 68 81 
1. Not for specification purposes. 
2. Density is measured by gas displacement pycnometer (ASTM D2840). 
3. Bulk Density is the weight as measured in a container (graduated cylinder, to simulate a bin, silo, or carton) and includes the 
interstitial air. 
4. Data represents percent volume distribution measured using laser light scatter technique. 
 
For further information about our range of Solid and Hollow Glass Microspheres, please contact us: 
 
Potters Industries LLC 
Engineered Glass Materials Division 
PO Box 841 
Valley Forge, PA 19482 USA 
 
Tel: 800-552-3237 
Fax: 610-408-9724 
Website:  www.pottersbeads.com 
 
 
Potters Industries LLC is a leading producer of engineered glass materials serving the highway safety, polymer additive, fine abrasive, and 
conductive product markets. 
 
Sphericel General PDS-2011-lr 
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B.3 Q-Cel 5070S Microsphere
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FOR SALES, SAMPLES 
OR TECHNICAL 
SERVICE 
 
Asia Pacific: 
Phone:  613 9708 9202  
Fax:      613 9708 9250 
 
Visit Potters at our web-site:  
www.pottersbeads.com    
 
 
 
ENGINEERED GLASS MATERIALS 
HOLLOW MICROSPHERES 
1. Not for specification purposes.  
2. Effective Density is the particle density as measured by liquid displacement. True Density is the particle density as measured by gas displacement.  
3. Bulk Density is the weight as measured in a container (graduated cylinder, to simulate a bin, silo, or carton) and includes the interstitial air.  
4. Data represents percent volume distribution measured using laser light scatter technique. 
SAFETY INFORMATION 
Material Safety Data Sheets 
(MSDS) will be supplied on 
request 
 
The technical information presented herein represents the best information available to us and is believed to be reliable. Potters Industries LLC makes no warranties, either 
expressed or implied, with respect to our materials, including the warranties of merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose. We urge that users of our materials 
conduct tests to determine suitability for their specific end uses. Q-Cel and Sphericel® are registered trademarks of Potters Industries LLC, a leading producer of 
engineered glass materials serving the highway safety, polymer additive, fine abrasive, and conductive product markets. 
Product 
Name Density (g/cc) 
Particle Size4 
(Malvern Laser Sizer) 
Maximum 
Working 
Pressure 
 
 
Bulk2 Effective 3 Mean (ųm) Range (ųm) Isostatic (psi) 
5019 0.12 0.190 60 5-115 500 
5020 0.12 0.20 60 5-115 500 
5020FPS 0.12 0.21 45 5-90 500 
5028 0.18 0.28 60 5-115 1250 
5070S 0.43 0.70 35 5-90 4000 
7014 0.09 0.14 80 5-160 250 
7019 0.12 0.19 65 5-160 500 
7023 0.14 0.22 65 5-160 1000 
7037 0.24 0.37 65 5-115 1500 
7040S 0.27 0.43 45 5-90 2000 
 
TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF Q-CEL HOLLOW MICROSPHERES 
Revision Date: 08/08/2011        Reviewed By: Adrian Hill 
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Mix Design Calculations
C.1 Sample Batch Volume Calculations
Equation for volume of test cylinder:
Vc =
(piD2H)
4(10003)
(C.1)
where:
Vc is the cylinder volume (m
3)
D is the diameter of the cylinder sample (mm)
H is the height of the cylinder sample (mm)
Equation for volume of test beam:
Vb =
L×W ×D
10003
(C.2)
where:
Vb is the beam volume (m
3)
L is the length of the beam sample (mm)
W is the width of the beam sample (mm)
D is the depth of the beam sample (mm)
Equation for volume of test disc:
Vd =
(pid2h)
4(10003)
(C.3)
where:
Vd is the disc volume (m
3)
d is the diameter of the disc sample (mm)
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h is the height of the disc sample (mm)
Determine the total volume of concrete required in order to prepare a total of two (2)
cylindrical specimens of φ100 mm x 200 mm high, three (3) rectangular cross sectioned
beams of 100 mm wide x 50 mm deep x 350 mm long and fifteen (15) discs specimens
of φ30 mm x 15 mm high.
VT =
2pi(1002)(200)
4(10003)
) +
3(350)(100)(50)
10003
+
15pi(302)(15)
4(10003)
= 0.087m3 + 10%
' 0.01m3
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C.2 Mix Design Proportion 1 Calculations
Proportions:
cement = 1
water = 0.25
sand = 0.363
Mass of a single bag of cement = 20 kg.
Determine mass of mix proportions in relation to a single bag of cement:
cement = (1)(20)
= 20 kg
water = (0.25)(20)
= 5 kg
sand = (0.363)(20)
= 7.26 kg
Specific Gravity for the cement, water and sand materials:
cement = 3.15
water = 1
sand = 2.65
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Determine the volume of concrete for relating to a single bag of cement mixture:
cement =
20
3.15
= 6.349 Litres
water =
5
1
= 5 Litres
sand =
7.26
2.65
= 2.74 Litres
Total Volume = 6.349 + 5 + 2.74
= 14.089 Litres
∴ = 0.0141m3
Determine volume ratio:
volume ratio =
0.01
0.0141
= 0.709
Mass quantity of each proportion in order to prepare 0.01 m3 of concrete:
cement = (20)(0.709)
= 14.19 kg
water = (5)(0.709)
= 3.55 kg
sand = (7.26)(0.709)
= 5.15 kg
PVA Fibre & Microsphere Proportion Calculations
Determine the quantity of PVA fibre required for 1.5% fibre fraction volume. The
quantity of fibre will remain the same for all samples and all samples will maintain a
volume of 0.01 m3.
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PVA Fibre = (0.01)(0.015)
= 0.00015m3
Fibre SG = 1.3
∴ PVA Fibre = (0.00015)(1.3)(1000)
= 0.195 kg
Determine the quantity of cement reduction and replacement by microspheres: Micro-
sphere densities:
Spericel 110P8 = 490 kg/m3
Q-Cel 5070S = 430 kg/m3
10% microsphere fraction volume:
Cement volume reduction = (0.01)(0.1)
= 0.001m3
New cement quantity = 14.19− (0.001)(3.15)(1000)
= 11.04 kg
Spericel addition = (0.001)(490)
= 0.49 kg
Q-Cel addition = (0.001)(430)
= 0.43 kg
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15% microsphere fraction volume:
Cement volume reduction = (0.01)(0.15)
= 0.0015m3
New cement quantity = 14.19− (0.0015)(3.15)(1000)
= 9.45 kg
Spericel addition = (0.0015)(490)
= 0.735 kg
Q-Cel addition = (0.0015)(430)
= 0.645 kg
20% microsphere fraction volume:
Cement volume reduction = (0.01)(0.2)
= 0.002m3
New cement quantity = 14.19− (0.002)(3.15)(1000)
= 7.875 kg
Spericel addition = (0.002)(490)
= 0.98 kg
Q-Cel addition = (0.002)(430)
= 0.86 kg
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C.3 Mix Design Proportion 2 Calculations
Proportions:
cement = 1
water = 0.437
sand = 1
Mass of a single bag of cement = 20 kg.
Determine mass of mix proportions in relation to a single bag of cement:
cement = (1)(20)
= 20 kg
water = (0.437)(20)
= 8.74 kg
sand = (1)(20)
= 20 kg
Specific Gravity for the cement, water and sand materials:
cement = 3.15
water = 1
sand = 2.65
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Determine the volume of concrete for relating to a single bag of cement mixture:
cement =
20
3.15
= 6.349 Litres
water =
8.74
1
= 8.74 Litres
sand =
20
2.65
= 7.547 Litres
Total Volume = 6.349 + 8.74 + 7.547
= 22.636 Litres
∴ = 0.0226m3
Determine volume ratio:
volume ratio =
0.01
0.0226
= 0.442
Mass quantity of each proportion in order to prepare 0.01 m3 of concrete:
cement = (20)(0.442)
= 8.83 kg
water = (8.74)(0.442)
= 3.86 kg
sand = (20)(0.442)
= 8.83 kg
PVA Fibre & Microsphere Proportion Calculations
Determine the quantity of PVA fibre required for 2.0% fibre fraction volume. The
quantity of fibre will remain the same for all samples and all samples will maintain a
volume of 0.01 m3.
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PVA Fibre = (0.01)(0.02)
= 0.0002m3
Fibre SG = 1.3
∴ PVA Fibre = (0.0002)(1.3)(1000)
= 0.26 kg
Determine the quantity of cement and sand reduction due to a 10% microspheres frac-
tion volume replacement:
Microsphere densities:
Spericel 110P8 = 490 kg/m3
Cement & sand reduction:
4% Cement volume reduction = (0.01)(0.04)
= 0.0004m3
New cement quantity = 8.83− (0.0004)(3.15)(1000)
= 7.57 kg
4.75% Sand volume reduction = (0.01)(0.0475)
= 0.000475m3
New sand quatity = 8.83− (0.000475)(2.65)(1000)
= 7.57 kg
Spericel addition = (0.001)(490)
= 0.49 kg
10% microsphere fraction volume:
Spericel addition = (0.001)(490)
= 0.49 kg
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D.1 Risk Assessment
Health and safety is a vital sector of all engineering projects. Its presence is evident
in all aspects of engineering projects, from innovation, to design, to construction or
production, to product operation and usage, through to product disposal. Typically,
innovation requires that the inventor considers the immediate risks to the general pub-
lic, themselves and the environment whilst working on their idea. It also requires that
risks of using the final product is considered whilst at the same time the long term
effects the product will have on society and the environment, hence also taking into
consideration sustainability. Design carries similar attributes whereby immediate, pro-
duction, operation and long term personal, public and environmental risks and effects
need to be considered. Construction and production needs to take into consideration
the impact of the methods and equipment used for the safety of people and protection of
the environment and existing property. Furthermore, the final product that is designed
and constructed needs to be safe to use and have minimal impact on the environment.
Carrying out risk assessments for design projects and work methods generally assist in
highlighting hazards that may result in injury to people or where a negative impact
on the environment is likely. It further allows for the evaluation of the hazard and the
consequence that can occur. In addition, it assesses the controls that are in place to
eliminate the hazard or reduce its impact. If no existing controls are in place, it then
allows for controls to be implemented in order to minimise the risk prior to the works
being carried out. In essence, a risk assessment includes the following process:
1. Risk identification
2. Risk evaluation
3. Risk control
A detailed risk assessment for this Lightweight PVA-ECC research project has been
carried out and can be reviewed in Appendix D.2. The risk assessment considered all
aspects of the design project, from materials handling, preparing of samples, testing
of samples, and overall project sustainability. General health and safety aspects, such
as good housekeeping of the concrete laboratory and wearing of standard Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) (i.e. steel cap boots, long trousers, safety glasses and
D.1 Risk Assessment 118
gloves) when working in the laboratory were considered standard practice and therefore
adopted during the research design project. In addition, the use of testing equipment
with protective guards in place were also considered standard practice.
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E.1 Timeline Discussion
The overall research project will continue for an estimated duration of 8 months, from
March 2014 to October 2014. Refer to Appendix E.2 for this research project Gantt
chart. The literature review of PVA-ECC will extend over the whole of this period. The
primary literature review segment will be the major literature review for PVA-ECC.
The secondary literature review portion will be carried out as areas of research come
to light during the sampling and testing of the Lightweight PVA-ECC. A total of one
and three quarter (134) months is allowed for drafting and compiling of the preliminary
report, with a further one and a half (112) week allowance is granted for proof reading
and finalising of the report prior to submitting on the 4th June 2014.
Creating and testing of composite specimens and analysing test results will be in con-
junction with the above literature reviews. These three (3) tasks will overlap due to the
nature of creating samples, testing them and then creating the next batch of samples
in light of the behaviour and performance of the prior mix designs. Furthermore, a 28
day waiting period is required for the samples to cure prior to testing, hence the one
month lag from March 2014 to April 2014 before testing can commence.
All sampling and testing is expected to be completed by mid August 2014 whereby
the finally results can be analysed and all results compared by mid September 2014.
It is expected to commence drafting of the final dissertation at mid July 2014 which
will continue for a period of two and quarter (214) months, up to the 17
th September
2014 whereby the draft will be submitted for review and comments. At this point the
draft shall be completed whereby an allowance of six (6) weeks is made for finalising
the dissertation by means of continuing with it write up, proof reading, updating and
incorporating draft submission comments prior to final submission on the 30th October
2014. In addition, an allowance of three (3) weeks, from the beginning of September
2014, is provided for the preparation of the final year project conference to be held at
the University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba, QLD.
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E.2 Research Project Gantt
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F.1 Density & Compression Analysis
F.1.1 Compression Function
The function comp.m determines the compression strength for a cylinder specimen. It
utilises the specimen diameter and the maximum applied load at failure to calculated
the compressive strength.
Listing F.1: Compressive Stress Analysis Function.
f unc t i on [ sigma ] = comp(D,P)
%
% a f u n c t i o n to determine the compression s t r e n g t h o f a
% c i r c u l a r member
% f o r
% ENG4111 / ENG 4112 Research P r o j e c t
% Development o f D u c t i l e and Ultra−high Performance Engineered
% Cementi t ious Composite (ECC) with L i g h t w e i g h t Microsphere
% A d d i t i v e
%
% P = load (kN)
% D = diameter (mm)
% A = s u r f a c e arem (mmˆ2)
% sigma = compress ive s t r e n g t h (MPa)
%
A = pi ∗D. ˆ 2 / 4 ;
sigma = 1000∗P. /A;
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F.1.2 Compression Stress-Strain Function
The function companal.m analyses the compressive stress Vs the compressive strain
for cylinder specimens that have load-displacement data recorded during testing. It
utilises the specimen diameter and applied load increments to calculated the compres-
sive strength. It also uses the recorded test machines hydraulic ram displacement and
the original specimen length to determine the compressive strain.
Listing F.2: Compressive Stress-Strain Analysis Function.
f unc t i on [ sigma , e p s i l o n ] = companal (P, S ,D, L)
%
% a f u n c t i o n to determine the compression s t r e s s and s t r a i n o f
% a c i r c u l a r member wi th load−d i sp lacement increment data
% f o r
% ENG4111 / ENG 4112 Research P r o j e c t
% Development o f D u c t i l e and Ultra−high Performance Engineered
% Cementi t ious Composite (ECC) with L i g h t w e i g h t Microsphere
% A d d i t i v e
%
% P = load (kN)
% S = disp lacement (mm)
% D = diameter (mm)
% L = l e n g t h o f member (mm)
% A = s u r f a c e arem (mmˆ2)
% sigma = compress ive s t r e n g t h (MPa)
%
A = pi ∗D. ˆ 2 / 4 ;
sigma = 1000∗P. /A;
e p s i l o n = S . /L ;
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F.1.3 Modulus of Elasticity Function
The function modul.m calculates the modulus of elasticity of the composite. It utilises
the compressive strength that is determined prior and calculates the modulus depending
on if the compressive strength is less than or greater than 40 MPa.
Listing F.3: Modulus of Elasticity Analysis Function.
f unc t i on [E] = modul ( den , sigma )
%
% a f u n c t i o n to compute the modulus o f e l a s t i c y (E) from the
% composite d e n s i t y and compress ive s t r e n g t h .
% f o r
% ENG4111 / ENG 4112 Research P r o j e c t
% Development o f D u c t i l e and Ultra−high Performance Engineered
% Cementi t ious Composite (ECC) with L i g h t w e i g h t Microsphere
% A d d i t i v e
%
% E = Modulus o f e l a s t i c t y (MPa)
% den = composite d e n s i t y ( kg /mˆ3)
% sigma = compress ive s t r e n g t h (MPa)
%
i f sigma <= 40
E = den . ˆ 1 . 5 . ∗ 0 . 0 4 3 . ∗ s q r t ( sigma ) ;
e l s e
E = den . ˆ 1 . 5 . ∗ ( 0 . 0 2 4 . ∗ s q r t ( sigma ) + 0 . 1 2 ) ;
end
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F.1.4 Density & Compression Analysis Code
The script file den_comp_analysis.m is the complete code for importing the recorded
compression test data & specimen data, analysing the density, compressive strength,
stress-strain curves and the modulus of elasticity for each composite mix design and
produces an output of results & graphs.
Listing F.4: Density & Compression Analysis Code.
% ENG4111 / ENG 4112 Research P r o j e c t
% Development o f D u c t i l e and Ultra−high Performance Engineered
% Cementi t ious Composite (ECC) with L i g h t w e i g h t Microsphere
% A d d i t i v e
%
% A program to import the specimen data and c a l c u l a t e the
% d e n s i t y o f each mix d es i gn . Also , import the compression
% t e s t data and c a l c u l a t e compression s t r e n g t h and modulus o f
% e l a s t i c i t y f o r the specimens and p l o t the r e s u l t s .
%
% Created by G. Hesse ’ on 21 August 2014
%
c l e a r
c l c
%
%% Densi ty Ana lys i s
% Input v a r i a b l e s :
% Dc = diameter o f the c y l i n d e r specimens (mm)
% Lc = l e n g t h o f c y l i n d e r specimens (mm)
% mc = mass o f c y l i n d e r specimens ( kg )
% Wb = width o f beam specimens (mm)
% Db = depth o f beam specimens (mm)
% Lb = l e n g t h o f beam specimens (mm)
% mb = mass o f beam specimens ( kg )
%
% Import c y l i n d e r data
x l s r e ad ( ’ cy l i nde r−data . x l sx ’ ) ;
% e x t r a c t and c r e a t e array o f c y l i n d e r diameters
Dc = ans ( : , 2 ) ;
% e x t r a c t and c r e a t e array o f c y l i n d e r l e n g t h s
Lc = ans ( : , 3 ) ;
% e x t r a c t and c r e a t e array o f c y l i n d e r masses
mc = ans ( : , 4 ) ;
% Import beam data
x l s r e ad ( ’beam−data . x l sx ’ ) ;
% e x t r a c t and c r e a t e array o f beam widths
Wb = ans ( : , 2 ) ;
% e x t r a c t and c r e a t e array o f beam depths
Db = ans ( : , 3 ) ;
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% e x t r a c t and c r e a t e array o f beam l e n g t h s
Lb = ans ( : , 4 ) ;
% e x t r a c t and c r e a t e array o f beam masses
mb = ans ( : , 5 ) ;
%
%% Densi ty Ana lys i s
% C a l c u l a t i o n Sec t ion :
% determined the volume o f each c y l i n d e r (mˆ3)
Vc = ( ( p i ∗Dc . ˆ 2 / 4 ) . ∗ Lc )/1000ˆ3 ;
% determine the d e n s i t y o f each c y l i n d e r ( kg /mˆ3)
den c = mc. / Vc ;
% c r e a t e a c y l i n d e r mix d es i g n d e n s i t y matrix
den1 = [ den c ( 1 ) , den c ( 2 ) ; den c ( 3 ) , den c ( 4 ) ; . . .
den c ( 5 ) , den c ( 6 ) ; den c ( 7 ) , den c ( 8 ) ; den c ( 9 ) , den c ( 1 0 ) ; . . .
den c (11 ) , den c ( 1 2 ) ; den c (13 ) , den c ( 1 4 ) ; . . .
den c (15 ) , den c ( 1 6 ) ; den c (17 ) , den c ( 1 8 ) ; . . .
den c (19 ) , den c ( 2 0 ) ; den c (21 ) , den c ( 2 2 ) ] ’ ;
% detemine the d e n s i t y o f each mix d es i g n f o r the
% c y l i n d e r s ( kg /mˆ3)
den cm = mean( den1 ) ;
%
% determined the volume o f each beam (mˆ3)
Vb = (Wb.∗Db.∗Lb)/1000ˆ3 ;
% determine the d e n s i t y o f each beam ( kg /mˆ3)
den b = mb. /Vb;
% detemine the d e n s i t y o f each mix d es i g n f o r the beams
% ( kg /mˆ3)
den bm = [ ( den b (1)+ den b ( 2 ) ) / 2 , . . .
( den b (3)+ den b (4)+ den b ( 5 ) ) / 3 , . . .
( den b (6)+ den b (7)+ den b ( 8 ) ) / 3 , . . .
( den b (9)+ den b (10)+ den b ( 1 1 ) ) / 3 , . . .
( den b (12)+ den b (13)+ den b ( 1 4 ) ) / 3 , . . .
( den b (15)+ den b (16)+ den b ( 1 7 ) ) / 3 , . . .
( den b (18)+ den b ( 1 9 ) ) / 2 , . . .
( den b (20)+ den b (21)+ den b ( 2 2 ) ) / 3 , . . .
( den b (23)+ den b ( 2 4 ) ) / 2 , . . .
( den b (25)+ den b (26 ) )/2 , den b ( 2 7 ) ] ;
%
% c r e a t e a matrix o f the combined c y l i n d e r & beam mix d es i gn
% d e n s i t i e s
den2 = [ den cm ; den bm ] ;
% determine the over a l l mean d e n s i t y f o r each mix des i gn
% ( kg /mˆ3)
den = mean( den2 ) ;
% d i s p l a y r e s u l t s
di sp ( ’The composite dens i ty f o r each mix des ign i s : ’ )
d i sp ( den )
% Plot r e s u l t s
% c r e a t e array o f mix de s i g n numbers f o r bar p l o t
x1 = 1 : l ength ( den ) ;
h = f i g u r e ;
f o r k = 1 : l ength ( den )
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p = bar (k , den ( k ) ) ;
hold on
i f k == 1 | | k ==9
c o l = ’ g ’ ;
e l s e i f k == 2 | | k == 10
c o l = ’m’ ;
e l s e i f k == 3 | | k == 5 | | k == 7 | | k == 11
c o l = ’ r ’ ;
e l s e i f k == 4 | | k == 6 | | k == 8
c o l = ’b ’ ;
end
s e t (p , ’ f a c e c o l o r ’ , c o l )
end
x l a b e l s = {( x1 ) } ;
yl im ( [ 0 , 2 7 0 0 ] ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’ Density {\ i t \ rho} ( kg/mˆ3) ’ ) , x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Composite D e n s i t i e s ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Pla in Conc ’ , ’PVA−ECC’ , ’ S p h e r i c e l ’ , ’Q−Cel ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ Xtick ’ , x1 , ’ XtickLabel ’ , x l abe l s , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ , 1 8 , . . .
’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ ) ;
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’ den . eps ’ )
%
%% Compression Ana lys i s
% Input v a r i a b l e s :
% d = the diameter o f the specimens (mm)
%
% Import t e s t data
importdata ( ’comp−t e s tda ta . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create an array o f the maximum l o a d s
P = ans . data ( : , 2 ) ;
% Create an array the sample numbers
S = ans . data ( : , 1 ) ;
% import c y c l i n d e r dimension data
x l s r e ad ( ’ cy l i nde r−data . x l sx ’ ) ;
% e x t r a c t and c r e a t e array o f c y l i n d e r diameters
D = ans ( : , 2 ) ;
% use comp f u n c t i o n and compute compress ive s t r e n g t h
f c = comp(D,P) ;
% conver t f c array i n t o a r e l a t i n g mix d es i gn matrix
f c u l t = [ f c ( 1 : 2 ) , f c ( 3 : 4 ) , f c ( 5 : 6 ) , f c ( 7 : 8 ) , f c ( 9 : 1 0 ) , . . .
f c ( 1 1 : 1 2 ) , f c ( 1 3 : 1 4 ) , . . .
f c ( 1 5 : 1 6 ) , f c ( 1 7 : 1 8 ) , f c ( 1 9 : 2 0 ) , f c ( 2 1 : 2 2 ) ] ’ ;
% c r e a t e mix de s i g n array
m = 1 : s i z e ( f c u l t , 1 ) ;
% p l o t bar graph f o r each t e s t specimen compress ive
% s t r e n g t h s
h = f i g u r e ;
bar (m, f c u l t , 1 ) , x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
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y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma c } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Compressive Strength ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Specimen 1 ’ , ’ Specimen 2 ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’ comp . eps ’ )
% c r e a t e bar graph o f the average compress ive s t r e n g t h o f
% each mix de s i gn
f c avg = [ ( f c (1)+ f c ( 2 ) ) / 2 , ( f c (3)+ f c ( 4 ) ) / 2 , f c ( 5 ) , . . .
( f c (7)+ f c ( 8 ) ) / 2 , ( f c (9)+ f c ( 1 0 ) ) / 2 , ( f c (11)+ f c ( 1 2 ) ) / 2 , . . .
( f c (13)+ f c ( 1 4 ) ) / 2 , ( f c (15)+ f c (16 ) )/2 , f c ( 1 7 ) , . . .
( f c (19)+ f c (20 ) )/2 , f c ( 2 1 ) ] ’ ;
% p l o t bar graph f o r each mix des i gn compress ive s t r e n g t h s
h = f i g u r e ;
f o r k = 1 : l ength ( f c avg )
p = bar (k , f c avg ( k ) ) ;
hold on
% a l l o c a t e c o l o u r s to c o n t r o l samples , s p h e r i c e l & q−c e l
% mix d e s i g n s
i f k == 1 | | k == 9
c o l = ’ g ’ ;
e l s e i f k == 2 | | k == 10
c o l = ’m’ ;
e l s e i f k == 4 | | k == 6 | | k == 8
c o l = ’b ’ ;
e l s e
c o l = ’ r ’ ;
end
s e t (p , ’ f a c e c o l o r ’ , c o l )
end
x l a b e l s = {(m) } ;
%ylim ( [ ] ) ;
x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma {cm}} (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’Mean Compressive Strength ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Pla in Conc ’ , ’PVA−ECC’ , ’ S p h e r i c e l ’ , ’Q−Cel ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ , ’ f o n t s i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Xtick ’ ,m, ’ XtickLabel ’ , x l a b e l s )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ FontSize ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’ comp−mean . eps ’ )
%
% Disp lay r e s u l t s :
% d i s p l a y the compress ive s t r e n g t h o f each specimen r e l a t i n g
% to each mix des i gn
di sp ( ’The compress ive s t r ength (MPa) f o r each specimen i s : ’ )
d i sp ( [ num2str ( f c u l t ) ] )
% d i s p l a y the mean compress ive s t r e n g t h o f each mix d es i gn
di sp ( [ ’The mean compress ive s t r ength (MPa) f o r each mix ’ , . . .
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’ de s ign i s : ’ ] )
d i sp ( [ num2str ( f c avg ) ] )
%
%% Anal s i s Recorded Load−Displacement Compression Data
% This i s f o r MD1, MD2, MD3, MD9, MD10 and MD11 only
% Import MD1, MD2 and MD3 data
Data1 = x l s r e ad ( ’comp−data . x l sx ’ , 1 ) ;
% Import MD9, MD10 and MD11 data
Data2 = x l s r e ad ( ’comp−data . x l sx ’ , 2 ) ;
%
%% MD1 Stres s−S t r a i n curve a n a l y s i s
% Extrac t load data f o r Sample 1−1
P11 = Data1 ( : , 1 ) ;
P11 = P11(˜ i snan (P11 ) ) ;
% Extrac t d i sp lacement data f o r Sample 1−1
S11 = Data1 ( : , 2 ) ;
S11 = S11 (˜ i snan ( S11 ) ) ;
% user d e f i n e d f u n c t i o n to c a l c u l a t e s t r e s s and s t r a i n
[ s t r e s s 1 1 , s t r a i n 1 1 ] = companal (P11 , S11 ,D( 1 ) , Lc ( 1 ) ) ;
%{
% f i t a f u n c t i o n to the s t r e s s−s t r a i n curve
[ p11 , res11 , J11 , r211 ] = pol ( s t ra in11 , s t r e s s 1 1 , 3 ) ;
% i n t e r p o l a t e s t r a i n
s t rn11 = s t r a i n 1 1 ( 1 ) : 0 . 0 0 0 1 : s t r a i n 1 1 ( end ) ;
% e v a l u a t e s t r e s s−s t r a i n f u n c t i o n
s t r s 1 1 = po lyva l ( p11 , s t rn11 ) ;
%}
% e x t r a c t max load and r e l a t n g i n d i c e
[ P11 max , n ] = max(P11 ) ;
% determine u l i t m a t e s t r a i n r e l a t i n g to f a i l u r e load
s t r a i n 1 1 u l t = s t r a i n 1 1 (n ) ;
% determine u l t i m a t e s t r e s s r e l a t i n g to u l t i m a t e s t r a i n
s t r e s s 1 1 u l t = s t r e s s 1 1 (n ) ;
%
% Extrac t load data f o r Sample 1−2
P12 = Data1 ( : , 3 ) ;
P12 = P12(˜ i snan (P12 ) ) ;
% Extrac t d i sp lacement data f o r Sample 1−2
S12 = Data1 ( : , 4 ) ;
S12 = S12 (˜ i snan ( S12 ) ) ;
% user d e f i n e d f u n c t i o n to c a l c u l a t e s t r e s s and s t r a i n
[ s t r e s s 1 2 , s t r a i n 1 2 ] = companal (P12 , S12 ,D( 2 ) , Lc ( 2 ) ) ;
% e x t r a c t max load and r e l a t n g i n d i c e
[ P12 max , n ] = max(P12 ) ;
% determine u l i t m a t e s t r a i n r e l a t i n g to f a i l u r e load
s t r a i n 1 2 u l t = s t r a i n 1 2 (n ) ;
% determine u l t i m a t e s t r e s s r e l a t i n g to u l t i m a t e s t r a i n
s t r e s s 1 2 u l t = s t r e s s 1 2 (n ) ;
%
% Plot load (kN) VS disp lacement (mm) curve f o r MD1
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( S11 , P11 , ’ r ’ , S12 , P12 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
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t i t l e ( ’ Compression Load−Displacement Curve (MD1) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ Displacement (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 1−1 ’ , ’ Sample 1−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−load−dis −1. eps ’ )
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n curve f o r MD1
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 1 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 1 1 , ’ r ’ , s t r a i n 1 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 1 2 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Compression St re s s−St ra in Curve (MD1) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n c } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma c } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 1−1 ’ , ’ Sample 1−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−s t r e s s−s t r a in −1. eps ’ )
%
%% MD2 Stres s−S t r a i n curve a n a l y s i s
% Extrac t load data f o r Sample 2−1
P21 = Data1 ( : , 5 ) ;
P21 = P21(˜ i snan (P21 ) ) ;
% Extrac t d i sp lacement data f o r Sample 2−1
S21 = Data1 ( : , 6 ) ;
S21 = S21 (˜ i snan ( S21 ) ) ;
% user d e f i n e d f u n c t i o n to c a l c u l a t e s t r e s s and s t r a i n
[ s t r e s s 2 1 , s t r a i n 2 1 ] = companal (P21 , S21 ,D( 3 ) , Lc ( 3 ) ) ;
% e x t r a c t max load and r e l a t n g i n d i c e
[ P21 max , n ] = max(P21 ) ;
% determine u l i t m a t e s t r a i n r e l a t i n g to f a i l u r e load
s t r a i n 2 1 u l t = s t r a i n 2 1 (n ) ;
% determine u l t i m a t e s t r e s s r e l a t i n g to u l t i m a t e s t r a i n
s t r e s s 2 1 u l t = s t r e s s 2 1 (n ) ;
%
% Extrac t load data f o r Sample 2−2
P22 = Data1 ( : , 7 ) ;
P22 = P22(˜ i snan (P22 ) ) ;
% Extrac t d i sp lacement data f o r Sample 2−2
S22 = Data1 ( : , 8 ) ;
S22 = S22 (˜ i snan ( S22 ) ) ;
% user d e f i n e d f u n c t i o n to c a l c u l a t e s t r e s s and s t r a i n
[ s t r e s s 2 2 , s t r a i n 2 2 ] = companal (P22 , S22 ,D( 4 ) , Lc ( 4 ) ) ;
% e x t r a c t max load and r e l a t n g i n d i c e
[ P22 max , n ] = max(P22 ) ;
% determine u l i t m a t e s t r a i n r e l a t i n g to f a i l u r e load
s t r a i n 2 2 u l t = s t r a i n 2 2 (n ) ;
% determine u l t i m a t e s t r e s s r e l a t i n g to u l t i m a t e s t r a i n
s t r e s s 2 2 u l t = s t r e s s 2 2 (n ) ;
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%
% Plot load (kN) VS disp lacement (mm) curve f o r MD2
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( S21 , P21 , ’ r ’ , S22 , P22 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Compression Load−Displacement Curve (MD2) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ Displacement (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 2−1 ’ , ’ Sample 2−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−load−dis −2. eps ’ )
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n curve f o r MD2
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 2 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 2 1 , ’ r ’ , s t r a i n 2 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 2 2 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Compression St re s s−St ra in Curve (MD2) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n c } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma c } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 2−1 ’ , ’ Sample 2−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−s t r e s s−s t r a in −2. eps ’ )
%
%% MD3 Stres s−S t r a i n curve a n a l y s i s
% Extrac t load data f o r Sample 3−1
P31 = Data1 ( : , 9 ) ;
P31 = P31(˜ i snan (P31 ) ) ;
% Extrac t d i sp lacement data f o r Sample 3−1
S31 = Data1 ( : , 1 0 ) ;
S31 = S31 (˜ i snan ( S31 ) ) ;
% user d e f i n e d f u n c t i o n to c a l c u l a t e s t r e s s and s t r a i n
[ s t r e s s 3 1 , s t r a i n 3 1 ] = companal (P31 , S31 ,D( 5 ) , Lc ( 5 ) ) ;
% e x t r a c t max load and r e l a t n g i n d i c e
[ P31 max , n ] = max(P31 ) ;
% determine u l i t m a t e s t r a i n r e l a t i n g to f a i l u r e load
s t r a i n 3 1 u l t = s t r a i n 3 1 (n ) ;
% determine u l t i m a t e s t r e s s r e l a t i n g to u l t i m a t e s t r a i n
s t r e s s 3 1 u l t = s t r e s s 3 1 (n ) ;
%
% Plot load (kN) VS disp lacement (mm) curve f o r MD3
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( S31 , P31 , ’ r ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Compression Load−Displacement Curve (MD3) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ Displacement (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 3−1 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
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pr in t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−load−dis −3. eps ’ )
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n curve f o r MD3
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 3 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 3 1 , ’ r ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Compression St re s s−St ra in Curve (MD3) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n c } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma c } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 3−1 ’ , ’ Sample 3−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−s t r e s s−s t r a in −3. eps ’ )
%
%% MD9 Stres s−S t r a i n curve a n a l y s i s
% Extrac t load data f o r Sample 9−1
P91 = Data2 ( : , 1 ) ;
P91 = P91(˜ i snan (P91 ) ) ;
% Extrac t d i sp lacement data f o r Sample 9−1
S91 = Data2 ( : , 2 ) ;
S91 = S91 (˜ i snan ( S91 ) ) ;
% user d e f i n e d f u n c t i o n to c a l c u l a t e s t r e s s and s t r a i n
[ s t r e s s 9 1 , s t r a i n 9 1 ] = companal (P91 , S91 ,D(17 ) , Lc ( 1 7 ) ) ;
% e x t r a c t max load and r e l a t n g i n d i c e
[ P91 max , n ] = max(P91 ) ;
% determine u l i t m a t e s t r a i n r e l a t i n g to f a i l u r e load
s t r a i n 9 1 u l t = s t r a i n 9 1 (n ) ;
% determine u l t i m a t e s t r e s s r e l a t i n g to u l t i m a t e s t r a i n
s t r e s s 9 1 u l t = s t r e s s 9 1 (n ) ;
%
% Plot load (kN) VS disp lacement (mm) curve f o r MD9
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( S91 , P91 , ’ r ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Compression Load−Displacement Curve (MD9) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ Displacement (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 9−1 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−load−dis −9. eps ’ )
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n curve f o r MD9
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 9 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 9 1 , ’ r ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Compression St re s s−St ra in Curve (MD9) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n c } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma c } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 9−1 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , g r id ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
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’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−s t r e s s−s t r a in −9. eps ’ )
%
%% MD10 Stres s−S t r a i n curve a n a l y s i s
% Extrac t load data f o r Sample 10−1
P101 = Data2 ( : , 3 ) ;
P101 = P101 (˜ i snan ( P101 ) ) ;
% Extrac t d i sp lacement data f o r Sample 10−1
S101 = Data2 ( : , 4 ) ;
S101 = S101 (˜ i snan ( S101 ) ) ;
% user d e f i n e d f u n c t i o n to c a l c u l a t e s t r e s s and s t r a i n
[ s t r e s s 101 , s t r a i n 1 0 1 ] = companal ( P101 , S101 ,D(19 ) , Lc ( 1 9 ) ) ;
% e x t r a c t max load and r e l a t n g i n d i c e
[ P101 max , n ] = max( P101 ) ;
% determine u l i t m a t e s t r a i n r e l a t i n g to f a i l u r e load
s t r a i n 1 0 1 u l t = s t r a i n 1 0 1 (n ) ;
% determine u l t i m a t e s t r e s s r e l a t i n g to u l t i m a t e s t r a i n
s t r e s s 1 0 1 u l t = s t r e s s 1 0 1 (n ) ;
%
% Extrac t load data f o r Sample 10−2
P102 = Data2 ( : , 5 ) ;
P102 = P102 (˜ i snan ( P102 ) ) ;
% Extrac t d i sp lacement data f o r Sample 10−2
S102 = Data2 ( : , 6 ) ;
S102 = S102 (˜ i snan ( S102 ) ) ;
% user d e f i n e d f u n c t i o n to c a l c u l a t e s t r e s s and s t r a i n
[ s t r e s s 102 , s t r a i n 1 0 2 ] = companal ( P102 , S102 ,D(20 ) , Lc ( 2 0 ) ) ;
% e x t r a c t max load and r e l a t n g i n d i c e
[ P102 max , n ] = max( P102 ) ;
% determine u l i t m a t e s t r a i n r e l a t i n g to f a i l u r e load
s t r a i n 1 0 2 u l t = s t r a i n 1 0 2 (n ) ;
% determine u l t i m a t e s t r e s s r e l a t i n g to u l t i m a t e s t r a i n
s t r e s s 1 0 2 u l t = s t r e s s 1 0 2 (n ) ;
%
% Plot load (kN) VS disp lacement (mm) curve f o r MD10
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( S101 , P101 , ’ r ’ , S102 , P102 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Compression Load−Displacement Curve (MD10) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ Displacement (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 10−1 ’ , ’ Sample 10−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−load−dis −10. eps ’ )
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n curve f o r MD10
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 1 0 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s101 , ’ r ’ , . . .
s t r a i n 1 0 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s102 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Compression St re s s−St ra in Curve (MD10) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n c } (%) ’ ) , . . .
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y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma c } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 10−1 ’ , ’ Sample 10−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−s t r e s s−s t r a in −10. eps ’ )
%
%% MD11 Stres s−S t r a i n curve a n a l y s i s
% Extrac t load data f o r Sample 11−1
P111 = Data2 ( : , 7 ) ;
P111 = P111 (˜ i snan ( P111 ) ) ;
% Extrac t d i sp lacement data f o r Sample 11−1
S111 = Data2 ( : , 8 ) ;
S111 = S111 (˜ i snan ( S111 ) ) ;
% user d e f i n e d f u n c t i o n to c a l c u l a t e s t r e s s and s t r a i n
[ s t r e s s 111 , s t r a i n 1 1 1 ] = companal ( P111 , S111 ,D(21 ) , Lc ( 2 1 ) ) ;
% e x t r a c t max load and r e l a t n g i n d i c e
[ P111 max , n ] = max( P111 ) ;
% determine u l i t m a t e s t r a i n r e l a t i n g to f a i l u r e load
s t r a i n 1 1 1 u l t = s t r a i n 1 1 1 (n ) ;
% determine u l t i m a t e s t r e s s r e l a t i n g to u l t i m a t e s t r a i n
s t r e s s 1 1 1 u l t = s t r e s s 1 1 1 (n ) ;
%
% Plot load (kN) VS disp lacement (mm) curve f o r MD11
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( S111 , P111 , ’ r ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Compression Load−Displacement Curve (MD11) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ Displacement (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 11−1 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−load−dis −11. eps ’ )
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n curve f o r MD11
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 1 1 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s111 , ’ r ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Compression St re s s−St ra in Curve (MD11) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n c } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma c } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 11−1 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , g r id ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−s t r e s s−s t r a in −11. eps ’ )
%
%% Plot compress ive s t r e s s−s t r a i n curves
% p l o t MD1, MD2 and MD3
h = f i g u r e ;
hold on
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h11 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 1 1 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h12 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 1 2 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h21 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 2 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 2 1 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h22 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 2 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 2 2 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h31 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 3 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 3 1 , ’ g ’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ Compression St re s s−St ra in Curves ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n c } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma c } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( [ h11 h21 h31 ] , ’MD1’ , ’MD2’ , ’MD3’ ) , g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
hold o f f
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−s t r e s s−s t r a in−md1−3. eps ’ )
%
% p l o t MD9, MD10 and MD11
h = f i g u r e ;
hold on
h91 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 9 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 9 1 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h101 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 0 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s101 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h102 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 0 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s102 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h111 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 1 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s111 , ’ g ’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ Compression St re s s−St ra in Curves ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n c } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma c } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( [ h91 h101 h111 ] , ’MD9’ , ’MD10 ’ , ’MD11 ’ ) , g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
hold o f f
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ comp−s t r e s s−s t r a in−md9−11. eps ’ )
%
%% determine maximum compression s t r a i n s f o r MD1,MD2,MD3,MD9,
% MD10 & MD11
% d i s p l a y the u l t i m a t e compression s t r a i n f o r each specimen
s t r a i n u l t = [ s t r a i n 1 1 u l t , s t r a i n 1 2 u l t , s t r a i n 2 1 u l t , . . .
s t r a i n 2 2 u l t , s t r a i n 3 1 u l t , s t r a i n 9 1 u l t , s t r a i n 1 0 1 u l t , . . .
s t r a i n 1 0 2 u l t , s t r a i n 1 1 1 u l t ] ;
%
di sp ( [ ’The maximum s t r a i n f o r MD1,MD2,MD3,MD9,MD10 & MD11 ’ , . . .
’ (%) at f a i l u r e f o r each c y l i n d e r i s : ’ ] )
d i sp ( s t r a i n u l t )
% c r e a t e bar p l o t o f s t r a i n s
% c r e a t e matrix o f u l t i m a t e s t r a i n s f o r use in bar cha r t
S = [ s t r a i n 1 1 u l t , s t r a i n 1 2 u l t ; s t r a i n 2 1 u l t , s t r a i n 2 2 u l t ; . . .
s t r a i n 3 1 u l t , 0 ; s t r a i n 9 1 u l t , 0 ; s t r a i n 1 0 1 u l t , . . .
s t r a i n 1 0 2 u l t ; s t r a i n 1 1 1 u l t , 0 ; ] ;
% Plot bar
m2 = [ 1 : 6 ] ; %mix de s i g n array
h = f i g u r e ;
bar (m2, S∗100 ,1) , x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n {c}} (%) ’ ) , . . .
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t i t l e ( ’ Ult imate Compressive St ra in ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Specimen 1 ’ , ’ Specimen 2 ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ ) ;%s e t ( gca , ’ yTick ’ , 0 : 2 : 2 6 )
s e t ( gca , ’ x t i c k ’ , 1 : 6 , ’ XtickLabel ’ ,{1 ,2 , 3 , 9 , 10 , 11} )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’ comp−s t r a i n . eps ’ )
%
% c r e a t e array o f average s t r a i n f o r each mix de s i gn
s t r a i n a v g = [ ( s t r a i n 1 1 u l t+s t r a i n 1 2 u l t ) / 2 , . . .
( s t r a i n 2 1 u l t+s t r a i n 2 2 u l t )/2 , s t r a i n 3 1 u l t , . . .
s t r a i n 9 1 u l t , ( s t r a i n 1 0 1 u l t+s t r a i n 1 0 2 u l t ) / 2 , . . .
s t r a i n 1 1 1 u l t ] ;
% Plot bar
h = f i g u r e ;
f o r k = 1 : l ength ( s t r a i n a v g )
p = bar (k ,100∗ s t r a i n a v g ( k ) ) ;
hold on
% a l l o c a t e c o l o u r s to c o n t r o l samples , s p h e r i c e l & q−c e l
% mix d e s i g n s
i f k == 1 | | k == 4
c o l = ’ g ’ ;
e l s e i f k == 2 | | k == 5
c o l = ’m’ ;
e l s e i f k == 3 | | k == 6
c o l = ’ r ’ ;
end
s e t (p , ’ f a c e c o l o r ’ , c o l )
end
x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n {cm}} (%) ’ ) , yl im ( [ 0 , 2 . 5 ] ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’Mean Ultimate Compressive St ra in ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Pla in Conc ’ , ’PVA−ECC’ , ’ S p h e r i c e l ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NE ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ x t i c k ’ , 1 : 6 , ’ XtickLabel ’ ,{1 ,2 , 3 , 9 , 10 , 11} )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’ comp−s t r a in−mean . eps ’ )
%
di sp ( [ ’The mean compress ive s t r a i n (%) f o r mix des ign f o r ’ , . . .
’ MD1,MD2,MD3,MD9,MD10 & MD11 i s : ’ ] )
d i sp (100∗ s t r a i n a v g )
%
%% determine maximum compression s t r e s s f o r MD1,MD2,MD3,MD9,
% MD10 & MD11
% d i s p l a y the u l t i m a t e compression s t r a i n f o r each specimen
s t r e s s u l t = [ s t r e s s 1 1 u l t , s t r e s s 1 2 u l t , s t r e s s 2 1 u l t , . . .
s t r e s s 2 2 u l t , s t r e s s 3 1 u l t , s t r e s s 9 1 u l t , s t r e s s 1 0 1 u l t , . . .
s t r e s s 1 0 2 u l t , s t r e s s 1 1 1 u l t ] ;
%
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di sp ( [ ’The maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r MD1,MD2,MD3,MD9,MD10 ’ , . . .
’ & MD11 at f a i l u r e f o r each c y l i n d e r i s : ’ ] )
d i sp ( s t r e s s u l t )
% c r e a t e bar p l o t o f s t r a i n s
% c r e a t e matrix o f u l t i m a t e s t r e s s e s f o r use in bar ch ar t
S2 = [ s t r e s s 1 1 u l t , s t r e s s 1 2 u l t ; s t r e s s 2 1 u l t , s t r e s s 2 2 u l t ; . . .
s t r e s s 3 1 u l t , 0 ; s t r e s s 9 1 u l t , 0 ; s t r e s s 1 0 1 u l t , . . .
s t r e s s 1 0 2 u l t ; s t r e s s 1 1 1 u l t , 0 ; ] ;
% Plot bar
m3 = [ 1 : 6 ] ; %mix de s i g n array
h = f i g u r e ;
bar (m3, S2 , 1 ) , x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma {c}} (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Ult imate Compressive S t r e s s ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Specimen 1 ’ , ’ Specimen 2 ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ ) ;%s e t ( gca , ’ yTick ’ , 0 : 2 : 2 6 )
s e t ( gca , ’ x t i c k ’ , 1 : 6 , ’ XtickLabel ’ ,{1 ,2 , 3 , 9 , 10 , 11} )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’ comp−s t r e s s . eps ’ )
%
% c r e a t e array o f average s t r e s s array f o r each mix de s i gn
s t r e s s a v g = [ ( s t r e s s 1 1 u l t+s t r e s s 1 2 u l t ) / 2 , . . .
( s t r e s s 2 1 u l t+s t r e s s 2 2 u l t )/2 , s t r e s s 3 1 u l t , . . .
s t r e s s 9 1 u l t , ( s t r e s s 1 0 1 u l t+s t r e s s 1 0 2 u l t ) / 2 , . . .
s t r e s s 1 1 1 u l t ] ;
% Plot bar
h = f i g u r e ;
f o r k = 1 : l ength ( s t r e s s a v g )
p = bar (k , s t r e s s a v g ( k ) ) ;
hold on
% a l l o c a t e c o l o u r s to c o n t r o l samples , s p h e r i c e l & q−c e l
% mix d e s i g n s
i f k == 1 | | k == 4
c o l = ’ g ’ ;
e l s e i f k == 2 | | k == 5
c o l = ’m’ ;
e l s e i f k == 3 | | k == 6
c o l = ’ r ’ ;
end
s e t (p , ’ f a c e c o l o r ’ , c o l )
end
x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma {cm}} (MPa) ’ ) ,%ylim ( [ 0 , 2 . 5 ] ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’Mean Ultimate Compressive S t r e s s ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Pla in Conc ’ , ’PVA−ECC’ , ’ S p h e r i c e l ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NE ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ x t i c k ’ , 1 : 6 , ’ XtickLabel ’ ,{1 , 2 , 3 , 9 , 1 0 , 11} ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ ) ;
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
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pr in t (h , ’ comp−s t r e s s−mean . eps ’ )
%
di sp ( [ ’The mean compress ive s t r e s s (MPa) f o r mix des ign ’ , . . .
’ MD1,MD2,MD3,MD9,MD10,& MD11 i s : ’ ] )
d i sp ( s t r e s s a v g )
%
%% Modulus o f E l a s t i c i t y Ana lys i s
%
% determine modulus o f e l a s t i c i t y f o r each c y l i n d e r specimen
% (GPa)
Ec = modul ( den c , f c ) . / 1 0 0 0 ;
% determine the mean modulus o f e l a s t i c i t y f o r each mix de s i gn
% (GPa)
Ecm = modul ( den ’ , f c avg ) . / 1 0 0 0 ;
% c r e a t e bar p l o t o f each specimen modulus o f e l a s t i c i t y
% c r e a t Fc array i n t o a r e l a t i n g mix d es i gn matrix
E1 = [ Ec ( 1 : 2 ) , Ec ( 3 : 4 ) , Ec ( 5 : 6 ) , Ec ( 7 : 8 ) , Ec ( 9 : 1 0 ) , Ec ( 1 1 : 1 2 ) , . . .
Ec ( 1 3 : 1 4 ) , Ec ( 1 5 : 1 6 ) , Ec ( 1 7 : 1 8 ) , Ec ( 1 9 : 2 0 ) , Ec ( 2 1 : 2 2 ) ] ’ ;
% Plot bar
h = f i g u r e ;
bar (m, E1 , 1 ) , x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s (GPa) ’ ) , yl im ( [ 0 , 4 0 ] ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Modulus o f E l a s t i c i t y (E) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Specimen 1 ’ , ’ Specimen 2 ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ ) ; s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’E . eps ’ )
% p l o t bar graph f o r each mix des i gn modulus
% Plo t bar
h = f i g u r e ;
f o r k = 1 : l ength (Ecm)
p = bar (k ,Ecm( k ) ) ;
hold on
% a l l o c a t e c o l o u r s to c o n t r o l samples , s p h e r i c e l & q−c e l
% mix d e s i g n s
i f k == 1 | | k == 9
c o l = ’ g ’ ;
e l s e i f k == 2 | | k == 10
c o l = ’m’ ;
e l s e i f k == 4 | | k == 6 | | k == 8
c o l = ’b ’ ;
e l s e
c o l = ’ r ’ ;
end
s e t (p , ’ f a c e c o l o r ’ , c o l )
end
x l a b e l s = {(m) } ;
x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s (GPa) ’ ) , yl im ( [ 0 , 4 0 ] ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’Mean Modulus o f E l a s t i c i t y (E{ m}) ’ ) , . . .
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l egend ( ’ Pla in Conc ’ , ’PVA−ECC’ , ’ S p h e r i c e l ’ , ’Q−Cel ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Xtick ’ ,m, ’ XtickLabel ’ , x l a b e l s )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ ) ;
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’Em. eps ’ )
%
di sp ( ’The modulus o f e l a s t i c i t y (GPa) f o r each specimen i s : ’ )
d i sp (Ec)
%
di sp ( ’The mean modulus o f e l a s t i c i t y (GPa) f o r each mix ’ , . . .
’ de s ign i s : ’ )
d i sp (Ecm)
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F.2 Flexural Analysis
F.2.1 4 Point Bending Flexural Stress-Deflection Function
The function def.m determines the deflection of the beam specimen and the relating
flexural stress for the member undergone 4 point bending. It uses the applied load VS
strain data recorded during the testing.
Listing F.5: Flexural Stress & Beam Deflection Analysis Function.
f unc t i on [ s , sigma ] = de f (b , d , L , l ,P, e p s i l o n )
% a f u n c t i o n to compute the d e f l e c t i o n ( s ) & s t r e s s ( sigma )
% f o r a 4 poin beam t e s t data pr esen ted in a p p l i e d load VS
% s t r a i n .
% f o r
% ENG4111 / ENG 4112 Research P r o j e c t
% Development o f D u c t i l e and Ultra−high Performance Engineered
% Cementi t ious Composite (ECC) with L i g h t w e i g h t Microsphere
% A d d i t i v e
% b = beam breadth (mm)
% d = beam depth (mm)
% L = beam span (mm)
% l = c e n t r e d i s t a n c e between load p o i n t s (mm)
% P = a p p l i e d load (N)
% e p s i l o n = s t r a i n
s = ( e p s i l o n ∗Lˆ2)/(6∗d ) ;
sigma = 3∗P∗(L−l )/(2∗b∗d ˆ 2 ) ;
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F.2.2 3 Point Bending Flexural Stress-Strain Function
The function flex.m determines the flexural stress of the beam specimen and the
relating flexural strain for the member undergone 3 point bending. It uses the applied
load VS deflection data recorded during the testing.
Listing F.6: Flexural Stress & Strain Analysis Function.
f unc t i on [ ep s i l on , sigma ] = f l e x (b , d , L ,P, s )
% a f u n c t i o n to compute the s t r a i n ( e p s i l o n ) & s t r e s s ( sigma )
% f o r a 3 p o i n t beam t e s t t h a t undergoes c o n t i n u a l d e f l e c t i o n
% due to an a p p l i e d load .
% f o r
% ENG4111 / ENG 4112 Research P r o j e c t
% Development o f D u c t i l e and Ultra−high Performance Engineered
% Cementi t ious Composite (ECC) with L i g h t w e i g h t Microsphere
% A d d i t i v e
% b = beam breadth (mm)
% d = beam depth (mm)
% L = beam span (mm)
% P = a p p l i e d load (N)
% s = beam d e f l e c t i o n (mm)
e p s i l o n = (6∗ s ∗d)/Lˆ2 ;
sigma = 3∗P∗L/(2∗b∗d ˆ 2 ) ;
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F.2.3 Flexural Analysis Code
The script file flex_analysis.m is the complete code for importing the recorded flexu-
ral test data, analysing the flexural stresses, strains and deflections for each composite
mix design and produces an output of results & graphs.
Listing F.7: Flexural Analysis Code.
% ENG4111 / ENG 4112 Research P r o j e c t
% Development o f D u c t i l e and Ultra−high Performance Engineered
% Cementi t ious Composite (ECC) with L i g h t w e i g h t Microsphere
% A d d i t i v e
%
% A program to import the f l e x u r e t e s t data , c a l c u l a t e the
% s t r e s s , s t r a i n f o r each increment o f the t e s t and the
% modulus o f e l a s t i c i t y and p l o t the r e s u l t s
%
% Created by G. Hesse ’ on 14 August 2014
%
c l e a r
c l c
%
% Input v a r i a b l e s :
% b = the width o f the specimen (mm)
% d = the depth o f the specimen (mm)
% L = the span o f the t e s t s u p p o r t s (mm)
%
%
% Import beam 1−1 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−1 1 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 1−1 data
B11 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 1−2 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−1 2 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 1−2 data
B12 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 2−1 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−2 1 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 2−1 data
B21 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 2−2 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−2 2 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 2−2 data
B22 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 2−3 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−2 3 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 2−3 data
B23 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 3−1 data
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importdata ( ’ Flexure−3 1 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 3−1 data
B31 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 3−2 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−3 2 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 3−2 data
B32 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 3−3 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−3 3 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 3−3 data
B33 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 4−1 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−4 1 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 4−1 data
B41 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 4−2 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−4 2 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 4−2 data
B42 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 4−3 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−4 3 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 4−3 data
B43 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 5−1 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−5 1 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 5 1 data
B51 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 5−2 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−5 2 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 5 2 data
B52 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 5−3 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−5 3 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 5 3 data
B53 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 6−1 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−6 1 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 6 1 data
B61 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 6−2 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−6 2 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 6 2 data
B62 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 6−3 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−6 3 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 6 3 data
B63 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 7−1 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−7 1 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 7 1 data
B71 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 7−2 data
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importdata ( ’ Flexure−7 2 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 7 2 data
B72 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 8−1 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−8 1 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 8 1 data
B81 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 8−2 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−8 2 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 8 2 data
B82 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 8−3 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−8 3 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 8 3 data
B83 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 9−1 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−9 1 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 9−1 data
B91 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 9−2 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−9 2 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 9−2 data
B92 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 10−1 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−10 1 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 10−1 data
B101 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 10−2 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−10 2 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 10−2 data
B102 = ans . data ;
% Import beam 11−1 data
importdata ( ’ Flexure−11 1 . txt ’ , ’ , ’ ) ;
% Create a matrix o f beam 11−1 data
B111 = ans . data ;
%
%
b = 100 ;
d = 50 ;
L = 255 ;
l = 105 ;
%
%%
% Mix Design 1 :
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 1−1
P11 = B11 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 1 1 = (B11 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 1−2
P12 = B12 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 1 2 = (B12 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
%
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 1−1
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[ s11 , s t r e s s 1 1 ] = de f (b , d , L , l , P11∗1000 , s t r a i n 1 1 ) ;
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 1−2
[ s12 , s t r e s s 1 2 ] = de f (b , d , L , l , P12∗1000 , s t r a i n 1 2 ) ;
%
% Plot load (kN) VS d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s11 , P11 , ’ r ’ , s12 , P12 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curve (MD1) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 1−1 ’ , ’ Sample 1−2 ’ ) , g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def −1. eps ’ )
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 1 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 1 1 , ’ r ’ , s t r a i n 1 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 1 2 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curve (MD1) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 1−1 ’ , ’ Sample 1−2 ’ ) , g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in −1. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 1−1
[ P11 max , n ] = max(P11 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 1−1
s 1 1 u l t = s11 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 1−1
[ s tress11 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 1 1 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 1−1
s t r a i n 1 1 u l t = s t r a i n 1 1 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 1−1
[ f c s11 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 1 1 ( s t ra in11 <3 .1/100) ) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 1 1 = P11(n ) ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 1−2
[ P12 max , n ] = max(P12 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 1−2
s 1 2 u l t = s12 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 1−2
[ s tress12 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 1 2 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 1−2
s t r a i n 1 2 u l t = s t r a i n 1 2 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 1−2
[ f c s12 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 1 2 ( s t ra in12 <3/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 1 2 = P12(n ) ;
%
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%%
% Mix Design 2 :
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 2−1
P21 = B21 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 2 1 = (B21 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 2−2
P22 = B22 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 2 2 = (B22 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 2−3
P23 = B23 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 2 3 = (B23 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
%
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 2−1
[ s21 , s t r e s s 2 1 ] = de f (b , d , L , l , P21∗1000 , s t r a i n 2 1 ) ;
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 2−2
[ s22 , s t r e s s 2 2 ] = de f (b , d , L , l , P22∗1000 , s t r a i n 2 2 ) ;
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 2−3
[ s23 , s t r e s s 2 3 ] = de f (b , 1 9 ,L , l , P23∗1000 , s t r a i n 2 3 ) ;
%
% Plot load (kN) VS d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s21 , P21 , ’ r ’ , s22 , P22 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curve (MD2) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 2−1 ’ , ’ Sample 2−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) , yl im ( [ 0 , 1 8 ] )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def −2. eps ’ )
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 2 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 2 1 , ’ r ’ , s t r a i n 2 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 2 2 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curve (MD2) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 2−1 ’ , ’ Sample 2−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in −2. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 2−1
[ P21 max , n ] = max(P21 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 2−1
s 2 1 u l t = s21 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 2−1
[ s tress21 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 2 1 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 2−1
s t r a i n 2 1 u l t = s t r a i n 2 1 (n )∗100 ;
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% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 2−1
[ f c s21 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 2 1 ( s t ra in21 <1 .9/100) ) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 2 1 = P21(n ) ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 2−2
[ P22 max , n ] = max(P22 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 2−2
s 2 2 u l t = s22 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 2−2
[ s tress22 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 2 2 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 2−2
s t r a i n 2 2 u l t = s t r a i n 2 2 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 2−2
[ f c s22 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 2 2 ( s t ra in22 <1 .9/100) ) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 2 2 = P22(n ) ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 2−3
[ P23 max , n ] = max(P23 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 2−3
s 2 3 u l t = s23 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 2−3
[ s tress23 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 2 3 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 2−3
s t r a i n 2 3 u l t = s t r a i n 2 3 (n )∗100 ;
%
%%
% Mix Design 3 :
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 3−1
P31 = B31 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 3 1 = (B31 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 3−2
P32 = B32 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 3 2 = (B32 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 3−3
P33 = B33 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 3 3 = (B33 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
%
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 3−1
[ s31 , s t r e s s 3 1 ] = de f (b , d , L , l , P31∗1000 , s t r a i n 3 1 ) ;
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 3−2
[ s32 , s t r e s s 3 2 ] = de f (b , d , L , l , P32∗1000 , s t r a i n 3 2 ) ;
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 3−3
[ s33 , s t r e s s 3 3 ] = de f (b , 2 5 ,L , l , P33∗1000 , s t r a i n 3 3 ) ;
%
% Plot load (kN) VS d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s31 , P31 , ’ r ’ , s32 , P32 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curve (MD3) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 3−1 ’ , ’ Sample 3−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
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s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def −3. eps ’ )
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 3 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 3 1 , ’ r ’ , s t r a i n 3 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 3 2 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curve (MD3) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 3−1 ’ , ’ Sample 3−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in −3. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 3−1
[ P31 max , n ] = max(P31 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 3−1
s 3 1 u l t = s31 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 3−1
[ s tress31 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 3 1 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 3−1
s t r a i n 3 1 u l t = s t r a i n 3 1 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 3−1
[ f c s31 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 3 1 ( s t ra in31 <9 .1/100) ) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 3 1 = P31(n ) ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 3−2
[ P32 max , n ] = max(P32 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 3−2
s 3 2 u l t = s32 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 3−2
[ s tress32 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 3 2 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 3−2
s t r a i n 3 2 u l t = s t r a i n 3 2 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 3−2
[ f c s32 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 3 2 ( s t ra in32 <3 .75/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 3 2 = P32(n ) ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 3−3
[ P33 max , n ] = max(P33 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 3−3
s 3 3 u l t = s33 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 3−3
[ s tress33 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 3 3 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 3−3
s t r a i n 3 3 u l t = s t r a i n 3 3 (n )∗100 ;
%
%%
% Mix Design 4 :
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% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 4−1
P41 = B41 ( : , 1 ) ;
s41 = B41 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 4−2
P42 = B42 ( : , 1 ) ;
s42 = B42 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 4−3
P43 = B43 ( : , 1 ) ;
s43 = B43 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Plot load (kN) VS d e f l e c t i o n (mm)
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s41 , P41/1000 , ’ r ’ , s42 , P42/1000 , ’m’ , s43 , P43/1000 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curve (MD4) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 4−1 ’ , ’ Sample 4−2 ’ , ’ Sample 4−3 ’ , . . .
’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , g r id ( ’ on ’ ) , yl im ( [ 0 , 8 ] )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def −4. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 4−1
[ s t ra in41 , s t r e s s 4 1 ] = f l e x (b , d , L , P41 , s41 ) ;
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 4−2
[ s t ra in42 , s t r e s s 4 2 ] = f l e x (b , d , L , P42 , s42 ) ;
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 4−3
[ s t ra in43 , s t r e s s 4 3 ] = f l e x (b , d , L , P43 , s43 ) ;
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 4 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 4 1 , ’ r ’ , s t r a i n 4 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 4 2 , ’m’ , . . .
s t r a i n 4 3 ∗100 , s t r e s s 4 3 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curve (MD4) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 4−1 ’ , ’ Sample 4−2 ’ , ’ Sample 4−3 ’ , . . .
’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , g r id ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in −4. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 4−1
[ P41 max , n ] = max(P41 ) ;
P41 max = P41 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 4−1
s 4 1 u l t = s41 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 4−1
[ s tress41 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 4 1 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 4−1
s t r a i n 4 1 u l t = s t r a i n 4 1 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 4−1
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[ f c s41 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 4 1 ( s t ra in41 <0 .54/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 4 1 = P41(n )/1000 ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 4−2
[ P42 max , n ] = max(P42 ) ;
P42 max = P42 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 4−2
s 4 2 u l t = s42 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 4−2
[ s tress42 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 4 2 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 4−2
s t r a i n 4 2 u l t = s t r a i n 4 2 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 4−2
[ f c s42 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 4 2 ( s t ra in42 <0 .485/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 4 2 = P42(n )/1000 ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 4−3
[ P43 max , n ] = max(P43 ) ;
P43 max = P43 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 4−3
s 4 3 u l t = s43 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 4−3
[ s tress43 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 4 3 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 4−3
s t r a i n 4 3 u l t = s t r a i n 4 3 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 4−3
[ f c s43 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 4 3 ( s t ra in43 <0 .48/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 4 3 = P43(n )/1000 ;
%
%%
% Mix Design 5 :
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 5−1
P51 = B51 ( : , 1 ) ;
s51 = B51 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 5−2
P52 = B52 ( : , 1 ) ;
s52 = B52 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 5−3
P53 = B53 ( : , 1 ) ;
s53 = B53 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Plot load (kN) VS d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s51 , P51/1000 , ’ r ’ , s53 , P53/1000 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curve (MD5) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 5−1 ’ , ’ Sample 5−3 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def −5. eps ’ )
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%
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 5−1
[ s t ra in51 , s t r e s s 5 1 ] = f l e x (b , d , L , P51 , s51 ) ;
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 5−2
[ s t ra in52 , s t r e s s 5 2 ] = f l e x (b , 2 4 ,L , P52 , s52 ) ;
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 5−3
[ s t ra in53 , s t r e s s 5 3 ] = f l e x (b , d , L , P53 , s53 ) ;
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 5 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 5 1 , ’ r ’ , s t r a i n 5 3 ∗100 , s t r e s s 5 3 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curve (MD5) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 5−1 ’ , ’ Sample 5−3 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in −5. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 5−1
[ P51 max , n ] = max(P51 ) ;
P51 max = P51 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 5−1
s 5 1 u l t = s51 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 5−1
[ s tress51 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 5 1 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 5−1
s t r a i n 5 1 u l t = s t r a i n 5 1 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 5−1
[ f c s51 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 5 1 ( s t ra in51 <0 .05/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 5 1 = P51(n )/1000 ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 5−2
[ P52 max , n ] = max(P52 ) ;
P52 max = P52 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 5−2
s 5 2 u l t = s52 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 5−2
[ s tress52 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 5 2 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 5−2
s t r a i n 5 2 u l t = s t r a i n 5 2 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 5−3
[ P53 max , n ] = max(P53 ) ;
P53 max = P53 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 5−3
s 5 3 u l t = s53 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 5−3
[ s tress53 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 5 3 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 5−3
s t r a i n 5 3 u l t = s t r a i n 5 3 (n )∗100 ;
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% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 5−3
[ f c s53 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 5 3 ( s t ra in53 <0 .8/100) ) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 5 3 = P53(n )/1000 ;
%
%%
% Mix Design 6 :
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 6−1
P61 = B61 ( : , 1 ) ;
s61 = B61 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 6−2
P62 = B62 ( : , 1 ) ;
s62 = B62 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 6−3
P63 = B63 ( : , 1 ) ;
s63 = B63 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Plot load (kN) VS d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s61 , P61/1000 , ’ r ’ , s62 , P62/1000 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curve (MD6) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 6−1 ’ , ’ Sample 6−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def −6. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 6−1
[ s t ra in61 , s t r e s s 6 1 ] = f l e x (b , d , L , P61 , s61 ) ;
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 6−2
[ s t ra in62 , s t r e s s 6 2 ] = f l e x (b , d , L , P62 , s62 ) ;
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 6−3
[ s t ra in63 , s t r e s s 6 3 ] = f l e x (b , 3 5 ,L , P63 , s63 ) ;
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 6 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 6 1 , ’ r ’ , s t r a i n 6 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 6 2 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curve (MD6) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 6−1 ’ , ’ Sample 6−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in −6. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 6−1
[ P61 max , n ] = max(P61 ) ;
P61 max = P61 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 6−1
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s 6 1 u l t = s61 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 6−1
[ s tress61 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 6 1 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 6−1
s t r a i n 6 1 u l t = s t r a i n 6 1 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 6−1
[ f c s61 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 6 1 ( s t ra in61 <0 .52/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 6 1 = P61(n )/1000 ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 6−2
[ P62 max , n ] = max(P62 ) ;
P62 max = P62 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 6−2
s 6 2 u l t = s62 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 6−2
[ s tress62 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 6 2 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 6−2
s t r a i n 6 2 u l t = s t r a i n 6 2 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 6−2
[ f c s62 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 6 2 ( s t ra in62 <0 .4/100) ) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 6 2 = P62(n )/1000 ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 6−3
[ P63 max , n ] = max(P63 ) ;
P63 max = P63 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 6−3
s 6 3 u l t = s63 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 6−3
[ s tress63 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 6 3 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 6−3
s t r a i n 6 3 u l t = s t r a i n 6 3 (n )∗100 ;
%
%%
% Mix Design 7 :
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 7−1
P71 = B71 ( : , 1 ) ;
s71 = B71 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 7−2
P72 = B72 ( : , 1 ) ;
s72 = B72 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Plot load (kN) VS d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s71 , P71/1000 , ’ r ’ , s72 , P72/1000 , ’ g ’ ) , yl im ( [ 0 , 3 ] ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curve (MD7) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 7−1 ’ , ’ Sample 7−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def −7. eps ’ )
%
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%
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 7−1
[ s t ra in71 , s t r e s s 7 1 ] = f l e x (b , d , L , P71 , s71 ) ;
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 7−2
[ s t ra in72 , s t r e s s 7 2 ] = f l e x (b , d , L , P72 , s72 ) ;
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 7 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 7 1 , ’ r ’ , s t r a i n 7 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 7 2 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curve (MD7) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , yl im ( [ 0 , 5 ] ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 7−1 ’ , ’ Sample 7−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in −7. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 7−1
[ P71 max , n ] = max(P71 ) ;
P71 max = P71 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 7−1
s 7 1 u l t = s71 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 7−1
[ s tress71 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 7 1 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 7−1
s t r a i n 7 1 u l t = s t r a i n 7 1 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 7−1
[ f c s71 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 7 1 ( s t ra in71 <0 .09/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 7 1 = P71(n )/1000 ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 7−2
[ P72 max , n ] = max(P72 ) ;
P72 max = P72 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 7−2
s 7 2 u l t = s72 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 7−2
[ s tress72 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 7 2 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 7−2
s t r a i n 7 2 u l t = s t r a i n 7 2 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 7−2
[ f c s72 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 7 2 ( s t ra in72 <0 .85/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 7 2 = P72(n )/1000 ;
%
%%
% Mix Design 8 :
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 8−1
P81 = B81 ( : , 1 ) ;
s81 = B81 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 8−2
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P82 = B82 ( : , 1 ) ;
s82 = B82 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ and d e f l e c t i o n ’ s ’ f o r beam 8−3
P83 = B83 ( : , 1 ) ;
s83 = B83 ( : , 2 ) ;
% Plot load (kN) VS d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s81 , P81/1000 , ’ r ’ , s82 , P82/1000 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curve (MD8) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 8−1 ’ , ’ Sample 8−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def −8. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 8−1
[ s t ra in81 , s t r e s s 8 1 ] = f l e x (b , d , L , P81 , s81 ) ;
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 8−2
[ s t ra in82 , s t r e s s 8 2 ] = f l e x (b , d , L , P82 , s82 ) ;
% Determine the s t r e s s and s t r a i n f o r beam 8−3
[ s t ra in83 , s t r e s s 8 3 ] = f l e x (b , 1 6 ,L , P83 , s83 ) ;
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 8 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 8 1 , ’ r ’ , s t r a i n 8 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 8 2 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curve (MD8) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 8−1 ’ , ’ Sample 8−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in −8. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 8−1
[ P81 max , n ] = max(P81 ) ;
P81 max = P81 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 8−1
s 8 1 u l t = s81 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 8−1
[ s tress81 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 8 1 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 8−1
s t r a i n 8 1 u l t = s t r a i n 8 1 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 8−1
[ f c s81 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 8 1 ( s t ra in81 <1/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 8 1 = P81(n )/1000 ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 8−2
[ P82 max , n ] = max(P82 ) ;
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P82 max = P82 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 8−2
s 8 2 u l t = s82 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 8−2
[ s tress82 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 8 2 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 8−2
s t r a i n 8 2 u l t = s t r a i n 8 2 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 8−2
[ f c s82 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 8 2 ( s t ra in82 <1/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 8 2 = P82(n )/1000 ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 8−3
[ P83 max , n ] = max(P83 ) ;
P83 max = P83 max /1000 ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 8−3
s 8 3 u l t = s83 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 8−3
[ s tress83 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 8 3 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 8−3
s t r a i n 8 3 u l t = s t r a i n 8 3 (n )∗100 ;
%
%%
% Mix Design 9 :
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 9−1
P91 = B91 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 9 1 = (B91 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 9−2
P92 = B92 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 9 2 = (B92 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
%
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 9−1
[ s91 , s t r e s s 9 1 ] = de f (b , d , L , l , P91∗1000 , s t r a i n 9 1 ) ;
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 9−2
[ s92 , s t r e s s 9 2 ] = de f (b , d , L , l , P92∗1000 , s t r a i n 9 2 ) ;
%
% Plot load (kN) VS d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s91 , P91 , ’ r ’ , s92 , P92 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curve (MD9) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 9−1 ’ , ’ Sample 9−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def −9. eps ’ )
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 9 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 9 1 , ’ r ’ , s t r a i n 9 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 9 2 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curve (MD9) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
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y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 9−1 ’ , ’ Sample 9−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in −9. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 9−1
[ P91 max , n ] = max(P91 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 9−1
s 9 1 u l t = s91 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 9−1
[ s tress91 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 9 1 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 9−1
s t r a i n 9 1 u l t = s t r a i n 9 1 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 9−1
[ f c s91 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 9 1 ( s t ra in91 <2 .1/100) ) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 9 1 = P91(n ) ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 9−2
[ P92 max , n ] = max(P92 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 9−2
s 9 2 u l t = s92 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 9−2
[ s tress92 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 9 2 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 9−2
s t r a i n 9 2 u l t = s t r a i n 9 2 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 9−2
[ f c s92 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 9 2 ( s t ra in92 <1 .8/100) ) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 9 2 = P92(n ) ;
%
%%
% Mix Design 10:
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 10−1
P101 = B101 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 1 0 1 = ( B101 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 10−2
P102 = B102 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 1 0 2 = ( B102 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
%
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 10−1
[ s101 , s t r e s s 1 0 1 ] = de f (b , d , L , l , P101∗1000 , s t r a i n 1 0 1 ) ;
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 10−2
[ s102 , s t r e s s 1 0 2 ] = de f (b , d , L , l , P102∗1000 , s t r a i n 1 0 2 ) ;
%
% Plot load (kN) VS d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s101 , P101 , ’ r ’ , s102 , P102 , ’ g ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curve (MD10) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
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l egend ( ’ Sample 10−1 ’ , ’ Sample 10−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def −10. eps ’ )
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 1 0 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s101 , ’ r ’ , s t r a i n 1 0 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s102 , . . .
’ g ’ ) , t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curve (MD10) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 10−1 ’ , ’ Sample 10−2 ’ , ’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’NW’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in −10. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 10−1
[ P101 max , n ] = max( P101 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 10−1
s 1 0 1 u l t = s101 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 10−1
[ s tress101 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 1 0 1 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 10−1
s t r a i n 1 0 1 u l t = s t r a i n 1 0 1 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 10−1
[ f c s101 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 1 0 1 ( s t ra in101 <2 .5/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 1 0 1 = P101 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 10−2
[ P102 max , n ] = max( P102 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 10−2
s 1 0 2 u l t = s102 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 10−2
[ s tress102 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 1 0 2 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 10−2
s t r a i n 1 0 2 u l t = s t r a i n 1 0 2 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 10−2
[ f c s102 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 1 0 2 ( s t ra in102 <2 .1875/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 1 0 2 = P102 (n ) ;
%
%%
% Mix Design 11:
% Extrac t a p p l i e d load ’P’ (kN) and s t r a i n f o r beam 11−1
P111 = B111 ( : , 1 ) ;
s t r a i n 1 1 1 = ( B111 ( : , 2 ) ) / 1 0 0 ;
%
% Determine the d e f l e c t i o n and s t r e s s f o r beam 11−1
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[ s111 , s t r e s s 1 1 1 ] = de f (b , d , L , l , P111∗1000 , s t r a i n 1 1 1 ) ;
%
% Plot load (kN) VS d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s111 , P111 , ’ r ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curve (MD11) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 11−1 ’ ) , g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def −11. eps ’ )
%
% Plot s t r e s s (MPa) VS s t r a i n f o r 50mm deep beams only
h = f i g u r e ;
p l o t ( s t r a i n 1 1 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s111 , ’ r ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curve (MD11) ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Sample 11−1 ’ ) , g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in −11. eps ’ )
%
% Determine the maximum load (kN) f o r beam 11−1
[ P111 max , n ] = max( P111 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding d e f l e c t i o n (mm) f o r beam 11−1
s 1 1 1 u l t = s111 (n ) ;
% Determine the maximum s t r e s s (MPa) f o r beam 11−1
[ s tress111 max , n ] = max( s t r e s s 1 1 1 ) ;
% e x t r a c t corresponding s t r a i n (%) f o r beam 11−1
s t r a i n 1 1 1 u l t = s t r a i n 1 1 1 (n )∗100 ;
% Determine the f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa) o f beam 11−1
[ f c s111 , n ] = max( s t r e s s 1 1 1 ( s t ra in111 <4 .8769/100)) ;
% e x t r a c t f i r s t crack load (kN)
f c l 1 1 1 = P111 (n ) ;
%
%%
% R e s u l t s f o r 50mm deep beams :
%
% c r e a t e 2 p l o t s t h a t combines a l l 50mm deep beam load−
% d e f l e c t i o n & s t r e s s−s t r a i n curves
% load−d e f l e c t i o n curve
f i g u r e
hold on
h11 = p lo t ( s11 , P11 , ’ r : ’ ) ;
h12 = p lo t ( s12 , P12 , ’ r : ’ ) ;
h21 = p lo t ( s21 , P21 , ’ g ’ ) ;
h22 = p lo t ( s22 , P22 , ’ g ’ ) ;
h31 = p lo t ( s31 , P31 , ’m−− ’ ) ;
h32 = p lo t ( s32 , P32 , ’m−− ’ ) ;
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h41 = p lo t ( s41 , P41/1000 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h42 = p lo t ( s42 , P42/1000 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h43 = p lo t ( s43 , P43/1000 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h51 = p lo t ( s51 , P51/1000 , ’ g−− ’ ) ;
h52 = p lo t ( s53 , P53/1000 , ’ g−− ’ ) ;
h61 = p lo t ( s61 , P61/1000 , ’m−. ’ ) ;
h62 = p lo t ( s62 , P62/1000 , ’m−. ’ ) ;
h71 = p lo t ( s71 , P71/1000 , ’b : ’ ) ;
h72 = p lo t ( s72 , P72/1000 , ’b : ’ ) ;
h81 = p lo t ( s81 , P81/1000 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h82 = p lo t ( s82 , P82/1000 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h91 = p lo t ( s91 , P91 , ’b−− ’ ) ;
h92 = p lo t ( s92 , P92 , ’b−− ’ ) ;
h101 = p lo t ( s101 , P101 , ’ c−. ’ ) ;
h102 = p lo t ( s102 , P102 , ’ c−. ’ ) ;
h111 = p lo t ( s111 , P111 , ’m’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curves ’ ) , x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , . . .
yl im ( [ 0 , 2 0 ] ) , y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , l egend ( [ h11 h21 h32 , . . .
h41 h51 h61 h71 h81 h91 h101 h111 ] , ’MD1’ , ’MD2’ , ’MD3’ , . . .
’MD4’ , ’MD5’ , ’MD6’ , ’MD7’ , ’MD8’ , ’MD9’ , ’MD10 ’ , ’MD11 ’ ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
hold o f f
% s t r e s s−s t r a i n curve
f i g u r e
hold on
h11 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 1 1 , ’ r : ’ ) ;
h12 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 1 2 , ’ r : ’ ) ;
h21 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 2 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 2 1 , ’ g ’ ) ;
h22 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 2 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 2 2 , ’ g ’ ) ;
h31 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 3 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 3 1 , ’m−− ’ ) ;
h32 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 3 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 3 2 , ’m−− ’ ) ;
h41 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 4 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 4 1 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h42 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 4 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 4 2 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h43 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 4 3 ∗100 , s t r e s s 4 3 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h51 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 5 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 5 1 , ’ g−− ’ ) ;
h52 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 5 3 ∗100 , s t r e s s 5 3 , ’ g−− ’ ) ;
h61 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 6 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 6 1 , ’m−. ’ ) ;
h62 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 6 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 6 2 , ’m−. ’ ) ;
h71 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 7 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 7 1 , ’b : ’ ) ;
h72 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 7 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 7 2 , ’b : ’ ) ;
h81 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 8 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 8 1 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h82 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 8 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 8 2 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h91 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 9 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 9 1 , ’b−− ’ ) ;
h92 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 9 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 9 2 , ’b−− ’ ) ;
h101 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 0 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s101 , ’ c−. ’ ) ;
h102 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 0 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s102 , ’ c−. ’ ) ;
h111 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 1 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s111 , ’m’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curves ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
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y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , yl im ( [ 0 , 1 5 ] ) , . . .
l egend ( [ h11 h21 h32 h41 h51 h61 h71 h81 h91 h101 h111 ] , . . .
’MD1’ , ’MD2’ , ’MD3’ , ’MD4’ , ’MD5’ , ’MD6’ , ’MD7’ , ’MD8’ , ’MD9’ , . . .
’MD10 ’ , ’MD11 ’ ) , g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
hold o f f
%
% Test data f o r MD1−MD3 & MD9−MD11 i s u n r e l i a b l e f o r s t r a i n
% & d e f l e c t i o n curves .
% Consider on ly MD4−MD8 where a p p r o p r i a t e .
%
%%
% c r e a t e 2 p l o t s t h a t combines a l l 50mm deep beam load−
% d e f l e c t i o n & s t r e s s−s t r a i n curves f o r MD 1−3 & MD 9−11
% load−d e f l e c t i o n curve
h = f i g u r e ;
hold on
h11 = p lo t ( s11 , P11 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h12 = p lo t ( s12 , P12 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h21 = p lo t ( s21 , P21 , ’ g ’ ) ;
h22 = p lo t ( s22 , P22 , ’ g ’ ) ;
h31 = p lo t ( s31 , P31 , ’m’ ) ;
h32 = p lo t ( s32 , P32 , ’m’ ) ;
h91 = p lo t ( s91 , P91 , ’b ’ ) ;
h92 = p lo t ( s92 , P92 , ’b ’ ) ;
h101 = p lo t ( s101 , P101 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h102 = p lo t ( s102 , P102 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h111 = p lo t ( s111 , P111 , ’ r−− ’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curves ’ ) , x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , l egend ( [ h11 h21 h32 h91 h101 h111 ] , . . .
’MD1’ , ’MD2’ , ’MD3’ , ’MD9’ , ’MD10 ’ , ’MD11 ’ ) , yl im ( [ 0 , 2 0 ] ) , . . .
g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
hold o f f
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def−md1−3−md9−11. eps ’ )
% s t r e s s−s t r a i n curve
h = f i g u r e ;
hold on
h11 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 1 1 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h12 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 1 2 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h21 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 2 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 2 1 , ’ g ’ ) ;
h22 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 2 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 2 2 , ’ g ’ ) ;
h31 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 3 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 3 1 , ’m’ ) ;
h32 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 3 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 3 2 , ’m’ ) ;
h91 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 9 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 9 1 , ’b ’ ) ;
h92 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 9 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 9 2 , ’b ’ ) ;
h101 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 0 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s101 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h102 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 0 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s102 , ’ c ’ ) ;
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h111 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 1 1 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s111 , ’ r−− ’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curves ’ ) , . . .
x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( [ h11 h21 h32 h91 h101 h111 ] , . . .
’MD1’ , ’MD2’ , ’MD3’ , ’MD9’ , ’MD10 ’ , ’MD11 ’ ) , g r i d ( ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
hold o f f
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in−md1−3−md9−11. eps ’ )
%
%%
% c r e a t e 2 p l o t s t h a t combines a l l 50mm deep beam load−
% d e f l e c t i o n & s t r e s s−s t r a i n curves f o r MD 4−8
% load−d e f l e c t i o n curve
h = f i g u r e ;
hold on
h41 = p lo t ( s41 , P41/1000 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h42 = p lo t ( s42 , P42/1000 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h43 = p lo t ( s43 , P43/1000 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h51 = p lo t ( s51 , P51/1000 , ’ g ’ ) ;
h52 = p lo t ( s53 , P53/1000 , ’ g ’ ) ;
h61 = p lo t ( s61 , P61/1000 , ’m’ ) ;
h62 = p lo t ( s62 , P62/1000 , ’m’ ) ;
h71 = p lo t ( s71 , P71/1000 , ’b ’ ) ;
h72 = p lo t ( s72 , P72/1000 , ’b ’ ) ;
h81 = p lo t ( s81 , P81/1000 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h82 = p lo t ( s82 , P82/1000 , ’ c ’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ Load−D e f l e c t i o n Curves ’ ) , x l a b e l ( ’ D e f l e c t i o n (mm) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ Load (kN) ’ ) , yl im ( [ 0 , 8 ] ) , l egend ( [ h41 h51 h61 h71 , . . .
h81 ] , ’MD4’ , ’MD5’ , ’MD6’ , ’MD7’ , ’MD8’ ) , g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
hold o f f
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ load−def−md4−8. eps ’ )
% s t r e s s−s t r a i n curve
h = f i g u r e ;
hold on
h41 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 4 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 4 1 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h42 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 4 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 4 2 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h43 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 4 3 ∗100 , s t r e s s 4 3 , ’ r ’ ) ;
h51 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 5 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 5 1 , ’ g ’ ) ;
h52 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 5 3 ∗100 , s t r e s s 5 3 , ’ g ’ ) ;
h61 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 6 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 6 1 , ’m’ ) ;
h62 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 6 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 6 2 , ’m’ ) ;
h71 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 7 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 7 1 , ’b ’ ) ;
h72 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 7 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 7 2 , ’b ’ ) ;
h81 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 8 1 ∗100 , s t r e s s 8 1 , ’ c ’ ) ;
h82 = p lo t ( s t r a i n 8 2 ∗100 , s t r e s s 8 2 , ’ c ’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ S t r e s s−St ra in Curves ’ ) , . . .
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x l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n f } (%) ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , yl im ( [ 0 , 1 5 ] ) , . . .
l egend ( [ h41 h51 h61 h71 h81 ] , ’MD4’ , ’MD5’ , ’MD6’ , ’MD7’ , . . .
’MD8’ ) , g r i d ( ’ on ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
hold o f f
p r i n t (h , ’−depsc ’ , ’ s t r e s s−s t r a in−md4−8. eps ’ )
%
%%
% f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h (MPa)
f c s = [ f c s11 , f c s12 , f c s21 , f c s22 , f c s31 , f c s32 , f c s41 , f c s42 , . . .
f c s43 , f c s51 , f c s53 , f c s61 , f c s62 , f c s71 , f c s72 , f c s81 , f c s82 , . . .
f c s91 , f c s92 , f c s101 , f c s102 , f c s 111 ] ;
d i sp ( ’The f i r s t crack s t r ength (MPa) f o r each beam i s : ’ )
d i sp ( f c s )
%
% c r e a t e bar p l o t o f f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h s
% c r e a t e matrix o f f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h s (MPa)
B = [ fcs11 , f c s12 , 0 ; f c s21 , f c s22 , 0 ; f c s31 , f c s32 , 0 ; f c s41 , . . .
f c s42 , f c s 4 3 ; f c s51 , f c s53 , 0 ; f c s61 , f c s62 , 0 ; f c s71 , f c s72 , 0 ; . . .
f c s81 , f c s82 , 0 ; f c s91 , f c s92 , 0 ; f c s101 , f c s102 , 0 ; f c s111 , 0 , 0 ] ;
% c r e a t e bar l a b e l s f o r x−a x i s
x2 = 1 : s i z e (B, 1 ) ;
%
h = f i g u r e ;
bar ( x2 ,B, 1 ) , x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma {c . f }} (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ F i r s t Crack Strength ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Specimen 1 ’ , ’ Specimen 2 ’ , ’ Specimen 3 ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’ 1 st−crack . eps ’ )
%
% c r e a t e bar p l o t o f the average f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h s
% c r e a t e matrix o f f i r s t crack s t r e n g t h s (MPa) .
% Note , sample 7−1 i s ingored as a crack was noted in sample
% p r i o r to c a r r y i n g out t e s t .
B avg = [ ( f c s 1 1+f c s 1 2 )/2 , ( f c s 2 1+f c s 2 2 )/2 , ( f c s 3 1+f c s 3 2 ) / 2 , . . .
( f c s 4 1+f c s 4 2+f c s 4 3 )/3 , ( f c s 5 1+f c s 5 3 )/2 , ( f c s 6 1+f c s 6 2 ) / 2 , . . .
f c s72 , ( f c s 8 1+f c s 8 2 )/2 , ( f c s 9 1+f c s 9 2 )/2 , ( f c s 101+fc s102 ) / 2 , . . .
f c s 111 ] ;
%
h = f i g u r e ;
f o r k = 1 : l ength ( B avg )
p = bar (k , B avg ( k ) ) ;
hold on
% a l l o c a t e c o l o u r s to c o n t r o l samples , s p h e r i c e l & q−c e l
% mix d e s i g n s
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i f k == 1 | | k == 9
c o l = ’ g ’ ;
e l s e i f k == 2 | | k == 10
c o l = ’ c ’ ;
e l s e i f k == 4 | | k == 6 | | k == 8
c o l = ’b ’ ;
e l s e
c o l = ’ r ’ ;
end
s e t (p , ’ f a c e c o l o r ’ , c o l )
end
x l a b e l s = {( x2 ) } ;
x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma {c . fm}} (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’Mean F i r s t Crack Strength ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Pla in Conc ’ , ’PVA−ECC’ , ’ S p h e r i c e l ’ , ’Q−Cel ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ Xtick ’ , x2 , ’ XtickLabel ’ , x l a b e l s )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’ 1 st−crack−mean . eps ’ )
%
di sp ( [ ’The mean f i r s t crack s t r ength (MPa) f o r each mix ’ , . . .
’ de s ign i s : ’ ] )
d i sp ( B avg )
%
%%
% maximum load (kN)
P ult = [ P11 max , P12 max , P21 max , P22 max , P31 max , P32 max , . . .
P41 max , P42 max , P43 max , P51 max , P53 max , P61 max , . . .
P62 max , P71 max , P72 max , P81 max , P82 max , P91 max , . . .
P92 max , P101 max , P102 max , P111 max ] ;
d i sp ( ’The maximum load (kN) f o r each beam i s : ’ )
d i sp ( P ul t )
%
%%
% maximum d e f l e c t i o n (mm)
s u l t = [ s41 u l t , s 42 u l t , s 43 u l t , s 51 u l t , s 53 u l t , s 61 u l t , . . .
s 62 u l t , s 71 u l t , s 72 u l t , s 81 u l t , s 8 2 u l t ] ;
%
%%
% u l t i m a t e s t r e s s e s (MPa)
s t r e s s u l t = [ stress11 max , stress12 max , stress21 max , . . .
s tress22 max , stress31 max , stress32 max , stress41 max , . . .
s tress42 max , stress43 max , stress51 max , stress53 max , . . .
s tress61 max , stress62 max , stress71 max , stress72 max , . . .
s tress81 max , stress82 max , stress91 max , stress92 max , . . .
s tress101 max , stress102 max , st ress111 max ] ;
%
di sp ( ’The u l t imate f l e x u r a l s t r e s s (MPa) f o r each beam i s : ’ )
d i sp ( s t r e s s u l t )
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%
% c r e a t e bar p l o t o f s t r e s s e s
% c r e a t e matrix o f u l t i m a t e s t r e s s e s f o r use in bar ch ar t
A = [ stress11 max , stress12 max , 0 ; stress21 max , . . .
s tress22 max , 0 ; stress31 max , stress32 max , 0 ; . . .
s tress41 max , stress42 max , s t res s43 max ; stress51 max , . . .
s tress53 max , 0 ; stress61 max , stress62 max , 0 ; . . .
s tress71 max , stress72 max , 0 ; stress81 max , stress82 max , . . .
0 ; stress91 max , stress92 max , 0 ; stress101 max , . . .
s tress102 max , 0 ; stress111 max , 0 , 0 ; ] ;
% c r e a t e bar l a b e l s f o r x−a x i s
x1 = 1 : s i z e (A, 1 ) ;
% Plot bar
h = f i g u r e ;
bar ( x1 ,A, 1 ) , x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s i gma f } (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Ult imate F l exura l S t r e s s e s ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Specimen 1 ’ , ’ Specimen 2 ’ , ’ Specimen 3 ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’ s t r e s s . eps ’ )
%
% c r e a t e a bar p l o t o f the average s t r e s s e s .
% Note , sample 7−1 i s ingored as a crack was noted in sample
% p r i o r to c a r r y i n g out t e s t .
A avg = [ ( s t res s11 max+stress12 max ) / 2 , . . .
( s t res s21 max+stress22 max ) / 2 , . . .
( s t res s31 max+stress32 max ) / 2 , . . .
( s t res s41 max+stress42 max+stress43 max ) / 3 , . . .
( s t res s51 max+stress53 max ) / 2 , . . .
( s t res s61 max+stress62 max ) / 2 , . . .
s tress72 max , ( s t res s81 max+stress82 max ) / 2 , . . .
( s t res s91 max+stress92 max ) / 2 , . . .
( s t res s101 max+stress102 max )/2 , s t ress111 max ] ;
% Plot bar
h = f i g u r e ;
f o r k = 1 : l ength ( A avg )
p = bar (k , A avg ( k ) ) ;
hold on
% a l l o c a t e c o l o u r s to c o n t r o l samples , s p h e r i c e l &
% q−c e l mix d e s i g n s
i f k == 1 | | k == 9
c o l = ’ g ’ ;
e l s e i f k == 2 | | k == 10
c o l = ’ c ’ ;
e l s e i f k == 4 | | k == 6 | | k == 8
c o l = ’b ’ ;
e l s e
c o l = ’ r ’ ;
end
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s e t (p , ’ f a c e c o l o r ’ , c o l )
end
x l a b e l s = {( x1 ) } ;
x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t r e s s {\ i t \ s igma {fm}} (MPa) ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’Mean Ultimate F l exura l S t r e s s e s ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Pla in Conc ’ , ’PVA−ECC’ , ’ S p h e r i c e l ’ , ’Q−Cel ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Xtick ’ , x1 , ’ XtickLabel ’ , x l a b e l s )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’ s t r e s s−mean . eps ’ )
%
di sp ( [ ’The mean u l t imate s t r e s s (MPa) f o r each mix ’ , . . .
’ de s ign i s : ’ ] )
d i sp ( A avg )
%
%%
% u l t i m a t e s t r a i n s (%)
s t r a i n u l t = [ s t r a i n 1 1 u l t , s t r a i n 1 2 u l t , s t r a i n 2 1 u l t , . . .
s t r a i n 2 2 u l t , s t r a i n 3 1 u l t , s t r a i n 3 2 u l t , s t r a i n 4 1 u l t , . . .
s t r a i n 4 2 u l t , s t r a i n 4 3 u l t , s t r a i n 5 1 u l t , s t r a i n 5 3 u l t , . . .
s t r a i n 6 1 u l t , s t r a i n 6 2 u l t , s t r a i n 7 1 u l t , s t r a i n 7 2 u l t , . . .
s t r a i n 8 1 u l t , s t r a i n 8 2 u l t , s t r a i n 9 1 u l t , s t r a i n 9 2 u l t , . . .
s t r a i n 1 0 1 u l t , s t r a i n 1 0 2 u l t , s t r a i n 1 1 1 u l t ] ;
%
di sp ( ’The maximum s t r a i n (%) at f a i l u r e f o r each beam i s : ’ )
d i sp ( s t r a i n u l t )
% c r e a t e bar p l o t o f s t r a i n s
% c r e a t e matrix o f u l t i m a t e s t r a i n s f o r use in bar cha r t
C = [ s t r a i n 1 1 u l t , s t r a i n 1 2 u l t , 0 ; s t r a i n 2 1 u l t , s t r a i n 2 2 u l t , . . .
0 ; s t r a i n 3 1 u l t , s t r a i n 3 2 u l t , 0 ; s t r a i n 4 1 u l t , . . .
s t r a i n 4 2 u l t , s t r a i n 4 3 u l t ; s t r a i n 5 1 u l t , 0 , s t r a i n 5 3 u l t ; . . .
s t r a i n 6 1 u l t , s t r a i n 6 2 u l t , 0 ; s t r a i n 7 1 u l t , s t r a i n 7 2 u l t , . . .
0 ; s t r a i n 8 1 u l t , s t r a i n 8 2 u l t , 0 ; s t r a i n 9 1 u l t , . . .
s t r a i n 9 2 u l t , 0 ; s t r a i n 1 0 1 u l t , s t r a i n 1 0 2 u l t , 0 ; . . .
s t r a i n 1 1 1 u l t , 0 , 0 ; ] ;
% Plot bar
h = f i g u r e ;
bar ( x1 ,C, 1 ) , x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n { f }} (%) ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’ Ult imate F l exura l S t ra in ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Specimen 1 ’ , ’ Specimen 2 ’ , ’ Specimen 3 ’ )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ ) ; s e t ( gca , ’ yTick ’ , 0 : 2 : 2 6 )
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’ s t r a i n . eps ’ )
%
% c r e a t e array o f average s t r a i n f o r each mix de s i gn
s t r a i n a v g = [ ( s t r a i n 1 1 u l t+s t r a i n 1 2 u l t ) / 2 , . . .
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( s t r a i n 2 1 u l t+s t r a i n 2 2 u l t ) / 2 , . . .
( s t r a i n 3 1 u l t+s t r a i n 3 2 u l t ) / 2 , . . .
( s t r a i n 4 1 u l t+s t r a i n 4 2 u l t+s t r a i n 4 3 u l t ) / 3 , . . .
( s t r a i n 5 1 u l t+s t r a i n 5 3 u l t ) / 2 , . . .
( s t r a i n 6 1 u l t+s t r a i n 6 2 u l t ) / 2 , . . .
( s t r a i n 7 1 u l t+s t r a i n 7 2 u l t ) / 2 , . . .
( s t r a i n 8 1 u l t+s t r a i n 8 2 u l t ) / 2 , . . .
( s t r a i n 9 1 u l t+s t r a i n 9 2 u l t ) / 2 , . . .
( s t r a i n 1 0 1 u l t+s t r a i n 1 0 2 u l t )/2 , s t r a i n 1 1 1 u l t ] ;
%
% Plot bar
h = f i g u r e ;
f o r k = 1 : l ength ( s t r a i n a v g )
p = bar (k , s t r a i n a v g ( k ) ) ;
hold on
% a l l o c a t e c o l o u r s to c o n t r o l samples , s p h e r i c e l & q−c e l
% mix d e s i g n s
i f k == 1 | | k == 9
c o l = ’ g ’ ;
e l s e i f k == 2 | | k == 10
c o l = ’ c ’ ;
e l s e i f k == 4 | | k == 6 | | k == 8
c o l = ’b ’ ;
e l s e
c o l = ’ r ’ ;
end
s e t (p , ’ f a c e c o l o r ’ , c o l )
end
x l a b e l s = {( x1 ) } ;
x l a b e l ( ’Mix Designs ’ ) , . . .
y l a b e l ( ’ S t ra in {\ i t \ e p s i l o n {fm}} (%) ’ ) , . . .
t i t l e ( ’Mean Ultimate F l exura l S t ra in ’ ) , . . .
l egend ( ’ Pla in Conc ’ , ’PVA−ECC’ , ’ S p h e r i c e l ’ , ’Q−Cel ’ , . . .
’ l o c a t i o n ’ , ’N ’ ) , s e t ( gca , ’ Xtick ’ , x1 , ’ XtickLabel ’ , x l a b e l s )
s e t ( gca , ’ Ygrid ’ , ’ on ’ ) ;
s e t ( gca , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , ’ t imes new roman ’ )
s e t ( f i n d a l l ( gcf , ’ type ’ , ’ t ex t ’ ) , ’ f o n t S i z e ’ ,18 , ’ fontname ’ , . . .
’ t imes new roman ’ )
p r i n t (h , ’ s t r a in−mean . eps ’ )
%
di sp ( ’The mean s t r a i n (%) f o r each mix des ign i s : ’ )
d i sp ( s t r a i n a v g )
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G.1 Compression Curves
G.1.1 Compression Load-Displacement Curves
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Figure G.1: Compression Load-Displacement Curves
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G.1.2 Compression Stress-Strain Curves
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Figure G.2: Compression Stress-Strain Curves
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G.2 Flexural Curves
G.2.1 4 Point Bending Load-Deflection Curves
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Figure G.3: Four (4) Point Bending Load-Deflection Curves
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G.2.2 3 Point Bending Load-Deflection Curves
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Figure G.4: Three (3) Point Bending Load-Deflection Curves
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G.2.3 4 Point Bending Stress-Strain Curves
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Figure G.5: Four (4) Point Bending Stress-Strain Curves
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Figure G.6: Three (3) Point Bending Stress-Strain Curves
